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Abstract
The present thesis aims at studying the use of phase change materials (PCM) in
thermal energy storage (TES) applications and to develop and implement different
numerical tools for their evaluation. Numerical analysis is currently an indispensable
tool for the design, evaluation and optimization of thermal equipment, complement-
ing the experimental techniques.
Two levels of analysis are carried out, one in the field of Computational Fluid
Dynamics (CFD), allowing the accurate simulation of the complex heat transfer
and fluid dynamics phenomena present in solid-liquid phase change problems; and
another one in which the governing equations are treated assuming several suitable
simplifications and integrating empirical correlations, intended for the study of whole
thermal storage systems throughout several charge/discharge cycles.
Furthermore, the specific application of thermal storage in concentrated solar
power (CSP) stations is studied. Different single-tank systems, making use of both
sensible and latent energy capacities of the materials, are evaluated and compared
against the standard two-tank molten-salt systems used in current CSP plants. More-
over, a new single-tank TES concept which combines the use of solid and PCM filler
materials is proposed, with promising results for its utilization in CSP.
All the contents of the main chapters of this thesis, apart from the Introduction
and Conclusions, have been either published or submitted to international journals,
and thus, they are written in order to be self-contained. For this reason, some concepts
and equations are repeated throughout different chapters.
In chapters 2 and 3, a numerical fixed-grid enthalpy model for the simulation of
the solid-liquid phase change is developed. This technique is implemented using
the Finite Volume Method in a collocated unstructured domain discretization and
using explicit time integration schemes. Issues regarding the form of the energy
equation, the treatment of the pressure equation as well as the momentum source
term coefficient introduced by the enthalpy-porosity method are described in detail in
the first chapter. In the second, the possibility of taking into account the variation of
the different thermo-physical properties with the temperature is dealt with. Thermal
expansion and contraction associated to the phase change are taken into account in
the conservation equations and different strategies for the numerical treatment of the
energy equation are discussed in detail. Furthermore, simulations of an interesting
and challenging case of melting of an encapsulated PCM are carried out using two
and three-dimensional meshes, and the results are compared against experimental
results from the literature.
In the next two chapters, the issue of numerically simulating whole single-tank
TES systems is developed. These systems are composed of a single tank filled with
solid and/or PCM materials, forming a packed bed through which a heat transfer fluid
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(HTF) flows. Thermal stratification separates the fluid layers at different temperatures,
with the hot fluid remaining at the top and the cold at the bottom. The vertical
temperature gradient is generally referred to as “thermocline” and it is desirable
to keep it as steep as possible in order to maintain the exergy available as high as
possible. Different designs of single-tank TES systems —classified according to the
filler material/s used— are evaluated for their use in CSP plants. The analysis is
performed evaluating different aspects —as the energy effectively stored/released and
the efficiency in the use of the theoretical capacity— after several charge/discharge
cycles, in order to obtain results independent of the initial thermal state. The operating
time is not fixed, but depends on the temperature of the fluid coming out of the tank,
since it is limited by the restrictions of the receiving equipment (solar field and power
block). It is observed how the degradation of the stratification occurs after several
cycles due to the temperature restrictions. In this context, a new concept of single-tank
TES is presented, which consists of the combination of different layers of solid and
PCM filler materials in a suitable manner, diminishing the thermocline degradation
and increasing the use of the theoretical capacity. This concept, which is called Multi-
Layered Solid PCM (MLSPCM), is demonstrated as a promising alternative for its use
in CSP plants.
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1Introduction
1.1 Prologue
Solid-liquid phase change processes are present in countless situations. Melting and
freezing phenomena play an important role in our world since the formation of the
Earth, until the actual days where it is present in many industrial applications, as the
manufacturing of metal alloys or glass [1]. It is also worth mentioning the renewed
interest that has been developed during the last years in the so-called phase change
materials (PCM) as thermal-energy-storing agents —e.g. in storage devices for solar
thermal power stations [2]— as a way of increasing the efficiency in the utilization of
energy [3].
Thermal energy storage (TES) systems are useful for reducing the mismatch
between energy supply and demand. For example, their application into heating
and cooling systems allow to reduce the consumed electricity costs by shifting the
production of heat/cold into off-peak hours. Furthermore, they allow to ”flatten” the
load curve of the heat/cold pumps, spreading their operation into more hours of the
day, with the result of needing smaller equipment, working closer to their optimal
operation point and thus, with a higher efficiency.
TES systems are an essential feature to make a major profit of solar energy, since
they allow using the thermal energy stored in hours of high solar radiation in times of
lower radiation and higher energy demands. In fact, in low-temperature solar water
heating systems, a water tank working as a thermal storage device is always included.
In solar power generation stations, the incorporation of TES systems produce an
increase in system reliability and generation capacity, and a decrease of the levelized
cost of electricity (LCOE) [4, 5].
Harnessing the inherent latent energy changes of the phase transitions of the
materials, should result in the design of more compact and hopefully cheaper thermal
storage devices than those only relying on the materials sensible energy capacity.
1
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Although liquid-vapor phase change usually results in greater latent energy changes,
solid-liquid transitions are usually preferred due to their lower changes in density.
This is an important aspect to take into account when designing suitable devices for
the containment of the PCMs.
PCMs are being used or studied for its use in several thermal storage applications
in a wide range of temperatures. Some examples are the ice storage for air condition-
ing (see e.g. [6]), the integration of PCMs into different elements of the buildings for
reducing the energy demand of heating and cooling (see e.g. [7]), thermal storage for
both low-temperature solar collectors (see e.g. [8]) and medium-high temperature
concentrating solar power stations (treated in more detail next in this work).
A common feature of many of the PCMs usually considered —such as paraffins,
hydrated salts and salt mixtures— is their low thermal conductivity. For this reason,
different strategies for increasing the heat transfer rate of devices using PCMs are
considered [9, 10]. One of the most studied thermal enhancement options is the
containment of the PCM in small capsules, in order to obtain a high surface-to-
volume ratio. Studies of storage systems consisting of packed beds of encapsulated
PCM are abundant in the literature, e.g. [11–13].
On the other hand, it has been seen that natural convection effects in the melting
of PCMs enclosed in different kind of cavities, play a significant role in the evolution
of the melting rate and shape of the solid-liquid interface (see e.g. [14,15]). Besides the
dynamics and heat transfer phenomena involved within the fluid phase, simulations
need to address the heat transfer within the solid phase and an accurate representation
of the moving boundary between phases.
1.1.1 Solid-liquid phase-change modeling
One of the first works on the modeling of the solid-liquid phase change was carried
out by J. Stefan in 1891 [16], to whom the development of the well-known Stefan
condition is attributed, although some previous works had already addressed this
problem [17]. This condition describes the velocity of the interface of a moving
boundary between solid and liquid phases of the same substance, which depends on
the balance of heat fluxes coming from the solid and liquid phases and on the latent
energy released/absorbed in the melting/solidification. Some analytical solutions
have been found for some one-dimensional problems but the usual approach for the
general kind of problems is through numerical methods.
During a solid-liquid phase change process, density variations due to temperature
changes combined with the gravitational force, produce fluid motion which affects
the heat transfer mechanism (natural convection) and evolution of the solid-liquid
interface. Therefore, it is of interest to be able to accurately simulate this phenomenon
and its interaction with the interface. This is a challenging task, not only due to
the inherent difficulty of simulating convection phenomena, but also to the added
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problem of presenting a moving boundary, whose evolution is unknown a priori and
has to be determined as part of the solution.
There are different techniques for the numerical simulation of solid-liquid phase
change, which can be broadly classified into fixed-grid models [18], adaptive mesh
models [19] and mixed Eulerian-Lagrangian methods [20]. Fixed-grid models use a
fixed mesh for the entire domain independently of the location of the liquid phase;
adaptive mesh models adapt the mesh in order to follow the evolution of the liquid-
solid interface; while in Eulerian-Lagrangian methods the computations are per-
formed in a fixed grid but the interface is explicitly tracked by a set of extra points.
Fixed grid methods are mathematically and computationally easier to implement
than other methods. Adaptive mesh methods admit coarser meshes —as the grid
density is dynamically modified in order to be higher near the interface— than fixed
grid methods for the same accuracy. On the other hand, fixed-grid models allow
to simulate flow through “mushy zones” developed in a solid-liquid phase change
ocurring at a temperature range. One commonly cited reference which compares a
fixed-grid model and an adaptive-mesh model is [21]
Fixed-grid enthalpy models have been extensively used for solid-liquid phase
change CFD simulations. Generally, implicit time schemes are used by most authors
[18, 22–24].
1.1.2 TES in CSP
Nowadays, many CSP plants incorporate a molten-salt two-tank TES system (e.g.
Andasol and Extresol in Spain, Crescent Dunes and Solana in USA), which makes
use of the sensible energy capacity of the molten-salt [25, 26]. However, different TES
designs resulting in lower investment costs are currently under study, some of which
are also based on the sensible energy capacity of the materials, such as thermocline
single-tanks [27, 28] and concrete storage designs [29].
In thermocline systems, the fluid with both high and low temperature levels
is contained in a single tank. Thermal stratification is the mechanism separating
them, and the thermal gradient produced within the fluid is called thermocline. The
thermocline thickness indicates the amount of thermal mixing, which may be due to
natural convection effects (see e.g. [30, 31]) and strong inlet flow currents [32], and
is intended to be maintained at a minimum. A modification to the original concept,
aiming at reducing the thermal mixing and also reducing the amount of molten-salt
used, is to fill the tank with a cheaper solid material such as quartzite rocks, granite,
sand [27], asbestos-containing wastes [33], forming a porous packed bed through
which the heat transfer fluid flows.
On the other hand, several researchers have been investigating the use of phase
change materials (PCM) as thermal storage media for CSP facilities. Liu et al. [9]
carried out an extensive review of high-temperature phase change storage materials
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and of thermal enhancement techniques. For example, Michels and Pitz-Paal [34] per-
formed a numerical and experimental investigation of storage systems using different
PCMs with cascaded melting points, contained in shell and tube heat exchangers, for
parabolic trough CSP plants. Shabgard et al. [35] performed a numerical analysis of
cascaded latent heat storage with gravity-assisted heat pipes for CSP applications.
Nithyanandam et al. [36] studied packed bed thermal storage with encapsulated
PCMs for CSP by means of a numerical model. They performed parametric analyses
and established guidelines for the design of latent storage systems. Flueckiger et
al. [13] analyzed latent-heat-augmented thermocline storage for CSP using an in-
tegrated system-level model for the whole CSP plant and evaluated the effect of
the increase of the storage capacity with the latent heat. Limitations in the thermal
performance of tanks including PCMs were observed, while some improvement was
obtained with some of the cascaded PCM designs.
Furthermore, Steinmann and Tamme [37] studied the combination of latent and
sensible storage heat exchangers specially suited for direct steam generation solar
field technology (DSG). A PCM storage unit was intended for producing the vapor
generation (evaporation) and two concrete storage units for storing the sensible
portion of the fluid’s energy (pre and superheating).
1.2 Background
The present thesis has been developed at the Heat and Mass Transfer Technological
Center (CTTC) of the Technical University of Catalonia (UPC). CTTC is a research center
whose activities are focused on two main lines, one dedicated to the mathematical
formulation, numerical resolution and experimental validation of fluid dynamics
and heat and mass transfer phenomena, and another involving the application of
the acquired know-how from the basic studies into the thermal and fluid dynamic
optimisation of thermal systems and equipment. Solar energy systems and thermal
storage are within the main topics of research of CTTC. A list of the activities, research
projects and publications of the center can be found in [38].
Some of the models presented in this thesis have been implemented into the
CFD platform TermoFluids (TF) [39], developed by Termo Fluids S.L. —a spin-off of
the CTTC-UPC— which is a high performance computing code designed for three-
dimensional (3D) CFD simulations in unstructured meshes, using the Finite Volume
Method (FVM) for the discretization of the governing equations. Termo Fluids S.L. is
was born in year 2006 from members of the CTTC and, together with CTTC, have a
high capacity of simulating thermal systems and equipment.
Several theses and scientific papers in the subject of solid-liquid phase change
modeling have been published by researchers from the CTTC in the past, e.g. [23,
40–42]. Theses of Miquel Costa [40] and Bárbara Vidal [42], dealing with the fixed-
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grid modeling of solid-liquid phase change in structured meshes and using implicit
integration schemes, have served as a very good starting point for the work developed
in this thesis.
1.3 Objectives and Outline
The work developed in the framework of this thesis can be encompassed into three
main objectives. First, to develop and implement a numerical model for the simulation
of solid-liquid phase change phenomena in a highly parallel, unstructured CFD
platform. Second, to develop and implement a numerical model of thermal storage
systems, consisting of a tank filled with solid and/or PCM materials forming a
packed bed through which a heat transfer fluid flows, for the fast simulation of
several charge/discharge cycles. Third, to study and evaluate different single-tank
TES systems for their application into concentrated solar power plants.
The next two chapters are devoted to the fulfillment of the first objective. In
chapter 2, a fixed-grid enthalpy model is developed in detail. This model has been
implemented into the CFD platform TermoFluids (TF), As the intention is to be able
make use of the turbulence models already available within the TF framework for
the simulation of the liquid phase flow, the present fixed-grid model is designed for
its use with explicit time integration schemes, specially suited for the simulation of
turbulence.
In chapter 3, the referred model is extended in order to take into consideration the
variation of the thermo-physical properties with the temperature, with a special con-
sideration of the change in density present in the phase change. Several modifications
to the model developed in chapter 2 are indicated in detail. Furthermore, simulations
of a case of the constrained melting of a PCM contained in a spherical capsule are
performed using two and three-dimensional meshes, and the results are compared
against experimental results from the literature.
The second and third objectives are addressed in chapters 4 and 5. Chapter 4
deals with the development of a numerical model for the simulation of tanks filled
with solid particles and/or PCM capsules forming a packed bed, through which a
HTF flows exchanging heat. In the same chapter, a new concept of thermocline-like
storage system is presented, in which both solid and PCM filler materials are suitably
combined. The main idea behind MLSPCM configurations is the inclusion of high
and low melting-point PCMs as filler materials at the ends of the tank, close to the
inlet/outlet ports. This packed bed configuration is named Multi-Layered Solid-PCM
(MLSPCM) and is compared against different thermocline-like systems, which can
be classified according to the filler materials included as: single solid, single PCM
and cascaded-PCM. The analysis is performed evaluating different aspects —as the
energy effectively stored/released and the efficiency in the use of the theoretical ca-
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pacity— after several charge/discharge cycles, in order to obtain results independent
of the initial thermal state. The operating time is not fixed, but is dependent on the
temperature of the fluid coming out of the tank, since it is limited by the restrictions
of the receiving equipment (solar field and power block). It is observed how the
degradation of the stratification occurs after several cycles due to the temperature
restrictions. The performed study shows that the multi-layered solid-PCM concept is
a promising alternative for its use as in thermal storage units for CSP plants.
In chapter 5 the MLSPCM concept is used for making up single-tank TES systems
for a CSP plant. 50 MWe parabolic trough plant Andasol 1 (Granada, Spain) is adopted
as a reference. Two sets of analyses are performed, one with the objective of testing
the TES systems individually, by defining specific operating conditions and taking the
systems to a periodic steady state; and another, aiming at the perfomance evaluation
after several days of operation in a CSP plant, in which the weather variability and
the thermal behavior of tank walls and foundation are simulated. For the second set,
the numerical model is integrated into the modular object-oriented code NEST [43],
which links the different models corresponding to the elements under study.
Finally, conclusions are taken and an overview of further research is presented.
1.4 Applicability
A significant part of the present work has been developed within the framework
of different research projects of the CTTC with the industry, such as SEILA - New
technologies for an efficient, ecologic and intelligent washing system for textiles of the future
[44] and TESCONSOL - Thermal storage for concentrating solar power plants [45].
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Solid-Liquid Phase-Change
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Liquid Phase Change in Unstructured Meshes Using Explicit Time Schemes," Numer.
Heat Tr. B-Fund., vol. 65, pp. 27–52, 2014.
Abstract
Fixed-grid enthalpy models have been extensively used for solid-liquid phase change
CFD simulations with implicit time schemes. In this work, this technique is imple-
mented for explicit time schemes and collocated unstructured domain discretization,
due to the interest in coupling phase change formulation with turbulence models for
the liquid motion.
Issues regarding the form of the energy equation, the treatment of the pressure
equation as well as the momentum source term coefficient introduced by the enthalpy-
porosity method are described in detail.
Numerical implementation is tested with different study cases, showing a good
agreement with other experimental and numerical results.
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NOMENCLATURE
A surface area
Cp specific heat at constant pressure−→
dPF distance vector, going from present node centroid to neighbor node
centroid−−→
dPs f distance vector, going from present node centroid to face centroid
f mass liquid fraction
~f momentum source term
g gravity acceleration
h specific total enthalpy
jˆ unitary vector in the vertical direction
k thermal conductivity
L specific latent enthalpy
m, m˙ mass and mass flux
nˆ surface normal vector
pd hydrodynamic part of the pressure (pd = p + ρgy, where y is the
vertical coordenate)
Pr Prandtl number
Ra Rayleigh number
R Sum of convective and diffusive terms
S Momentum source term coefficient introduced by the porosity
method
Ste Stefan number
T temperature
u,~u,~up velocity magnitude, vector and predictor velocity vector
∆t time step
V volume
α thermal diffusivity (α = λρCp )
β volumetric expansion coefficient
e volume liquid fraction (porosity)
µ dynamic viscosity
ρ density
φ non-dimensional temperature
Superscripts and subscripts:
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f corresponding to a face
F corresponding to a neighbor node/cell
l, liq liquid phase
P corresponding to the present node/cell
s, sol solid phase
s f solid face
∗ non-dimensional variable
2.1 Introduction
Solid-liquid phase change processes are present in countless situations. Melting and
freezing phenomena play an important role in our world since the formation of the
Earth, until the actual days where it is present in many industrial applications, as the
manufacturing of metal alloys or glass [1]. It is also worth mentioning the renewed
interest that has been developed during the last years in the so-called phase change
materials (PCM) as thermal-energy-storing agents —e.g. in storage devices for solar
thermal power stations [2]— as a way of increasing the efficiency in the utilization of
energy [3].
One of the first works on the modeling of the solid-liquid phase change was
carried out by J. Stefan in 1891 [4], to whom the development of the well-known
Stefan condition is attributed, although some previous works had already addressed
this problem [5]. This condition describes the velocity of the interface of a moving
boundary between solid and liquid phases of the same substance, which depends on
the balance of heat fluxes coming from the solid and liquid phases and on the latent
energy released/absorbed in the melting/solidification. Some analytical solutions
have been found for some one-dimensional problems but the usual approach for the
general kind of problems is through numerical methods.
During a solid-liquid phase change process, density variations due to temperature
changes combined with the gravitational force, produce fluid motion which affects
the heat transfer mechanism (natural convection) and evolution of the solid-liquid
interface. Therefore, it is of interest to be able to accurately simulate this phenomenon
and its interaction with the interface. This is a challenging task, not only due to
the inherent difficulty of simulating convection phenomena, but also to the added
problem of presenting a moving boundary, whose evolution is unknown a priori and
has to be determined as part of the solution.
There are different techniques for the numerical simulation of solid-liquid phase
change, which can be broadly classified into fixed-grid models [6], adaptive mesh
models [7] and mixed Eulerian-Lagrangian methods [8]. Fixed-grid models use a fixed
mesh for the entire domain independently of the location of the liquid phase; adaptive
mesh models adapt the mesh in order to follow the evolution of the liquid-solid
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interface; while in Eulerian-Lagrangian methods the computations are performed
in a fixed grid but the interface is explicitly tracked by a set of extra points. Fixed
grid methods are mathematically and computationally easier to implement than
other methods. Adaptive mesh methods admit coarser meshes —as the grid density
is dynamically modified in order to be higher near the interface— than fixed grid
methods for the same accuracy. On the other hand, fixed-grid models allow to
simulate flow through “mushy zones” developed in a solid-liquid phase change
ocurring at a temperature range. One commonly cited reference which compares a
fixed-grid model and an adaptive-mesh model is [9]
Fixed-grid enthalpy models have been extensively used for solid-liquid phase
change CFD simulations. Generally, implicit time schemes are used by most authors
[6, 10–12].
This work deals with solid-liquid phase change simulation using fixed-grid en-
thalpy modeling but using explicit time schemes. This is due to the intention of
coupling the phase change formulation with some turbulence modeling for the liquid
motion, where explicit time schemes are common.
Some issues regarding the formulation of the energy equation, the treatment of
the pressure equation (resulting from the pressure-velocity decoupling) as well as the
form of the momentum source term coefficient introduced by the enthalpy-porosity
method are treated in detail.
Resulting numerical implementation, using an unstructured domain discretization
and a collocated mesh scheme, is tested using some study cases for which experimen-
tal and numerical results have been obtained from the literature.
2.2 Mathematical model
When the PCM changes of phase, natural convection is produced due to the dif-
ference between solid and liquid densities and gravity action. To simulate this
phenomenon, Navier-Stokes and energy equations are numerically solved. Some of
the most relevant simplyfying assumptions that are made here are:
• Incompressible fluid.
• Boussinesq aproximation (density is considered constant, except in the gravity
forces term).
• Constant thermo-physical properties and equal between solid and liquid states.
Based on the above mentioned hypotheses and adopting the enthalpy-porosity
model to account for the phase change phenomenon [6, 10], mass, momentum and
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energy equations can be written in the following form:
∇ · ~u = 0 (2.1)
∂ρ~u
∂t
+ (~u · ∇)~u = −∇pd + µ∇2~u− ρegβ(T − T0) jˆ− S~u (2.2)
∂ρh
∂t
+∇ · (ρ~uCplT) = ∇ · (k∇T) (2.3)
where ~u is the seepage velocity (or Darcy velocity), which is defined as the the average
fluid velocity over a representative volume that may contain both liquid and solid
phases [13]. Enthalpy h includes both sensible and latent components. The source
term −S~u is introduced into the momentum equation to account for the presence
of solid in the control volumes. Its final form depends on the porosity e (or liquid
fraction), as explained in [6, 10]. There is a slight difference between momentum
equation (2.2) and the presented in [6] in the Boussinesq source term (buoyancy force):
here it is multiplied by the porosity, due to the fact that only the weight of the liquid
phase should be considered in this term.
To solve these equations, it is necessary to define a relation between enthalpy and
temperature of the PCM. Depending on the type of PCM studied, the change of phase
can be produced either at a fixed temperature or in a temperature interval. A pure
substance typically changes of phase at a fixed temperature, while a PCM consisting
of a mixture of substances will undergo a temperature variations during the phase
change. Following equations define the enthalpy–temperature relations for constant
and variable phase change temperature cases.
• Constant phase change temperature:
h− hre f = Cp(T − Tre f ), T < Tsl (2.4)
h− hre f = Cp(T − Tre f ) + L, T > Tsl (2.5)
h− hre f = (1− f )hsol + f hliq − hre f
= Cp(Tsl − Tre f ) + f L, T = Tsl (2.6)
with:
f =
mliq
mliq + msol
=
hint − hsol
hliq − hsol (2.7)
where f is the liquid fraction, whose values range from 0 (pure solid) to 1 (pure
liquid). hre f and Tre f are a reference enthalpy and a reference temperature,
respectively; Tsl indicates the phase change temperature; hsol and hliq indicate
the specific enthalpies of the solid and liquid phases present in the same control
volume (where the phase change is occurring).
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• Variable phase change temperature:
h− hre f = Cp(T − Tre f ), T < Ts (2.8)
h− hre f = Cp(T − Tre f ) + L, T > Tl (2.9)
h− hre f = (1− f )hsol + f hliq − hre f
= Cp(T − Tre f ) + f L, Ts < T < Tl (2.10)
with:
f =
T − Ts
Tl − Ts (2.11)
where Ts and Tl indicate solidus and liquidus temperatures, respectively. Here,
there is a unique value of h for each value of T. The f − T relation defined
by Eq. (2.11) results in a linear h− T curve in the phase change. This is just
an approximation, since actually, the latter normally have a non–linear shape,
which depend on the material.
Due to the assumption of constant density and equal between liquid and solid
phases, mass liquid fraction f and volume liquid fraction (or porosity) e are the same.
Therefore, from here on e will be used either as porosity or liquid fraction.
A fixed grid is used for the entire domain (including liquid, solid and interface),
where the liquid fraction determines the state of the substance in each control volume.
Liquid fraction with values between 0 and 1 indicates the presence of both phases in
the same mesh node. These nodes are called “interface” nodes.
2.2.1 Nondimensionalization of the equations
To minimize the number of parameters on which the problem depends, nondimen-
sionalization of the equations is carried out.
If D is a characteristic length and T1 and T0 characteristic temperatures of the
problem:
~r = (x, y, z) =⇒ ~r∗ = (x∗, y∗, z∗) (dimensionless position vector)
~u = (u, v, w) =⇒ ~u∗ = (u∗, v∗, w∗) (dimensionless velocity)
and:
~r∗ = ~rD ; t
∗ = tαD2 ; φ =
T−T0
T1−T0 ; h
∗ = hCp(T1−T0)
then:
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~u∗ = ~uDα ; p
∗
d =
pdD2
ρα2
; ∇∗ = D∇
resulting in the following set of equations:
∇∗ · ~u∗ = 0 (2.12)
∂~u∗
∂t∗ + (
~u∗ · ∇∗)~u∗ = −∇∗p∗d + Pr(∇∗)2 ~u∗ − RaPrφ jˆ− S∗ ~u∗ (2.13)
∂h∗
∂t∗ +∇
∗ · (~u∗φ) = ∇∗ · (∇∗φ) (2.14)
where: Pr = µρα ; Ra =
ρgβD3(T1−T0)
µα ; S
∗ = D2ρα S
Nondimensionalizing enthalpy-temperature relations (2.4) to (2.6), assuming that Tre f
in the referred equations is the same T0 considered here as a characteristic temperature
of the problem, they remain:
h∗ = φ, φ < φsl (2.15)
h∗ = φsl +
e
Ste
, φ = φsl (2.16)
h∗ = φ+ Ste−1, φ > φsl (2.17)
where:
Ste =
Cp(T1 − T0)
L
is the Stefan number, where either T1 or T0 are taken as the phase change temperature.
Therefore, the parameters of the problem are reduced to: Pr, Ra, Ste, S∗, besides
the ones that could arise from nondimensionalizing the boundary conditions.
2.3 Numerical procedure
Governing equations ((2.1) to (2.3), or (2.12) to (2.14) in dimensionless form) are
solved numerically, since only some very simplified cases can be solved analytically.
An added difficulty of the phase change processes is the presence of a solid-liquid
interface —which is a moving boundary— whose position has to be determined; this
being a crucial part of the problem.
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The adoption of the fixed grid enthalpy-porosity method simplifies considerably
the problem of placing the solid-liquid interface, as it is determined by the volume
fraction e. The control volumes or nodes of the mesh that have a value of e between 0
and 1 contain part of the interface. This procedure has the advantage of not having
to solve more equations to find the interface and that the mesh does not have to be
modified to follow the interface as in the interface tracking methods.
In cases where the PCM changes of phase at a fixed temperature, it has the
disadvantage of not being able of exactly determining the position of the interface
(which should be of infinitesimal width), since its width is of at least one control
volume. However, when the phase change occurrs at a temperature range (e.g. for a
mixture of pure substances), this is an advantage, as the real “interface” is in fact a
three-dimensional region called “mushy” region.
2.3.1 Time discretization
Convective and diffusive terms are treated explicitly. Here, a 2nd order Adams-
Bashforth is adopted, although further analysis here is not dependent on the particular
explicit time scheme used. Pressure gradient is treated fully implicitly.
Regarding the momentum source term S~u, coefficient S is positive and —as indi-
cated in [6, 10, 11]— it depends on the liquid fraction of the control volume, tending
to infinity as e tends to zero. In the differential momentum equations, this makes
the velocity near solid control volumes tend to zero. However, in the discretized
equations, if an explicit time scheme is used, it results in an equation where the new
velocity depends on the last velocity times ∆t multiplied by a factor tending to infinity.
Thus, the time step adopted to make the system stable would have to be infinitesimal.
This can be more clearly seen by working with a simplified differential equation:
∂u
∂t
= −Su where S > 0
and watching what happens when S→ ∞. The solution of this equation is:
u(t) = u0e−S(t−t0) with u(t0) = u0
It can be seen that:
S→ ∞ =⇒ u(t)→ 0 and u0 > 0 (< 0) =⇒ u(t) > 0 (< 0) ∀t
Discretizing the differential equation using an explicit 1st order Euler time scheme, it
results in:
un+1 = un − ∆tSun
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To keep the restriction of not crossing the zero limit, the time step ∆t has to be limited:
un > 0 =⇒ un+1 > 0 =⇒ un(1− ∆tS) > 0 =⇒ ∆t < 1
S
Then,
S→ ∞ =⇒ ∆t→ 0
Therefore, the explicit formulation for this source term is unstable. To overcome this
problem, a fully implicit time scheme is adopted for discretizing the momentum
source term −S~u.
From now on we assume that the equations are dimensionless and supress the ∗
for simplicity. Time-discretizated governing equations result in:
∇ · ~un+1 = 0 (2.18)
~un+1 − ~un
∆t
=
3
2
Rn(~u)− 1
2
Rn−1(~u)−∇pn+1d + ~f n+1 (2.19)
hn+1 − hn
∆t
=
3
2
Rn(φ)− 1
2
Rn−1(φ) (2.20)
where:
~f n+1 = −S~un+1 + RaPrφn+1 · jˆ (2.21)
and R represents the sum of convective and diffusive terms.
Working with Eq. (2.19) and grouping terms with un+1 result in:
~un+1 (1+ ∆tS) = ~un + ∆t
[
−∇pn+1d +
3
2
Rn(~u)− 1
2
Rn−1(~u)− RaPrφn+1 jˆ
]
=⇒
~un+1 =
~un + ∆t
[
−∇pn+1d + 32 Rn(~u)− 12 Rn−1(~u)− RaPrφn+1 jˆ
]
1+ ∆tS
(2.22)
Then, if S→ ∞, i.e. the control volume is almost solid, un+1 → 0.
Decoupling of un+1 and pn+1d is carried out applying divergence, imposing mass
conservation (Eq. (2.18)) and rearranging terms:
∆t∇ ·
(
∇pn+1d
1+ ∆tS
)
= ∇ · up (2.23)
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where:
up =
~u
n + ∆t
[
3
2 R
n(~u)− 12 Rn−1(~u)− RaPrφn+1 jˆ
]
1+ ∆tS
 (2.24)
is a pseudo-predictor velocity, and thus:
un+1 = up − ∆t
(
∇pn+1d
1+ ∆tS
)
(2.25)
from where the new velocity field (un+1) is calculated.
Regarding the energy balance, it should be noted that due to the explicit time
scheme adopted, there is no need of an iteration step for calculating the liquid fraction
of each control volume. It is just determined by the value of hn+1, which is obtained
directly from the energy equation (2.20). This iteration step is indeed needed when
an implicit scheme is adopted, such as in [6, 10–12] and several others.
2.3.2 Space discretization
The entire domain is discretized using a fixed mesh. The formulation presented
herein correspond to unstructured meshes and collocated schemes, as used in the
CFD computer code TermoFluids [14].
In all cases, Finite Volume Method (FVM) is used for the spatial discretization of
the equations. This method consists in integrating the governing differential equations
over discrete control volumes.
Diffusive term
The diffusive term of the momentum equation —disregarding the multiplying coeffi-
cient (Pr or µ)— integrated over a finite control volume, becomes:
1
V
∫
V
∇2~u dV = 1
V
∫
A
∇~u · nˆ dA ≈ 1
V ∑f
(∇~u · nˆ) f A f (2.26)
where the divergence theorem has been used in the first equality. Sub-index f indi-
cates that the sum is performed over the surfaces of the control volume.
Using the notation indicated in figure 2.1, the discretized diffusive term is ex-
pressed here as [15]:
1
V ∑f
(∇~u · nˆ) f A f ≈
1
V ∑f
(
~uF − ~uP−→
dPF · nˆ
A
)
f
(2.27)
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(a) Away from solid nodes. (b) Near solid nodes. Diferent phases are indicated by
the area filling.
Figure 2.1: Notation used for the position of the nodes in an unstructured mesh.
Letter P indicates the node being calculated, F a neighboring node, f the face shared
by nodes P and F, nˆ f the vector normal to face f pointing outwards P, and ~dPF the
vector going from P to F. If node F contains solid, then the face connecting nodes P
and F is denoted s f and the distance from P to this face ~dPs f .
where sub-indices P and F indicate the node where the integration is being performed
and the neighbor cell node corresponding to face f , respectively.
Convective term
The application of the FVM for treating the convective term gives:
1
V
∫
V
∇ · (~u~u) dV = 1
V
∫
A
~u(~u · nˆ) dA ≈ 1
V ∑f
[~u(~u · nˆ)] f A f (2.28)
where —for convenience— the conservative form of the momentum equation has
been used. Here again, divergence theorem has been used to derive the first equality.
Using notation from figure 2.1 and adopting a symmetry-preserving scheme [16],
the above equation becomes:
1
V ∑f
[~u(~u · nˆ)] f A f ≈
1
V ∑f
(
~uP + ~uF
2
)
m˙ f (2.29)
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where m˙ f is the flux through face f , which is calculated from the velocity field u and
corrected in order to satisfy mass conservation [15], similarly as in [17].
In liquid-containing cells neighboring other solid cells (as in fig. 2.1(b)) the flux
(m˙ f ) through solid faces is explicitly set to zero in order not to have artifical “leackage”
through the solid, and convection through these faces is completely eliminated.
For the convective term in the energy equation (2.3) an UPWIND scheme [18] has
been used due to boundedness reasons.
Discussion about the form of the energy equation
In [6,10] the differential equation for the energy balance in the phase changing process
is presented asa:
∂ρh
∂t
+∇ · (ρ~uh) = ∇ · (k∇T) (2.30)
This equation has a slight difference compared to Eq. (2.3): the advection-
convection term. The transported property in Eq. (2.30) is the total enthalpy (in-
cluding latent), while in Eq. (2.3) only the sensible enthalpy of the liquid is considered
to be transported by the flow. Actually, Eq. (2.3) results from assuming constant spe-
cific heat in the liquid phase and from the incompressibility condition (Eq. (2.1)). In a
more general formulation the total liquid enthalpy should be used in the convective
term. If the incompressibility condition were not applied, the latent heat of the liquid
phase should be included. However, this remains being different from advecting the
enthalpy h (as defined here), because the latter is a mean value of the enthalpies of
the liquid and solid phases present in the control volume.
In pure solid and liquid phases there is no difference at taking any of both energy
equations. This is because in the solid phase there is no enthalpy transport and in
the liquid phase only differences in sensible enthalpy are needed to be accounted for,
as only one phase is involved. However, in the regions (or control volumes) where
both liquid and solid phases are present (i.e. interface or “mushy zone” nodes), the
volume integration of both formulations give different results.
As the interface will not be of infinitesimal width due to the adopted fixed-grid
model (even in the case of phase change at a fixed temperature), there will be control
volumes that will contain the interface and where the fluid part will have a velocity
different from zero. Furthermore, mass and energy will be entering and leaving these
“interface” control volumes, and these interactions will be produced between liquid
and interface nodes and also between different interface nodes (see figure 2.2). Thus,
a Actually, in those references, h represents only the sensible enthalpy and an extra source term is
included to account for the latent enthalpy, which is represented by ∆H.
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discretized momentum and energy equations will have non-zero advective terms in
these control volumes (see section 2.3.1 below).
(a) Sharp interface (b) Mushy zone
Figure 2.2: Schemes showing control volumes containing both solid and liquid phases.
Arrows at the control volume faces indicate liquid flowing to and from the control
volume.
Regarding the energy equation, if we chose to evaluate the convective term taking
the total specific enthalpy h (as defined by Eqs. (2.4) to (2.10)) as the transported
property, then we would be transporting a variable that depends on the liquid fraction
of the involved nodes (see Eq. (2.5)); i.e. we would be transporting a “mean value”
of the enthalpy of the solid and liquid phases of the involved control volumes. This
is not right, since only the liquid phase is transported from one node to the other
(assuming that the solid is fixed with respect to the grid). Therefore, only the enthalpy
of the liquid phase is advected. Due to the assumption of equal densities between
solid and liquid phases (see section 2.2), there is no mass accumulation nor decrease
in any cell, and mass fluxes entering any cell must equal the mass fluxes leaving it.
With this in mind, it can be observed that the balance of transport of energy into any
cell by advection equals the difference between the energy contents of the entering
and leaving mass fluxes, resulting in a balance of sensible enthalpies of the referred
fluxes (as the latent enthalpies get cancelled out). The effect of this discrepancy or
“error” is studied next.
Convective term of equation (2.3) (using hliq as the enthalpy of the liquid phase),
integrated in an interface control volume, can be expressed as:∫
V
∇ · (ρ~uhliq) ≈∑
f
m˙ f (hliq) f (2.31)
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while the convective term of Eq. (2.30) results in:∫
V
∇ · (ρ~uh) ≈∑
f
m˙ f h f =∑
f
m˙ f
[
(1− e)hsol + ehliq
]
f
=∑
f
m˙ f
[
(hliq − (1− e)(hliq − hsol)
]
f
=∑
f
m˙ f (hliq) f −∑
f
m˙ f
[
(1− e)(hliq − hsol)
]
f
(2.32)
The first term of the right side of Eq. (2.32) is equal to the right side of Eq. (2.31);
hence, the difference between both equations results in:
Cliquid − Ctotal =∑
f
m˙ f
[
(1− e)(hliq − hsol)
]
f
(2.33)
where Cliquid and Ctotal represent the convective terms considering the liquid enthalpy
and the total enthalpy, respectively.
To clarify the effects of this difference, above equations will be expressed for the
center node of figure 2.2. The mentioned node has a liquid fraction (e) of 0.5; receives
a mass flux from the upper node, which also has a liquid fraction of 0.5; and has an
outflow towards the left node, which has a liquid fraction of 1 (pure liquid).
Taking into consideration that due to the mass balance, the mass flux going
through the upper face has to be equal to the one going through the left face (m˙le f t =
m˙up); then, the convection term —using Eq. (2.31)— results in:
Cliquid = m˙ f (hliq,le f t − hliq,up) = m˙ f Cp(Tf ,le f t − Tf ,up)
= m˙ f Cp
TL − TU
2
(2.34)
where sub-indexes L and U indicate the values of the left and upper nodes, respec-
tively. Now, the difference between both approaches results in:
Cliquid − Ctotal = m˙ f
(1− e)L(hliq − hsol)L + (1− e)P(hliq − hsol)P
2
− m˙ f
(1− e)U(hliq − hsol)U + (1− e)P(hliq − hsol)P
2
= −m˙ f
(1− e)U(hliq − hsol)U
2
= −m˙ f L4 (2.35)
where the facts that the liquid fraction of the left node is equal to 1 and that the
difference between the enthalpies of the liquid and solid portions of node U is equal
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to the latent heat of fusion, L (according to the model adopted here, Eq. (2.6) or (2.10)),
have been considered.
Now, comparing Eqs. (2.34) and (2.35), it can be observed that:∣∣∣∣∣Cliquid − CtotalCliquid
∣∣∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣ L2Cp(TL − TU)
∣∣∣∣
Assuming that the temperature difference between left and upper nodes is not high
(which is reasonable with a normal grid density) or that the Stefan number is sensibly
smaller than 1 (very usual in phase change problems, where the latent heat of fusion
is high compared to the maximum possible sensible enthalpy difference), then:∣∣Cp(TL − TU)∣∣ L =⇒ ∣∣∣Cliquid − Ctotal∣∣∣ ∣∣∣Cliquid∣∣∣
Therefore, for this particular node, the “error”in the expression of the discrete con-
vective term is much higher than the convective term itself. This can cause high
unphysical fluctuations in the enthalpy and liquid fractions of the referred node, if
the mass flux m˙ f is not so small to make the convective term vanish.
Numerical tests have shown notable differences between the adoption of total or
liquid sensible enthalpy in coarse grids, although they tend to vanish as the grid is
refined.
It should be noted that these differences are produced by the discretization of the
equations and by the fact that in one control volume both solid and liquid phases are
present. This does not mean that Eq. (2.30) is wrong; it is a differential equation and
so can only be strictly applied to infinitesimally small volumes. Thus, the error is
introduced at the volume integration stage.
Voller et al. [6] state that only in the fixed temperature phase change case —where
the interface is of infinitesimal width— the advection of ∆H (latent heat of fusion
weighted by the porosity in the control volume) vanishes, and that it should be
accounted for in a mushy region case. The argument presented in this section results
in a different conclusion: even in a mushy region case, since only the liquid phase is
advected, ∆H should not be included in the convection term.
However, the case of phase change of a mixture of substances (in a temperature
range instead of a fixed temperature) is not so simple if the different properties of
the different substances are considered. Probably, in these cases the difference of
liquid enthalpy at different temperatures —inside the phase change temperature
range—cannot be considered just as a difference in sensible enthalpy, since the liquid
phase consists of different fractions of each substance at each temperature. In this case,
a more detailed expression of the enthalpy-temperature relations should be adopted,
and Eq. (2.3) should be written with the total liquid enthalpy in its convective term
(as in Eq. (2.31)).
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2.3.3 Pressure equation
Here, the pressure-velocity decoupling procedure for the equations corresponding
to the liquid-containing cell nodes is detailed, where a special treatment of the solid
boundary nodes (face nodes) is indicated. The matrix coefficients of the resulting
linear system, as well as the vector of independent terms, are presented.
The integration of Eq. (2.23) results in:
1
V
∫
V
∆t∇ ·
(
∇pn+1d
1+ ∆tS
)
dV =
1
V
∫
V
∇ · (~up) dV (2.36)
Following the same line of reasoning that in previous sections, Eq. (2.36) becomes:
∆t
V ∑f
(
∇pn+1d
1+ ∆tS
)
f
· nˆ f A f = 1V ∑f
(
~up · nˆ
)
f
A f (2.37)
which defines a system of equations of pressure which needs to be solved using
some linear solver. A further simplification of this system is carried out near solid
boundaries.
At solid boundaries, the following Neumann condition is applied [19]:
(∇pd · nˆ)s f =
[(
Pr∇2~u− RaPrφ jˆ
)
· nˆ
]
s f
(2.38)
which is derived from momentum equation (Eq. (2.2)) and the velocity boundary
condition:
~us f = 0 =⇒ (~u · nˆ)s f = 0 (2.39)
In semi–discrete form, integrated in a surface element, this boundary condition
for pressure results in:
∇pn+1d s f · nˆs f =
[
3
2
Rn(~u)− 1
2
Rn−1(~u)− RaPrφn+1 jˆ
]
s f
· nˆs f
where R contains not only the diffusive term appearing in Eq. (2.38) but also the
convective term. This is not a problem, since convection through a solid boundary is
zero (Eq. (2.39)).
Noting that un is also zero, then:
∆t∇pn+1d · nˆs f =
{
un + ∆t
[
3
2
Rn(~u)− 1
2
Rn−1(~u)− RaPrφn+1 jˆ
]}
· nˆs f
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hence, dividing by 1+ ∆tS and using Eq. (2.24):(
∆t∇pn+1d
1+ ∆tS
· nˆ
)
s f
=
(
~up · nˆ
)
s f
(2.40)
Now, working with Eq. (2.36) for a boundary control volume (a cell with a face
belonging to a solid boundary) and separating the solid face from the sums at both
sides of the equation:
∆t
 ∑
f 6=s f
(
∇pn+1d
1+ ∆tS
· nˆA
)
f
+
(
∇pn+1d
1+ ∆tS
· nˆA
)
s f
 = ∑
f 6=s f
(
~up · nˆA
)
f
+
(
~up · nˆA
)
s f
(2.41)
Hence, combining Eq. (2.41) and (2.40) it results in:
∆t
 ∑
f 6=s f
(
∇pn+1d
1+ ∆tS
· nˆA
)
f
 = ∑
f 6=s f
(
~up · nˆA
)
f
(2.42)
and inner nodes adjacent to the solid boundaries are “decoupled” from solid boundary
pressure nodes; i.e. instead of solving the system of pressure equations defined by
Eq. (2.37), we solve the system defined by Eq. (2.42), where solid boundary pressure
nodes are not included as variables neither as equations.
The term at the left side of Eq. (2.42) is very similar to the diffusive term and it is
discretized similarly:
∑
f 6=s f
( ∇p
1+ ∆tS
)
f
· nˆ f A f ≈ ∑
f 6=s f
[(
pdF − pdP−→
dPF · nˆ
) (
1
1+ ∆tSP
+
1
1+ ∆tSF
)
A
2
]
f
while the term at the right side of Eq. (2.37) is very similar to the discretized mass
balance equation:
∑
f 6=s f
(
~up · nˆA
)
f
≈ ∑
f 6=s f
(
~upP + ~upF
2
· nˆA
)
f
(2.43)
Therefore, a system of equations in pressure is obtained, with the following coeffi-
cients:
aP p˜dn+1P + ∑
f 6=s f
aF f p˜d
n+1
F f
= bP (2.44)
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where p˜d = ∆tpd and:
aF f =
A f
(
θFf + θP
)
2
−−→
dPFf · nˆ
; aP = ∑
f 6=s f
−aF f
bP = ∑
f 6=s f
(
~upP + ~upF
2
· nˆA
)
f
with:
θ =
1
1+ ∆tS
where sub-index F f (or Ff ) indicate a value corresponding to a neighbor node of node
P connected through face f and dPFf is the distance between both nodes.
The resulting symmetric system of equations has to be solved using some linear
“solver”.
Numerical implementation and resolution of the pressure system of equations
including solid nodes
As the tensional state of the solid phase is not evaluated, the system of equations
defined by Eq. (2.42) should only be written —a priori— for the nodes containing
some liquid, i.e. those whose liquid fraction is higher than zero. However, if this
approach were adopted, the system of equations would be of variable size, since —for
example— as solid nodes change to interface or liquid nodes, the number of variables
and equations would increase. This would mean that the linear solver used should
be “updated” every time a node changes phase, which is not computationally simple.
Instead, a different approach is adopted. The size of the linear system of equations
is maintained constant and equal to the maximum size (the total number of mesh
nodes minus the nodes placed in solid boundaries) and the coefficients aP and aF
are modified. Eq. (2.42) indicates that the pressure of liquid-containing cell nodes,
located next to solid boundaries, is “decoupled” from the pressure at these boundary
surfaces; therefore, between two cell nodes —one containing at least some liquid
and the other one containing only solid— the same condition is applied. Hence, the
coefficient aF which relates both pressure nodes is set to zero.
For the solid nodes, an arbitrary form of the pressure equation can be defined, as
its result is meaningless. Thus, in this work, trivial equations of the form:
aPpdP = bP (2.45)
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are adopted. For bP any value can be chosen (e.g. zero) and aP can take the value of 1
or any other, different from zero.
This way, a symmetric linear system of equations is obtained, of constant size,
whose coefficients change at every time iteration. This system can be seen as two inde-
pendent systems: one symmetric system consisting in the pseudo-Poisson equations
(Eq. (2.42)) corresponding to all the liquid-contaning nodes; and another —trivial
system— consisting in Eq. (2.45) corresponding to all the solid nodes. Both systems
are independent from one another, since the coefficients “connecting“ both groups of
nodes are all zero.
Due to the changing nature of the system matrix, an iterative solver is used for
its resolution. In this work, a Conjugate Gradient (CG) solver using a diagonal
preconditioner, has been chosen.
An issue that has to be accounted for in the resolution of the pressure system
of equations is the fact that Eq. (2.42) define a system with one degree of freedom,
i.e. one can choose the value of the pressure in one of the liquid-containing nodes
arbitrarily. Therefore, this system is not definite, and this is a problem for some
solvers, such as CG. Thus, before each run of the pressure solver, a modification is
made to the system of equations to transform it into a definite one: one of the diagonal
coefficients aP is modified multiplying it by some factor, e.g. 1.1. This way, the system
of equations is transformed into definite without modifying its symmetry, which is
another characteristic needed for the CG solver to run.
This coefficient modification has to be performed over an equation corresponding
to a liquid-containing node. Therefore, at each time iteration, a check has to be carried
out in order to assess that the equation being modified does not belong to a solid
node, and if it does, another node (containing liquid) has to be chosen.
2.3.4 Different expressions of the momentum source term factor (S)
The final form of the source term coefficient (S) depends on the approximation
adopted for the behavior of the flow in the “mushy zone” (where mixed solid and
liquid states are present). In [6, 10], the expression for S was obtained assuming
that the “mushy zone” should be treated as a porous material. However, in the
case of constant phase change temperature, the solid-liquid interface should be
of infinitesimal width (although it cannot be thinner than the width of one control
volume in our simulations); therefore, the formulation used for the source term is not
very important in a physical sense, as long as it manages to bring the velocity to zero
in mostly solid control volumes and to vanish if the volume contains pure liquid (as
already noticed by [10]).
The expression of S should depend on e. A liquid fraction of zero (e = 0), means
that the control volume is completely solid and therefore, the source term has to tend
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to infinity in order to make the velocity tend to zero. On the other hand, a liquid
fraction of 1 (e = 1) represents a control volume that is pure liquid; hence, S has to be
zero and the momentum source term (due to presence of solid) vanishes.
References [6,10] propose an expression of S which intends to mimic the behaviour
of fluid flowing through a porous medium. The resulting expression is the following:
S =
C(1− e)2
e3 + q
(2.46)
where C is an arbitrary (big) constant and q is a very small value included to avoid
division by zero.
This expression is mainly intended to be used when a “mushy region” is developed
(e.g. when the phase change is produced in a temperature range), and the flow in
this zone has to be modeled. According to [6], Eq. (2.46) forces the fluid in the mushy
region to follow the Carman-Kozeny law, which has been experimentally validated
for flow in a dendritic region.
However, as mentioned above, when the substance changes of phase at a fixed
temperature there is no physical meaning for the momentum source term introduced
here, as there is no mushy region. Since Eq. (2.46) is computationally costly (includes
two power operations and one division), other easier-to-compute expressions can be
used.
For example, reference [10] also proposes a linear expression:
S = C(1− e) (2.47)
with C being, again, a very high value. It can be observed that in this case, when
e = 0, S = C. If C is not chosen to be big enough, it is possible that the flux is not
damped enough.
Another expression is used in this work, which intends to keep the property of
tending to infinity with e:
S = C
(
1
e
− 1
)
(2.48)
Observing Eq. (2.22), it is clear that the “damping effect” is produced by the factor
1
1+∆tS . This factor is always between 0 and 1; in the pure liquid case it is exactly 1 and
no damping is produced, while if some solid phase is present it lowers depending on
the liquid fraction. In the pure solid case (e = 0) this factor should be equal to zero.
Figure 2.3 show curves of 11+∆tS as a function of e, taking ∆t = 1× 10−3 and
C = 1× 102, 1× 103and 1× 104. It can be observed (fig. 2.3(a)) that a poor choice of
parameter C can lead, for Eq. (2.47), to not producing enough damping effect at e
near zero. Eq. (2.46) is the least affected by the change in C. Expression defined by
Eq. (2.48), introduced in this work, shows a better performance than Eq. (2.47) in the
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sense of its damping effect with low e although it is more affected by the variation of
C than Eq. (2.46).
(a) C = 1× 103 (b) C = 1× 104
(c) C = 1× 105
Figure 2.3: Curves of 11+∆tS versus e for different values of C, with ∆t = 1× 10−3.
Curves A correspond to S evaluated using Eq. (2.46), while B and C correspond to
Eqs. (2.47) and (2.48), respectively.
Therefore, it seems that Eq. (2.46) results in a smooth variation of the factor 11+∆tS
for a wider range of values of C than Eqs. (2.47) and (2.48), which could be adopted
in cases of fixed temperature phase change. Eq. (2.48) is safer than Eq. (2.47) in the
sense of tending to zero for every choice of C, since when using Eq. (2.47) care should
be taken at choosing a value of C which is high enough to make the factor 11+∆tS
effectively tend to zero. Eqs. (2.47) and (2.48) could be used to save computing time
in cases of fixed temperature phase change.
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2.3.5 Algorithm overview
The above formulation of the governing equations is implemented in a computer
code and solved according to the following (simplified) algorithm for each time step:
• Energy equation (Eq. (2.20)): new enthalpy, temperature and porosity fields are
calculated
• Pseudo-predictor velocities up using previous velocity fields (Eq. (2.24))
• Pressure equation (Eq. (2.44)): calculation of the system coefficients: aP, aF and
bP
• Resolution of pressure equation using a linear solver (e.g. CG)
• New velocity field using predictor velocity and new pressure field (Eq. (2.25))
This is just an overview of the adopted algorithm; where pre and post-processes, as
well as many details encompassed in each of the algorithm steps, are not indicated.
2.4 Numerical results
Numerical simulations of three different phase change problems have been per-
formed. Results are compared against experimental and numerical results found in
the bibliography.
2.4.1 Gallium melting
Firstly, a case of Gallium melting in a rectangular cavity [11,20,21] was simulated. The
problem is 2D and consists of a rectangular cavity of aspect ratio Ar = 0.5 filled with
Gallium in solid state. Top and bottom walls are adiabatic, while left and right walls
are set to uniform temperatures. Initially, all the system is at a temperature slightly
below the phase change. Suddenly, the left wall temperature is increased above
the phase change and heat starts to enter the cavity, melting the Gallium. Natural
convection is observed and the phase change interface starts to be deformed from its
initial vertical-line shape.
The parameters of the problem are the following:
• Aspect ratio Ar = 0.5, H(height) = 0.0445m;
• ρ = 6093 kg m−3, k = 32 W m−1 K−1, Cp = 381.5 J kg−1 K−1;
• Ra = 2.1E5, Pr = 0.0216, Ste = 0.0419
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• Initial temperature of 28.3°C, hot wall temperature of 38°Cand phase change
temperature of 29.78°C.
Figures 2.4 and 2.5 show the interface position as well as temperature contours
and fig. 2.6 shows a correlation between NuRa−0.25 and dimensionless time τ as
in [20]. Results obtained are very similar to previous numerical ones from [11] and
very close to experimental ones, as it is shown in the above figures.
Figure 2.4: Temperature contours and solid-liquid interface position of the melting
gallium in the rectangular cavity, at time t = 6 min. The dots indicate the location of
the interface obtained experimentally by [20].
Results shown correspond to simulations using a 80x40 structured 2D grid. How-
ever, with this mesh, a true converged solution is not obtained. This is concluded by
the fact that by further grid refinement, notable differences with the results obtained
with the 80x40 grid — at the initial moments of the simulation— are observed. These
differences consist in a multicellular behaviour of the fluid motion, not observed
in the experimental results presented by [20]. This problem has been identified in
previous works as [22] (although with another similar test case, also presented in [20]).
This aspect is taken into account in the next section, where the melting of pure tin
is simulated using much finer meshes.
2.4.2 Melting of pure tin
This problem is very similar to the one of gallium melting and is based on the
experimental work of Wolff and Viskanta [23]. A square cavity is filled with tin,
initially at solid state at the phase change temperature. Suddenly, the left wall is
heated to a uniform higher temperature and the tin starts to melt from the left to the
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Figure 2.5: Temperature contours and solid-liquid interface position of the melting
gallium in the rectangular cavity, at time t = 17 min. The dots indicate the location of
the interface obtained experimentally by [20].
Figure 2.6: Evolution of NuRa−0.25 with dimensionless time τ = FoSteA2r (as in [20]).
GV Exp: experimental results from [20]. MC Num: Numerical results from [11].
right walls. Top and bottom walls are adiabatic, while the right wall stays at the phase
change temperature.
As the solid temperature cannot rise above the phase change temperature and the
right wall is maintained constant, the solid is isothermal at every moment. Taking
advantage of this fact, the simulations are run only over a portion of the whole cavity,
since the objective is not to simulate the entire melting process but only the first 1000
–2000 seconds.
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The parameters of the problem —taken from [22]— are the following:
• Aspect ratio Ar = 1, H(height) = 0.1m;
• ρ = 7500 kg m−3, k = 60 W m−1 K−1, Cp = 200 J kg−1 K−1;
• Ra = 2.25E5, Pr = 0.04, Ste = 0.01
• Initial temperature of 505 K, hot wall temperature of 508 K and phase change
temperature of 505 K.
Figure 2.7 show the results obtained after 200, 450 and 1000 seconds. Reference
[22] presents several simulations of the problem using diverse numerical schemes
(upwind, centered and hybrid) for mesh densities of 100x100, 200x200 and 400x400.
Our results are very close the results obtained by [22] using a centered scheme, for all
the mesh sizes.
However, as stated in [22], numerical solutions deviate considerably from experi-
mental results obtained by [23], as in the latter, apparently there is no multicellular
behaviour like in the former. They also observe that the numerical results obtained
using coarser grids are closer to experimental than the grid-converged simulations.
These observations are also valid for the gallium melting experiment performed
by [20], which was used as a validation case in the previous section.
Evidently there is a problem, either with the mathematical model or with the
experimental procedure not being able to meet the assumptions. An interesting
approach to this problem has been carried out by [24], who state that the issue relies
on the lack of modeling of the solid deformations. They include solid deformation
modeling in their simulations and obtain results showing uni-cellular behaviour
of the Gau-Viskanta experiment. However, quite coarse meshes are used in their
simulations (the finest one being of 25 x 90 in the liquid phase) with results that are
not grid-converged. Therefore, it would be interesting to perform further simulations
with denser meshes in order to firmly conclude that solid deformation is the cause of
the uni-cellular behaviour.
2.4.3 Spherical capsules filled with N-Octadecane
Another case study used to validate the CFD phase change model is the melting of
N-octadecane encapsulated in a sphere, as in [12, 25]. A spherical capsule is filled
with this material and taken to a temperature 1°C below the phase change. Suddenly,
the capsule shell is heated and maintained at a constant temperature. Again, the
phenomenon is assumed to be 2D. Parameters of the problem are:
• D = 0.10166 m (diameter of sphere);
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(a) t = 200s
(b) t = 450 seconds
(c) t = 1000 seconds
Figure 2.7: Tin melting at different times using different grids: 100x100 (left column),
200x200 (center column) and 400x400 (right column). Clear region: liquid phase.
Dark region: solid phase. Contours correspond to the streamlines. The images show
portion of the total cavity of 0.06 m x 0.1 m.
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• ρ = 772 kg m−3, k = 0.1505 W m−1 K−1, Cp = 2330 J kg−1 K−1;
• Ra = 3.307E7, Pr = 59.76, Ste = 0.112913
• Initial temperature of 27.2°C, and phase change temperature of 28.2°C.
The temperature boundary condition imposed in this work is convection between the
thermal bath and the glass combined with thermal conduction thorugh the shell. Bath
temperature is T = 40.0°C and the overall convection coefficient is 796 W/m−1K−1;
which has been deduced from estimated values of glass width, glass thermal conduc-
tivity and convection coefficient of the thermal bath.
Fig. 2.8 shows two photographs of the experimental evolution of the phase change
at different moments, extracted from [25] ; while fig. 2.9 shows some graphical results
obtained by the present work. The mesh used in the simulations was designed to have
similar quantity of nodes —between 7600 and 7700 cells— as the one used by [12] in
their own numerical simulations. There is an agreement in the overall behavior of
the system, although a faster melting is encountered in numerical results from both
authors, compared to experimental. Numerical results presented here seem to be
closer to experimental than those presented in [12].
Figure 2.8: Experimental results of the melting N-Octadecane in a spherical capsule,
at 40 and at 80 minutes. Reprinted from [12] with permission from Elsevier.
Different reasons could be causing the differences between numerical and ex-
perimental results, as in the previous test cases. Some of the most relevant could
be:
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(a) t = 40 min (b) t = 80 min
Figure 2.9: Our results. Left half showing velocity streamlines and right half temper-
ature maps (dark region: high temperature; clear region: low temperature).
• Constant density has been assumed, while the n-octadecane presents a variation
of the density of around 14% respect to solid density. Furthermore, the real
spherical container has an opening at the top, allowing the exit of fluid. Perfect
spherical shape has been assumed in the simulations.
• Assumption of the convective heat transfer in the temperature boundary condi-
tion.
• Other thermophysical properties have also been considered constant.
• 2D behaviour has been assumed, neglecting possible 3D pattern.
2.5 Conclusions
Fixed-grid, enthalpy formulation for unstructured meshes using explicit time schemes
is presented. The fluid is considered Newtonian and incompressible, and the density
change between solid and liquid phases is not considered.
The form of the convective term of the energy equation is discussed. Taking into ac-
count that its volume integration is sometimes performed over two-phase-containing
cells (interface cells), and observing that only the liquid phase is transported between
different cells, it is concluded that only the liquid enthalpy should be considered in the
convective term. Furthermore, as solid and liquid densities are assumed equal, there
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is no mass accumulation in any cell and latent enthalpy get cancelled out, leaving
only the sensible enthalpy of the liquid phase. The effect of considering total enthalpy
in the convective term is analysed.
Pressure-velocity decoupling is presented in a somewhat detailed manner, indicat-
ing its treatment in solid boundaries. The resulting system of equations of pressure
(with variable coefficients) is presented and its particular form in the solid nodes is
pointed out.
Regarding the momentum source term introduced by the porosity model, it has
been concluded that its time integration has to be performed using an implicit scheme
due to stability issues. Furthermore, for the case of modeling a fixed temperature
phase change, different expressions of the coefficient S are discussed, and an alterna-
tive to the expressions proposed by [6, 10] (Eq. (2.47)) is presented. It is concluded
that the Darcian expression proposed by [6] (Eq. (2.46)) is the best behaved in terms
of smoothness, while Eq. (2.48) proposed in this work should behave better than Eq.
(2.47) being easier to compute than Eq. (2.46). It has also been pointed out that some
care should be taken in choosing coefficient C in case of using Eq. (2.47), since a poor
choice could produce an insufficient damping efect in almost-solid cells. This choice
is not so critical in this aspect when some of the other two expressions is adopted,
although it would indeed affect the smoothness of the produced damping effect.
Model implementation has been tested using three cases, and results have been
compared against experimental and numerical results from the literature. Good agree-
ment with numerical results has been observed. Overall behaviour of experiments
is reproduced fairly well, although some differences are encountered, e.g. in the Tin
melting case, where a multi-cellular behaviour —which has not been observed in
the experiments— is obtained. These discrepancies are in accordance with results
obtained by other authors.
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Abstract
A fixed-grid enthalpy model for unstructured meshes and explicit time integration
schemes [1] is here extended for taking into account the change in density and other
thermo-physical properties with the temperature and phase. Thermal expansion and
contraction associated to the phase change are taken into account in the conservation
equations, and different strategies for the numerical treatment of the energy equation
are discussed in detail. Further modifications to the original model are also presented.
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The proposed model is used for simulating a case of melting of n-Octadecane
inside a spherical capsule. Two and three-dimensional simulations are performed
using constant and variable properties. A comprehensive examination of the thermo-
physical properties is performed, and the different values and correlations used
are here presented and criticised. Differences in the flow patterns are encountered
between two and three-dimensional simulations. The effects of considering constant
or variable properties are discussed. Two different thermal boundary conditions are
tested and the results are compared against experimental data obtained from the
literature.
3.1 Introduction
Materials which undergo a phase transition at a temperature of interest for some
application, are usually called phase change materials (PCMs). Due to the lower
density changes involved, solid-liquid phase change is usually preferred over liquid-
vapor. This change of phase can be exploited, for example, to store thermal energy.
Taking advantage of both latent and sensible energy capacities of the materials result
in devices with higher energy densities, and therefore, allow the reduction of both
the storage weight and volume. One application of PCMs where extensive research is
being carried out nowadays, is the thermal energy storage for for concentrated solar
power stations (CSP), see for instance [2–4].
A common feature of many of the PCMs usually considered —such as paraffins,
hydrated salts and salt mixtures—is their low thermal conductivity. For this rea-
son, different strategies for increasing the heat transfer rate of devices using PCMs
are considered [2, 5]. One of the most studied thermal enhancement options is the
containment of the PCM in capsules, in order to obtain a high surface-to-volume
ratio. Studies of storage systems consisting of packed beds of encapsulated PCM are
abundant in the literature, e.g. [6–8].
It has been seen that natural convection effects in the melting of PCMs enclosed in
different kind of cavities, play a significant role in the evolution of the melting rate
and shape of the solid-liquid interface (see e.g. [9,10]). Besides the dynamics and heat
transfer phenomena involved within the fluid phase, simulations need to address the
heat transfer within the solid phase and an accurate representation of the moving
boundary between phases. Different modeling strategies have been adopted for the
numerical simulation of this kind of moving boundary problems, such as adapting
grid (e.g. [11]), fixed-grid enthalpy (e.g. [12]) and Eulerian-Lagrangian (e.g. [13])
models. Within these, fixed-grid enthalpy models have been used more extensively,
due to their relative mathematical and computational simplicity and their possibility
to address the “mushy zones”produced in materials whose phase-change occurs in a
temperature range. Generally, fixed-grid models have been used along with implicit
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time integration schemes [12, 14, 15].
Several works have studied the heat transfer in PCMs contained in spherical
capsules. Tan et al. [15] presented an experimental and numerical study of the
melting of n-Octadecane contained in a spherical capsule. A hollow tube was placed
in the axis of the sphere in order to hold the thermocouples and the solid phase from
sinking to the bottom due to gravitational force. A two-dimensional (2D) model
was used for the numerical simulations, assuming axi-symmetry with respect to the
vertical axis. Qualitative agreement with experimental results was achieved, but a
higher melting rate was reported for the numerical simulations. Discrepancies were
believed to be caused due to not taking into account accurately the convection and
thermal stratification of the thermal bath in which the capsule was immersed. Assis et
al. [16] performed a numerical and experimental study of the unconstrained melting
of a phase change material inside a spherical capsule. Their numerical simulations
were performed using the comercial CFD code ANSYS FLUENT 6.0 with an enthalpy-
porosity model based on the works of Voller et al. [12], using variable thermo-physical
properties and simulating the interface between air and PCM with a VOF technique.
However, the numerical treatment of the change of density between solid and liquid
phases is not clearly stated in their paper. Axi-symmetry was assumed in their
simulations. Zhao et al. [17] performed transient 2D analysis of heat transfer in
encapsulated PCMs, using both front-tracking and enthalpy-porosity methods. They
validated their simulations with the enthalpy-porosity model using the constrained
n-Octadecane melting case of Tan et al. [15], adopting constant thermo-physical
properties. Results obtained showed a good agreement with the numerical results
of Tan et al. [15], i.e. qualitative agreement with experimental results but a faster
melting rate. Elmozughi et al. [18] conducted numerical simulations of melting
and solidification in cylindrical and spherical capsules using the enthalpy-porosity
method implemented in ANSYS FLUENT code. They used different properties for
the liquid and solid phases of the PCM, but constant within each phase, and adopted
a Boussinesq approximation in order to account for density differences in the liquid
phase. However, the numerical treatment of the density differences between liquid
and solid phases is not indicated in detail. Two and three-dimensional simulations
of different cases were performed, although no particular 3D flow patterns were
reported and axi-symmetry was observed.
No 3D simulations have been found in the literature for the case presented by [15],
nor any 2D accounting for the variations of the properties with the temperature.
Furthermore, no clarification about the numerical treatment of the flow produced by
the expansion or contraction in the solid-liquid interface (if different from that with
constant density) has been found in the previously mentioned works.
The present is a continuation of a previous work [1], which dealt with fixed-grid
solid-liquid phase-change modeling using explicit time schemes, specially suited
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for its combination with turbulence models for simulation of the fluid motion. That
model was tested using different benchmark cases found in the literature. Here,
several upgrades are introduced into the formulation presented in [1].
First, the way the pressure is solved in the solid-liquid interface is modified
by adopting a simpler strategy more convenient for situations of variable density.
Furthermore, the model is extended to take into account variations of the thermo-
physical properties with the temperature, including the density differences between
solid and liquid phases and also within the liquid phase. The resulting modifications
on the treatment of the three conservation equations (mass, momentum and energy)
are discussed in detail. The strategies for calculating the temperature and liquid
fraction from the enthalpy are presented for both materials which change of phase at
a fixed temperature and in a temperature range. Furthermore, a variation in the form
of the source term is proposed and used in the simulations presented.
The improved numerical model is applied for simulating the melting of a phase-
change material (PCM) contained in a spherical capsule, based on the work of Tan et
al. [15]. Here, simulations of the case of Tan et al. [15] are presented with the proposed
formulation, using two and three-dimensional (3D) unstructured meshes and taking
into account the variation of properties with temperature and phase. Unlike several
previous works [12, 14–18] a clear distinction between liquid and solid properties is
performed in the equations, and more specifically, only the liquid phase is considered
in the convective terms due to being the only transporting phase, as suggested in [1].
In order to perform accurate numerical simulations of the melting of n-Octadecane,
a comprehensive examination of its physical properties has been performed. Corre-
lations used are presented along with comments about their validity. Simulations
have been run using with both constant and variable thermo-physical properties and
their results compared. Results showing the development of the interface, as well
as the evolution of the temperature at some selected positions, are presented and
compared against the experimental results obtained from [15]. Results show that the
3D treatment allows to reproduce flow patterns that are not simulated with the 2D
models and are in better agreement with experimental results.
3.2 Mathematical modeling
The equations presented in [1] for modelling solid-liquid phase change CFD are here
used and extended to variable physical properties. Specifically, the density is allowed
to vary between solid and liquid phases and within the liquid phase. This intro-
duces an important modification to the model, since the traditional incompressibility
condition (∇ · ~u = 0) is not valid anymore.
Resulting governing equations (mass, momentum and energy balances) are:
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∂ρm
∂t
+∇ · (ρl~u) = 0 (3.1)
∂ρl~u
∂t
+∇ ·
(
ρl~u
~u∗
e
)
= −∇p +∇ · (µl∇~u) + ρle~g− S~u (3.2)
∂ρmhm
∂t
+∇ · (ρlhl~u) = ∇ · (λm∇T) (3.3)
where:
ρm = eρl + (1− e)ρs (3.4)
ρmhm = eρlhl + (1− e)ρshs (3.5)
Sub-indexes l and s indicate properties of the liquid and solid phases, respectivley;
while m indicates a property of the mixture of solid and liquid phases (including the
cases of pure liquid and solid). e is the volumetric liquid fraction, which can take
values between 0 (solid) and 1 (liquid). Velocity ~u corresponds to the seepage or
Darcy velocity [19] in the presence of a mixture of solid and liquid phases. Enthalpy h
include both liquid and sensible components.
Thermal conductivity λm is an effective conductivity, which can be either the
conductivity of the pure phase —in the mesh cells where there is only one phase
present— or a combination of the conductivities of both phases —in the cells where
there is a mixture of solid and liquid (interface). If the interface zone is a “mushy”
zone, this value could be calculated using some of the correlations used for the heat
transfer in porous media [19, 20].
Equation (3.2) corresponds to the momentum equation for flow through a porous
medium [21], where the momentum source term coefficient S has been simplified,
only accounting for the Darcian part of the drag force induced by the presence of the
solid phase, as in [22]. This equation is only useful in the liquid-containing domain.
It has been assumed that the solid phase has no motion, and therefore, the trans-
port of properties is carried out by the liquid phase only. This is the reason for the
advective terms only to include the properties of the liquid phase, as mentioned in [1].
If using constant physical properties, Boussinesq approximation is performed in
order to account for the thermal expansion in the fluid.
3.2.1 Enthalpy - temperature relations
The energy conservation equation (3.3) is expressed in terms of enthalpy in its tran-
sient and convective terms. Therefore, relations between enthalpy and temperature
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have to be used explicitly in order to be able to determine the thermodynamic state
of the material. Since the aim is to be able to take into account the variation of the
thermo-physical properties with the temperature, the variation of the specific heat
(Cp) and density are considered.
Next, this task is discussed in some detail for cases of phase change occurring at a
fixed temperature (for pure substances) or in a temperature range (for mixtures of
substances).
Fixed phase-change temperature
In pure substances, the melting point is a fixed value. Therefore, the change in
enthalpy in the phase change is only due to changes in the amount of substance that
changes from liquid to solid, or viceversa. Hence, there is no function relating h and
T but there is a function relating h and f (mass liquid fraction) instead.
For the liquid and solid phases, relations between h and T exist, being the usual
relations for sensible enthalpy changes:
hs − hre f =
∫ T
Tre f
Cp,sdT︸ ︷︷ ︸
sensible
(T < Tsl)
hl − hre f =
∫ T
Tsl
Cp,ldT︸ ︷︷ ︸
sensible liquid
+
∫ Tsl
Tre f
Cp,sdT︸ ︷︷ ︸
sensible solid until m.p.
+ L︸︷︷︸
latent
(T > Tsl)
For the interface (T = Tsl) the enthalpy can be calculated from:
hm − hre f =
∫ Tsl
Tre f
Cp,sdT︸ ︷︷ ︸
sensible solid until m.p.
+ f L︸︷︷︸
latent
with:
f =
ml
ml + ms
=
hm − hs@Tsl
hl@Tsl − hs@Tsl
The “thermodynamic state” of the mixture is determined by the mass liquid fraction
f , which is calculated from the enthalpy of the mixture hm.
Depending on the values of Cp for both phases, the inversion of the relation h− T
can be more or less difficult. The easiest case is that with constant values of Cp for
both phases, resulting in:
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T = Tre f +
hs − hre f
Cp,s
(T < Tsl)
T = Tsl +
hl −
[
hre f + Cp,s(Tsl − Tre f ) + L
]
Cp,l
(T > Tsl)
However, more complicated expressions for Cp(T) are usually found, which can
make the work of inverting the h− T relations very hard. A useful way of easing this
task is to piecewise-linearize these expressions in some temperature ranges. Since
the values of Cp for each phase generally do not change significantly in the working
range of temperatures, a single interval of linearization might be sufficient (this is the
approach that has been adopted in this work for the n-Octadecane). If this were the
case, the values of Cp would be expressed as:
Cp,s = Cp,s@Tmin +
Cp,s@Tsl − Cp,s@Tmin
Tsl − Tmin (T − Tmin) (Tmin < T < Tsl)
Cp,l = Cp,l@Tsl +
Cp,l@Tmax − Cp,l@Tsl
Tmax − Tsl (T − Tsl) (Tsl < T < Tmax)
or, expressed in a generic linear form:
Cp = Cp0 + Cp1T
resulting in the following generic expression for h depending on T:
h− h0 = Cp0(T − T0) + 0.5Cp1(T2 − T20 )
where the 0 represents either the melting point sl (for the liquid range) or the reference
state re f (for the solid range). From here on, T is calculated as:
T = −Cp0/Cp1 +
√√√√2(h− h0
Cp1
)
+
(
Cp0
Cp1
+ T0
)2
In the interface, instead of using the mass liquid fraction f it is useful to use the
volumetric liquid fraction (or porosity) e, since it is a variable that is explicitly used in
the momentum equation. Hence, using Eq. (3.5), the following equation for e can be
obtained:
e =
ρmhm − ρshs
ρlhl − ρshs (3.6)
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Furthermore, using Eq. (3.4), the following expression —which does not depend on
ρm— is obtained:
e =
ρs(hm − hs)
ρlhl − ρshs + (ρs − ρl)hm (3.7)
Since ρl , ρs, hl and hs are all fixed and known values at T = Tsl , the porosity can
be directly calculated from Eq. (3.7) having previously calculated hm from the energy
equation. It should be noted that Eq. (3.7) is not linear with hm in the general case,
since hm is also present in the denominator. In the particular case of having equal
solid and liquid densities, the expression results to be linear.
It should be noted that with equation (3.7), the porosity is calculated directly
from the enthalpy (hm) and not from the temperature, as is usually the case when an
implicit time integration is used (e.g. [12, 14, 15]), avoiding the need for a numerical
maneuver such as the definition of an artificial range of temperatures (small) in which
the material is assumed to melt, in order to have an expression of e as a function of T.
Phase-change in a temperature range
The mixture of two or more substances do not usually change of phase at a sharp
melting point, but they have a range of temperatures in which both phases coexist.
In these cases, there exist a region in which both phases are present, called “mushy”
zone, and the interface is not a surface anymore.
Being Ts and Tl and hs@Ts and hl@Tl the solidus and liquidus temperatures and
enthalpies, respectively; the enthalpies of the liquid and solid phases, hl and hs, could
be defined as follows:
hl = hl@Tl +
∫ T
Tl
Cp,l(T)dT (T > Ts)
hs = hs@Ts −
∫ Ts
T
Cp,s(T)dT (T < Tl)
ρl = f1(T) (T > Ts)
ρm = eρl + (1− e)ρs (Ts < T < Tl)
e =
ρmhm − ρshs
ρlhl − ρshs (Ts < T < Tl)
where ρs has been assumed to be constant over all the range T < Tl , ρl is some
function of the temperature (f1), and the last is Eq. (3.6). It should be noted that the
equations of hl , hs and ρl have been assumed to be valid also in the whole phase
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change range; and differently from what happened with a fixed melting point, these
properties are not constant in the phase change range.
The first three equations are valid for the pure phases and the interface, while
the other two are only for the interface. These, added to the energy equation (3.3),
are six equations for determining seven unknowns (hl , hs, hm, ρl , ρm, e, T). Therefore,
an additional equation is necessary, which could be the relation between f and T
(transformed to e− T) coming from the phase diagram of the mixture of substances.
Usually the f − T relation is assumed as linear between the liquidus and solidus
temperatures, but more accurate relations could be implemented, e.g. by using the
lever rule in binary alloys.
To calculate all the properties, it is necessary to determine T and e from hm, since
T is necessary for calculating hl , hs, ρl and ρs. This will probably result in an iterative
procedure, unless the extra equation is the relation between hm and T, which would
allow to directly determine T and from there on, to calculate directly the rest of the
properties.
3.3 Numerical implementation
The formulation presented above has been implemented into the CFD computer pack-
age TermoFluids [23], which is designed to work with unstructured meshes. Finite
volume, collocated discretization and explicit time schemes have been used, with the
time step dynamically adapted by estimating upper bounds for the eigenvalues of
convective and diffusive operators [24]. The code is parallelized and can be run both
on single computers as well as in computing clusters.
Figure 3.1 shows some sketches of unstructured meshes, where the geometrical
notation has been introduced. For more information about the way the different terms
of the conservation equations have been discretized, please refer to [1, 25].
In order to better understand the modifications performed to the previous imple-
mentation (presented in [1]), a brief overview of the latter is presented in the first
sub-section. Afterwards, the new treatment of mass and momentum equations, mo-
mentum source term coefficient, pressure in the interface zone and energy equations
is described.
3.3.1 Overview of the previous implementation
For the non-dimensionalized problem, with constant thermo-physical properties, the
time-discretization of governing equations (3.1)-(3.3), result in [1]:
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∇ · ~un+1 = 0 (3.8)
~un+1 − ~un
∆t
= Rn+α(~u)−∇pn+1d − S~un+1 (3.9)
hn+1 − hn
∆t
= Rn+α(φ) (3.10)
Here, Rn+α represents the sum of convective, diffusive and buoyancy terms inte-
grated between time steps n and n + 1 using some time-integration scheme, S is the
non-dimensional source term coefficient introduced by the porous medium treatment
and φ is the non-dimensional temperature. As explained in [1], the momentum source
term has to be treated implicitly due to stability reasons.
Decoupling of un+1 and pn+1d is carried out applying divergence, imposing mass
conservation [Eq. (3.8)] and rearranging terms:
∆t∇ ·
(
∇pn+1d
1+ ∆tS
)
= ∇ · up (3.11)
where:
up =
{
~un + ∆tRn+α(~u)
1+ ∆tS
}
(3.12)
is a pseudo-predictor velocity, and thus:
un+1 = up − ∆t
(
∇pn+1d
1+ ∆tS
)
(3.13)
from where the new velocity field (un+1) is calculated. Equation (3.11) defines a linear
system of equations of cell-node pressures, with variable coefficients depending on S,
which needs to be solved using a linear solver.
The algorithm for the resolution of the equations is the following:
• Energy equation (3.10): new enthalpy, temperature and porosity fields are
calculated.
• Pseudo-predictor velocities up using previous velocity fields [Eq. (3.12)].
• Pressure equations (3.11): calculation of the system coefficients and resolution
using a linear solver (e.g. CG).
• New velocity field using predictor velocity and new pressure field [Eq. (3.13)].
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(a) Away from solid nodes. (b) Near solid nodes. Diferent phases are
indicated by the area filling.
Figure 3.1: Notation used for the position of the nodes in an unstructured mesh.
Letter P indicates the node being calculated, F a neighbouring node, f the face shared
by nodes P and F, nˆ f the vector normal to face f pointing outwards P, and ~dPF the
vector going from P to F. If node F contains solid, then the face connecting nodes P
and F is denoted s f and the distance from P to this face ~dPs f .
3.3.2 Mass and momentum
Numerical implementation of the mass balance is modified by adding the effect of
density variations:
ρn+1m − ρnm
∆t
= −∇ · (ρn+1l ~un+1) (3.14)
Resulting in a modified version of the Poisson-like equations from that presented
in [1] [i.e. Eq. (3.11)]:
∆t∇ ·
(
∇pn+1
1+ ∆tS/ρn+1l
)
= ∇ ·
(
ρlup
1+ ∆tS/ρn+1l
)
+
ρn+1m − ρnm
∆t
(3.15)
where, using Adams-Bashforth 2nd order time integration scheme (for simplicity):
ρlup = ρl~un + ∆t
[
3
2
Rn(~u)− 1
2
Rn−1(~u)
]
(3.16)
is a pseudo-predictor velocity, and thus:
ρlun+1 =
(
ρlup − ∆t∇pn+1
1+ ∆tS/ρn+1l
)
(3.17)
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from where the new velocity field (un+1) is calculated. R is the sum of convective,
diffusive and buoyancy source terms.
The change in density is taken into account in the last term of the right hand
side of Eq. (3.15). The new density (ρn+1m ) is assumed to be known at this point,
since the energy equation is resolved before than momentum, and therefore, the new
temperature field and thermo-physical properties are known.
In the case of a fixed melting point, Eq. (3.4) can be used to calculate the change in
density in the interface cells:
ρn+1m − ρnm
∆t
=
en+1 − en
∆t
(ρl − ρs) (3.18)
which could be plugged into Eq. (3.15); e.g. when ρl is considered constant and
the Boussinesq approximation is used for taking into account the thermal expan-
sion/contraction in the liquid phase.
It should be noted that up in Eq. (3.16) does not include the effect of the source
term coefficient S. This effect is included afterwards, when the velocity is corrected
by the effect of the pressure gradient, in Eq. (3.17). This approach is different from
that chosen in [1], where the effect of the momentum source term was included in the
predictor velocity already. The modification presented here results in an interpolation
of the face velocities more consistent with that used in the pressure terms in [1],
which do not include the effect of the source term until the moment of performing
the integration of the pressure gradient [first term of Eq. (3.15)].
Integrating Eq. (3.15) in space over a mesh cell and discretizing, it remains:
∆t
VP
∑
f
( ∇pn+1
1+ ∆tS/ρn+1l
)
f
· nˆ f A f

︸ ︷︷ ︸
modified pressure gradient flux
− 1
VP
∑
f

[
(ρl~u)p
1+ ∆tS/ρn+1l
]
f
· nˆ f A f
︸ ︷︷ ︸
modified predictor velocity flux
=
ρn+1m,P − ρnm,P
∆t︸ ︷︷ ︸
thermal expansion
which, in short, stands for mass conservation:
1
VP
∑
fP
m˙n+1f =
ρn+1m,P − ρnm,P
∆t
(3.19)
where the outgoing mass fluxes through faces are calculated as:
m˙n+1f =
m˙pf − ∆t∇pn+1 · nˆ f A f
(1+ ∆tS/ρl) f
(3.20)
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The resulting system of pressure equations can be written as:
aP p˜n+1P +∑
fP
aF f p˜
n+1
F f
= bP (3.21)
where p˜ = ∆t p and:
aF f =
A f
(
−→
dPF · nˆ) f
(
θFf + θP
)
2
aP =∑
fP
−aF f
bP =∑
fP
m˙pf
(
θFf + θP
)
2
+VP ρn+1m,P − ρnm,P∆t
θi =
1
1+ ∆tSi/ρn+1l,i
(i = F f , P)
Momentum source term coefficient (S)
It can be observed [Eq. (3.17)] that the source-term coefficient S produces a damping
of the new velocity by a factor of
1
1+ ∆tS/ρl
(3.22)
In [1], different forms of the momentum source-term coefficient (S) were studied
in terms of the “smoothness ” of the associated velocity damping produced. In
particular, the approach proposed by Voller et al. [12]
S =
C(1− e)2
e3 + q
(3.23)
where C is an arbitrary (big) constant and q is a very small value included to avoid
division by zero, resulted to be the best of those studied, in terms of smoothness.
However, analyzing equations (3.22) and (3.23), it can be seen that the damping
effect depends on the values of C, ρl and ∆t. In the case of a porous medium, there
are expressions to calculate the value of C from the thermo-physical properties of the
fluid [19]. In the case of a change of phase in a temperature range, where a mushy
zone is formed, some of these expressions should be used. On the other hand, as
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Figure 3.2: Damping factor vs. e, with the proposed approach
stated in [14] and [1], in the case of a change of phase at a fixed temperature there is
no mushy zone and the interface should be of infinitesimal width. Therefore, there
is no physical meaning of the source term, and it is just intended to act as a velocity
damper in the solid-containing cells.
With this in mind, a new strategy is followed for the choice of S. The idea is to
retain the smoothness obtained with Eq. (3.23), with respect to the value of e, with
independence of the values of ∆t and ρ. Hence, a damping of 0.5 is fixed for e = 0.5,
resulting in:
S =
ρl
2∆t
[
(1− e)2
e3 + q
]
and (disregarding q):
1
1+ ∆tS/ρl
=
2e3
2e3 + (1− e)2
The resulting curve of the damping factor vs. e is shown in figure 3.2.
Solid boundary conditions
Solid, no-slip, boundary conditions are treated in detail in this section; not only
because they are extensively used in the study cases but also because they are related
to the way the solid-liquid interface inside the domain have been treated in [1]. A
modification to such strategy is the issue of the next section.
The velocity and mass flux in the solid boundaries are fixed to zero, the predictor
velocity is not calculated since it is not needed (pressure of the boundary not included
in the pressure system of equations, as in [1]):
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~usb = 0; m˙sb = 0
The pressure is needed for calculating the pressure gradient of the cell and is
determined in order to give a pressure gradient such that the cell-centered velocity
results parallel to the boundary:
~uP · nˆsb = 0 (3.24)
thus, using Eq. (3.17):
~ρluP · nˆsb =
(
ρl~up − ∆t∇p
1+ ∆tS/ρl
)∣∣∣∣
P
· nˆsb = 0
⇒ (ρl~up − ∆t∇p)P · nˆsb = 0
which, integrating and discretizing over the cell containing node P, gives:
Vρl~up
∆t
∣∣∣∣
P
· nˆsb −∑
fP
p f nˆ f A f · nˆsb = 0⇒
psb Asb =
Vρl~up
∆t
∣∣∣∣
P
· nˆsb − ∑
f 6=sb
p f nˆ f A f · nˆsb (3.25)
from where the pressure of the solid boundary psb is calculated, after having deter-
mined the variables ~up and p in the cells.
This condition on pressure in fact arises from a 2nd order boundary condition for
~u · nˆsb, as is shown next. Due to mass conservation (neglecting the possible change in
fluid density), the component of the velocity normal to the solid face should be zero:
∇ · ~usb = 0⇒
 
 
 
0
∂ut1sb
∂xt1sb
+
 
 
 
0
∂ut2sb
∂xt2sb
+
∂un
∂xnsb
= 0⇒ ∂un
∂xn
∣∣∣∣
sb
= 0
where tˆ1sb and tˆ2sb are the two components tangent to the solid face, over which the
velocity is zero in all the solid boundary. Therefore, the component of the cell-centered
velocity normal to the solid boundary can be approximated as:
~uP · nˆsb =>
0
~usb · nˆsb +
 
 
  
0
∂un
∂xn
∣∣∣∣
sb
∆xn +O(∆x2n)
⇒ ~uP · nˆsb = 0+O(∆x2n)
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from where it can be seen that Eq. (3.24) results in a second order approximation.
It should be pointed out that this boundary condition for pressure is applied
due to being using a collocated mesh scheme, where the velocities at the center of
the cells are not the ones directly involved in the mass conservation. The pressure
system of equations involves the mass fluxes through the cell faces, and therefore, the
cell-centered pressure values are determined in order to enforce mass conservation of
those mass fluxes. For this task, the pressure of the solid boundaries is not used nor
needed (as seen in [1]), which is equivalent to adopting the usual boundary condition
for pressure in solid faces ( ∂p∂n = 0) in the poisson-like system of equations.
If ∂p∂n = 0 is used as the boundary condition for calculating the pressure in the
solid faces, large normal velocities may result due to the effect of body forces (e.g.
gravitational), which are not correctly counteracted by the resulting pressure gradient.
This effect is mentioned in [26] and has been experienced by the authors.
However, the cell-centered velocities are calculated afterwards, and involve the
calculation of the pressure gradient over the cell. This pressure gradient is the one
using the value of the pressure in the solid boundary and is the one affected by the
boundary condition imposed.
Furthermore, the boundary condition imposed by Eq. 3.25 ensures that the viscous
stress normal to the solid boundary is zero as it should be [26], without needing to
modify the diffusive term explicitly:
∇ · (µ∇~u) w∑
f
µ f∇~u · nˆ f =
∑
f 6=sb
µ f∇~u · nˆ f + µsb

 
 
  
0
∂un
∂xn
∣∣∣∣
sb
nˆsb +
∂ut1
∂xn
tˆ1sb +
∂ut2
∂xn
tˆ2sb

Pressure equation - cells close to the solid phase
The pressure field effectively acts in the liquid domain, where it enforces mass conser-
vation. In the solid domain it is not needed and it is required not to produce artificial
“filtration” of flow through the interface into (or out from) the solid domain. This
filtration effect could be produced due to the fact that between neighbouring liquid
and solid cells, resulting from the solution of the system of equations, the pressure
values will generally be different, and therefore, mass flows through the faces could
be different from zero if calculated using Eq. (3.20).
As in [1], the strategy is to decouple liquid (or liquid-containing) and solid do-
mains by modifying the pressure system of equations. In [1], this decoupling was
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(a) Internal solid boundary approach. (b) Proposed approach.
Figure 3.3: Velocity vectors of liquid-containing cells close to solid cells. Dark zone
corresponds to the solid phase.
performed treating the solid-cells faces as solid boundaries. This internal boundary
condition was applied to the faces of the solid cells in the same way as for the solid
boundaries of the domain, enforcing the cell-centered velocities to be parallel to these
internal solid boundaries (see previous sub-section).
This strategy resulted in a fluid velocity field —near the solid phase— that changed
direction following the shape of the solid cells, specially where totally liquid cells
are in contact with totally solid ones. Since the interface is not exactly determined
and its shape depends on the shape of the mesh cells, this “internal solid boundary”
is usually highly irregular (this is particularly true in the case of a 3D unstructured
mesh of a spherical capsule), and therefore, to enforce the velocity field to follow this
artificial boundaries does not necessarily result in an accurate representation of the
flow [see e.g. the sketch in figure 3.3(a)].
Moreover, the implementation of such internal boundary condition is quite com-
plex in terms of program coding, since different possibilities have to be taken into
account regarding the number of solid neighbors of a liquid-containing cell; i.e. if the
cell has more than one solid neighbor its cell-centered velocity has to be parallel to all
the non-parallel solid faces.
Furthermore, if the changes in density are to be taken into account, the condition
on the cell-centered velocity normal to the solid faces has to be modified.
Due to these difficulties in the adoption of the internal solid boundary condition,
another simpler approach is proposed in this work, which automatically adapts to the
formulation with variable density. Here, the internal solid boundary condition for the
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Figure 3.4: Sketch of unstructured mesh. White: liquid. Striped: interface. Light grey:
solid-liquid cells (included in the non-trivial sub-system of pressure equations). Dark
grey: solid-solid cells (trivial system of pressure equations).
pressure is “alleviated”. Instead of directly imposing the solid boundary condition to
the internal solid faces, the neighbor solid cell is used as a ghost cell for the pressure
and introduced into the pressure system of equations.
Therefore, two categories of solid cells are defined: solid-solid and solid-liquid
(see fig. 3.4). The former accounts for the solid cells whose neighbors are all also
solid, while the latter contains the solid cells which have at least one liquid-containing
neighbor cell. The solid-solid cells are the ones decoupled from the rest, enforcing
zero filtration through their faces, while the solid-liquid cells are maintained in the
system of pressure equations.
Therefore, the pressure equations for the solid-solid cells remain as those presented
in [1]:
aP p˜n+1P = bP
Since solid-liquid cells are maintained in the system of pressure equations, pres-
sure is calculated in such cells as in the liquid-containing sub-system, enforcing mass
conservation. The resulting pressure equations for these cells depend on the amount
of liquid-containing neighbors. For example, for the solid-liquid cells with one and
two neighbors, the equations remain:
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One liquid neighbor:
m˙n+1f 1 =
m˙pf 1 − ∆t∇pn+1 · nˆ f 1 A f 1
(1+ ∆tS/ρl) f 1
= VP
ρn+1m,P − ρnm,P
∆t
(3.26)
⇒ aP p˜n+1P + aF f 1 p˜n+1F f 1 = bP
Two liquid neighbors:
m˙n+1f 1 + m˙
n+1
f 2 = ∑
f= f 1, f 2
m˙pf
(1+ ∆tS/ρl) f
− ∑
f= f 1, f 2
∆t∇pn+1 · nˆ f A f
(1+ ∆tS/ρl) f
= VP
ρn+1m,P − ρnm,P
∆t
(3.27)
⇒ aP p˜n+1P + aF f 1 p˜n+1F f 1 + aF f 2 p˜n+1F f 2 = bP
It can be observed that, if there is no density change between consecutive time
steps (i.e. the solid-liquid cell is solid in both), the mass flow through the cell face f 1
—connecting the solid and liquid-containing cells—resulting from Eq. (3.26) is zero.
This means that the resulting pressure in the solid-liquid cell must be such that the
mass flow through f 1 obtained by applying Eq. (3.20) is zero. On the other hand, if
there is a change of density between successive time steps (e.g. a completely solid
control volume starts to melt), the mass flow through the solid-liquid boundary is not
zero anymore. Therefore, this internal boundary condition adapts itself automatically
to the density variations.
In the cases of solid-liquid cells with two liquid-containing neighbors, Eq. (3.27)
indicates that the mass fluxes through the solid-liquid faces f 1 and f 2 are not con-
strained to be strictly zero even if there is no variation of the density. Only their
summation is required to be zero in such case, and therefore, it is possible for the
liquid to “trespass” these solid-liquid cells. On the other hand, the cell-centered veloc-
ities in these special solid cells are explicitly set to zero, since no liquid is contained in
them.
The proposed approach results in a “smoother” velocity field in the proximity of
the solid cells, specially where completely liquid and solid cells are in direct contact
(without an intermediate interface cell) in zones where the mesh resolution is not high.
This can be seen in figure 3.3, showing the velocity vectors of the liquid-containing
cells close to solid cells using both approaches, the one proposed in this work and the
one imposing an internal solid boundary condition in the same way as in the mesh
solid boundaries. It can be observed that in the latter case [fig. 3.3(a)] the velocity
vectors are parallel to the faces of the solid cells, while in the former [fig. 3.3(b)] the
fluid seems to go through them and the velocity field is less intricate.
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Resolution of the linear system of pressure equations
The resulting system of pressure equations has variable coefficients, where two sub-
systems can be identified: one comprising all the liquid-containing and solid-liquid
cells; and another, trivial one, with all the solid-solid cells where the value of pressure
is not used.
Since the system of equations is symmetric, a preconditioned Conjugate Gra-
dient (PCG) solver can be used. In order to lower the computations involved in
the resolution of this system of equations, the PCG has been modified so as to per-
form matrix-vector multiplications only in the non-trivial sub-system, excluding the
non-resolved solid-solid cells.
3.3.3 Energy
The conservative form (ρh as the calculated variable) of the energy equation is Eq.
(3.3), which can be discretized in time as follows:
(ρh)n+1m = (ρh)
n
m + ∆t [−∇ · (ρlhl~u) +∇ · (λm∇T)]n+α (3.28)
were the right hand side would be evaluated somehow depending on the time
integration scheme.
It would be preferable to use this approach, since both density and enthalpy could
be calculated at the same time. The key here is to be able to define the thermodynamic
state from the value of (ρh)m, i.e. to calculate the rest of the properties (T, λ, etc.)
using (ρh)m as the independent variable.
However, the usual situation is to have correlations for the properties expressed
in terms of T, and furthermore, to have separate correlations for ρ and h (see section
3.2.1). Thus, in order to be able to use ρh to find the rest of the properties, one would
have to multiply both correlations and afterwards invert the resulting formula to
obtain T from ρh. This is usually a hard task, since could result in having to invert
complicated functions.
Therefore, it is useful to be able to calculate only h from the energy equation,
while assuming ρ as known. This can be done using the non-conservative form of the
energy equation.
Taking into account the conversion:
∂ρhm
∂t
= hm
∂ρm
∂t
+ ρm
∂hm
∂t
the following non-conservative form is obtained (where the calculated variable is h)
from Eq. (3.3):
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ρm
∂hm
∂t
+∇ · (ρlhl~u) = ∇ · (λm∇T)− hm ∂ρm∂t
and using mass conservation equation (3.1) it results in:
ρm
∂hm
∂t
+∇ · (ρlhl~u) = ∇ · (λm∇T) + hm∇ · (ρl~u) (3.29)
Discretizing Eq. (3.29) in time, the following expression is obtained:
hn+1m = h
n
m + ∆t
[−∇ · (ρlhl~u) +∇ · (λm∇T) + hm∇ · (ρl~u)
ρm
]n+α
(3.30)
Using this equation and those from section 3.2.1, the thermodynamic state of the
material can be found.
If there is an interest in using T in the convective term instead of hl , the conversion
dh = CpdT can be used, which applied into the following non-conservative form of
the energy equation:
ρm
∂hm
∂t
+∇hl · ρl~u = ∇ · (λm∇T) + (hm − hl)∇ · (ρl~u)
results in:
ρm
∂hm
∂t
+ Cpl∇T · ρl~u = ∇ · (λm∇T) + (hm − hl)∇ · (ρl~u)
In order to express the convective term as a divergence, the following identity can
be used:
Cpl∇T · (ρl~u) = Cpl∇ · (ρl~uT)− CplT∇ · (ρl~u)
to obtain:
ρm
∂hm
∂t
+ Cpl∇ · (ρl~uT) = ∇ · (λm∇T) + (hm − hl + CplT)∇ · (ρl~u) (3.31)
where there is an extra term in the right hand side of the equation depending on the
mass balance in the control volume (which, in general, will be different from zero
due to the changes in the density), the total enthalpy and the difference between the
liquid enthalpy and the liquid specific heat multiplied by the temperature.
Since hl appears in the source term, it has to be calculated even if it is not appearing
in the advective term. Therefore, not using hl in the advective term would only be
interesting if there is some advantage in terms of computational cost. It is possible
that some advantage could be obtained if, for example, the calculation of convective
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and diffusive terms is performed at the same time, and using a unique array/vector
of values (T) could turn out faster —due to more efficient memory management—
than needing two different arrays/vectors (T and hl).
Discretizing Eq. (3.31) in time, the following expression is obtained:
hn+1m = h
n
m + ∆t
[−Cp,l∇ · (ρl~uT) +∇ · (λm∇T) + (hm − hl + CplT)∇ · (ρl~u)
ρm
]n+α
(3.32)
3.4 Definition of the case study
The case study is based on the experimental and numerical results obtained by [15,27],
where the melting of a PCM inside a spherical capsule is studied. Figure 3.5 depicts
a sketch of the configuration of the case. A spherical glass capsule filled with n-
Octadecane, initially in solid state, is immersed into a water bath at 40°C. Since the
temperature of the water is higher than the melting point of the PCM, the material
close to the capsule shell starts to melt forming a concentric solid-liquid interface. As
the melting process evolves, the liquid layer grows and the temperature gradients
in the fluid combined with buoyancy forces cause the liquid to move, producing
the natural convection phenomenon. This form of heat transfer intensifies the heat
transfer rate and modifies the concentrical heat transfer that was enforced by the
thermal conduction. Hence, a deformation of the interface is produced, since its
evolution is determined by the heat transfer rate.
In [27], experiments of constrained and unconconstrained melting are presented.
In unconstrained melting, the solid phase, being denser than the liquid phase, sinks
to the bottom of the sphere; while in constrained melting, the solid phase is restrained
from sinking. Here, numerical simulations of constrained melting are presented, since
the solid phase is assumed to have zero velocity.
Both two and three-dimensional meshes have been used, which were generated
with ANSYS ICEM CFD package [28]. Table 3.1 shows the list of meshes used,
where a code for each one has been assigned indicating if the mesh is two (2D)
or three-dimensional (3D), if it includes or not the upper opening (NO/WO) and
the approximate amount of cells. The upper opening was included in the meshes
intended to be used for simulating cases with variable density, where the less dense
fluid needs to be allowed to escape from the capsule.
In the case of 2D meshes, since a cartesian formulation is used, the geometry used
is a slice of sphere with a very small azimuthal angle (see left half of figs. 3.6(a)-3.6(d)
). It should be noted that the 2D meshes 2D-NO-7.7E3 and 2D-WO-9.3E3 (without
counting the cells of the upper opening) have a similar amount of cells as that claimed
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Figure 3.5: Sketch of the case under study
to be used by Tan et al. [15] in their simulations (∼ 7000–8000), while meshes 2D-
NO-31E3 and 2D-WO-31E3 have a density of around 4 times higher. 3D meshes
3D-NO-1.4E6 and 3D-WO-1.6E6 present a density of cells for a slice of sphere (similar
to the geometry of the 2D meshes used) of around 5000 cells —somewhat lower than
2D-NO-7.7E3 and 2D-WO-9.3E3— while for mesh 3D-WO-5E6 (only used in case C)
this value is around 12000.
Table 3.1: Meshes used
Code Cells Cells for opening Prismatic layers req/RSmallesta Biggesta
2D-NO-7.7E3 7669 - - 4.28E-3 3.91E-2
2D-NO-31E3 30670 - - 2.03E-3 2.03E-2
2D-WO-9.3E3 9257 400 - 2.89E-3 2.03E-2
2D-WO-31E3 31445 400 - 8.56E-4 1.64E-2
3D-NO-1.4E6 1436919 - 10 3.91E-3 1.99E-2
3D-WO-1.6E6 1637607 12700 - 4.79E-3 2.22E-2
3D-WO-5E6 5272390 ∼ 40000 - 3.44E-3 9.42E-3
aEquivalent radius of the biggest and smallest cells. In 2D meshes, it is equal to the radius of the circle
with the same area as the biggest/smallest cell; while in 3D meshes it is equal to the radius of the sphere
with the same volume. All values are relative to the radius of the spherical capsule.
3.4.1 Spatial discretization schemes
A central difference scheme has been used for the diffusive terms of both momen-
tum and energy equations. The convective term of momentum equation has been
discretized with a symmetry-preserving scheme (SYMMPRES) [29]. This scheme
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(a) 2D-NO-7.7E3 (b) 2D-NO-31E3
(c) 2D-WO-9.3E3 (d) 2D-WO-31E3
(e) 3D-NO-1.4E6 (f) 3D-WO-1.6E6 (g) 3D-WO-5E6
Figure 3.6: Meshes used. 2D: Left half of images show a front view, while right half
show a tilted view. 3D: Left half of images show a front cut view, while right half
show the external surface.
considers the scalars in the cell faces as the mean value between the scalars in the
cell centers. In uniform meshes its accuracy is of second order, while in unstructured
meshes, although locally first order, it has been observed to be of a higher order
(between 1 and 2) globally [30].
For the convective term of the energy equation two schemes were tested, a first-
order UPWIND and the symmetry preserving scheme. The former has the advantage
of avoiding unbounded values of the temperature, while the latter has the property of
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presenting a lower numerical diffusion. A comparison between the results obtained
with both schemes is carried out in the results section.
3.4.2 Physical properties
Difficulties have been encountered in the search of the physical properties of n-
Octadecane near the melting point. Specially for density of the solid phase and
thermal conductivity of both phases, as well as for the fusion temperature. Little
information, and sometimes, high disagreements between the different sources has
been found.
Constant properties
As a first approximation, thermo-physical properties were taken from [15]. The
significant quantitative difference between experimental and first numerical results
led to the suspicion of being using wrong properties. Therefore, a thorough search
for physical properties has been carried out. Very little information has been found
for some of them, such as density and thermal conductivity of the solid phase.
Table 3.2 depicts the numerical properties obtained from [15] and those generated
using the data found in the literature [31–38].
Table 3.2: Constant physical properties of n-Octadecane
L ρ Cp λ µ β[
J kg−1
] [
kg m−3
] [
J kg−1 K−1
] [
W m−1 K−1
]
[Pa s]
[
K−1
]
From Tan et al.
[15]
243500 772 2300 0.1505 3.86 E-3 9.1 E-4
From literature
[31–38]
242454 774.5 2225 0.1505 3.57 E-3 9.42 E-4a
Proposed in this
work (L modi-
fied)
270159 774.5 2225 0.1505 3.57 E-3 9.42 E-4a
aCalculated as ρl (313.15K)−ρl (301.33K)
774.5 kg
m3
11.82K
using the correlation for liquid density from [34].
An important issue to point out is that the value of latent heat adopted in our sim-
ulations is not exactly the one found in [31], but a correction of that value considering
the fact that the density of the liquid phase is being adopted for both phases. Thus,
the value of L is augmented by the ratio between solid and liquid densities (ρs/ρl) in
order to obtain the real latent heat inside each control volume. Therefore,
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Lmod = 242454
ρs
ρl
= 270159 J/kg; with: ρs = 863 kg/m3 (3.33)
If the original value of L were used together with a density equal to that of the
liquid phase, less energy than that actually needed would be required to melt the
solid contained in the same control volume, and therefore, a faster melting would be
obtained. This issue has not been addressed by other authors (e.g. [15, 17]), and has
probably been a source of error in their numerical simulations.
In this case, adopting the real latent heat or the modified one results in that around
10% more energy is needed to melt the n-Octadecane contained in the same control
volume for the latter case. This is one possible cause for having melting rates higher
than those registered in the experiment, by the numerical simulations of Tan et al. [15]
and Zhao et al. [17].
Variable properties
In the pursue of accurate thermo-physical properties of n-Octadecane, several works
have been consulted (several more than those referred in this work). Discrepancies
have been found for some properties between different works. The correlations finally
adopted are presented below, along with comments about their accuracy and some
other related observations.
• Melting temperature (Tsl): taken from the experimental work of Messerly et al.
[31]. A fixed value of 301.33 K (28.18°C) has been adopted. Several references [32,
39] indicate that n-Octadecane does not present disordered phases between the
low temperature ordered solid phase and the liquid phase, resulting in a change
of phase at a single temperature. There is some disagreement about this value,
and melting points as low as 300.2 K have been reported [33]. Furthermore,
it has been seen in the scientific literature (e.g. in [32]) that impurities could
modifiy the behaviour of pure n-Octadecane resulting in a modification of the
melting temperature and of the latent heat of fusion. It is believed, due to the
experimental temperature curves presented in [15] that the material used in the
experiments could present a melting temperature range within 27-29°C. This
could definitely be a cause of differences between experimental and numerical
results. With this in mind, numerical simulations using a melting point of 300.35
K (27.2°C) are also carried out in this work.
• Latent heat of fusion (L): 242454 J/kg, calculated from the liquid and solid en-
thalpies at 301.33 K indicated in [31]. As mentioned above, this value could be
modified by the presence of impurities.
• Liquid density (ρl): correlation adopted from [34],
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ρl = 1010.07− 0.80587 T + 0.00012463 T2
where ρl is expressed in kg/m3 and the temperature is in K. The variation of
this value in the working range of temperatures is around 1% using the above
correlation.
Although the authors of the referred work define a range of validity of their
correlation which do not include the temperature range between the melting
point and the maximum temperature present in the experiment of Tan et al. [15],
comparison with the experimental curve presented in [35] shows a fairly good
agreement for this range of temperatures.
• Liquid viscosity (µl): correlation adopted from [36],
log10 µl = −11.5505+ 1670.8T + 0.015675 T − 1.2341× 10
−5 T2
where µl is expressed in Pa.s and the temperature is in K.
This correlation reproduce almost exactly the experimental values from [40]
in the range of temperatures of interest. The variation of this property is not
negligible in the working range of temperatures of the liquid phase (∼30%).
• Liquid thermal conductivity (λl): linearized correlation from [37],
λl = 0.156427− 0.0001841779(T − 273.15)
where λl is expressed in W/m.K and the temperature is in K. The variation of
this property in the working range of temperatures, using the above expression,
is less than 2%.
Differences of around 5% have been found with those values calculated using
the correlation from [36], and higher with respect to [38]. In the latter work,
a value of liquid thermal conductivity of 0.18 W/mK (20% higher than that
obtained with the present correlation) has been reported at the melting point.
• Liquid specific heat (Cp,l): linearized correlation from [37],
Cp,l = 2137.1456+ 2.7186(T − 273.15)
where Cp,l is expressed in J/kg.K and the temperature is in K. The variation of
this property in the working range of temperatures, using the above expression,
is less than 2%.
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The present correlation agrees very well with the experimental data from [31].
Differences of up to 10% can be found with the values calculated with the corre-
lation from [39], which is seen to underpredict the values in the temperature
range between 300 - 320 K.
• Solid density (ρs): a value of 863 kg/m3 has been adopted. There is a high
uncertainty in this value, as no exact information has been found. It has been
very roughly approximated from the density curve presented in [35].
There is a significant difference between the densities of the liquid and solid
phases. With the values adopted in this work, at the melting point, this differ-
ence is of ∼ 11% (with respect to the liquid density).
• Solid thermal conductivity (λs): a fixed value of 0.3362 W/m.K has been adopted,
calculated from the ratio ks/kl presented in [38] and from kl (at the melting point)
determined using the previously indicated correlation. There is high uncertainty
in this value as high dispersion has been found between different sources
consulted. The authors believe that the ratio ks/kl = 0.45 is the most accurate
value of those found in [38] due to the procedure used for its determination,
which do not depend on the density of any of the phases. However, it is believed
that there is a somewhat linear variation of this property with the temperature,
as seen for other n-alkanes [41]. Unfortunately, no correlation has been found
for the n-Octadecane.
In any case, there is a significant difference between the thermal conductivities
of the liquid and solid phases, which could be a source of error in the numerical
simulations if not properly taken into account.
• Solid specific heat (Cp,s): linearized experimental data from [31],
Cp,s = 1652.9056+ 10.2673(T − 273.15)
The above expression results in a variation of less than 1% of this property in
the working range of temperatures for the solid phase. However, there is a
significant difference between the specific heats of the solid and liquid phases,
which is around 13%.
The correlation presented in [39] has not been adopted here due to not being
very accurate in the temperature range near the melting point, as indicated by
the authors.
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3.4.3 Initial and boundary conditions
Initial conditions
Initially, all the PCM is in its solid state. However, in order to avoid the formation of
liquid cells completely surrounded by solid cells —which would cause divergence,
due to the impossibility of the less dense fluid to leave these cells— a liquid film
close to the shell has been included in the initial conditions. The width of this layer is
around 3% of the radius of the capsule (∼1.5 mm), resulting in an initial total liquid
fraction of ∼8.5%, depending on the mesh. Therefore, all numerical simulations in
this work are assumed to start in a state corresponding to that of the experiment at t
= 12 minutes, which seems to be the time at which liquid fraction is around ∼8.5%,
according to the figures presented by [15].
For the liquid film, a temperature equal to the melting point has been adopted.
For the solid phase, a uniform temperature of 26.5°C has been assumed, estimated
from the experimental temperature curves presented in [15].
Boundary conditions
• Capsule shell
In the numerical results reported by Tan et al. [15], the melting rate was over-
predicted when compared to the experimental data. They justified the sources
for such discrepancy in the consideration of a constant temperature for the
external surface of the capsule shell, when the presence of the base supporting
the capsule could be avoiding a good heat transfer in this zone, and furthermore,
a thermal stratification could have developed in the water bath. With this in
mind, instead of adopting a constant temperature for the outer surface of the
capsule, a convection coefficient acting between the water bath and the shell
is assumed. In fact, two values of this coefficient are tested, one considering a
high heat transfer rate between the water bath and the capsule and another one
with a low heat transfer rate.
Therefore, the capsule shell is represented as a solid, no-slip boundary (see sec-
tion 3.3.2), with a fixed external temperature (40°C) and an equivalent resistance
to the heat transfer (heq) encompassing thermal convection between the bath
and the outer surface and conduction through the glass, respectively. A heat
flux into the cell adjacent to the capsule is enforced as:
q˙sb = Asb
(Twb − TP)
Asb
Aextheq
+
~dP,sb ·nˆsb
k f
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where the thermal resistance has been indicated as a sum of external (bath +
shell) plus internal (portion of fluid between cell center and solid face) heat
transfer resistance. The two values of heq here adopted are 796 W/(m2K) and
237 W/m2 K. The former corresponds to a convective heat transfer between bath
and shell of around 3000 W/m2 K, while the latter corresponds to a convective
coefficient of around 300 W/m2 K. The thickness of the glass capsule shell is 1.5
mm.
Actually, what is really imposed as a thermal boundary condition is the temper-
ature of the boundary face, which is determined in order to give the previous
heat flux into the cell, as follows:
Tsb =
Aextheq
Asb
Twb +
k f
~dP,sb ·nˆsb
TP
Aextheq
Asb
+
k f
~dP,sb ·nˆsb
• Upper opening (variable density cases)
Fluid flow is allowed to go out from (or into) the capsule through this upper
opening. For this, a condition on pressure is applied, resembling a Bernoulli
equation, in the form:
p f b = p∞ − γρu
2
2
where γ is a coefficient controlling the loss of kinetic energy, which can take
values from 0 to 1. In the cases presented, values of p∞ = 0 and γ = 0.5 have
been used. The velocities of the boundary faces are assumed to be equal to those
of the corresponding cell nodes.
For the temperature, in the boundary faces through which the flow goes out
from the capsule, a zero derivative has been assumed, taking the value of the
cell. For the boundary faces through which the flow comes into the capsule,
the temperature of the incoming flow has been assumed to be the mean value
(weighted by the mass flow) of the temperature corresponding to the flow going
out from the capsule. This results in a zero overall transport of thermal energy
through the opening.
For the lateral surface of the upper opening —which is part of the capsule shell—
the same heat flux condition is used as for the rest of the shell, in 2D cases.
However, in 3D cases, a further improvement has been introduced by modeling
the fact that this part of the shell is in contact with the outer air instead of with
the water bath, as it is apparent in the pictures of the experiments presented
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in [27]. For this zone, in 3D cases, a value of 5.1 W/m2 has been adopted for heq
and 25°C for the external (air) temperature.
• Periodic faces (2D)
For carrying out 2D simulations, where axi-symmetry is assumed, the faces of
the sphere slices (see 2D meshes from fig. 3.6) should not affect the solution
in any way. Therefore, zero derivative has been adopted for all the variables,
as well as zero mass flux through the faces. No contribution of these bound-
ary faces is produced over the diffusive, convective or source terms of all the
equations.
3.5 Results
Several simulations have been run using the different meshes designed, for two and
three-dimensional analyses, as well as using constant and variable thermo-physical
set of properties. Since the thermal boundary conditions are not exactly known, two
different values have been tested for the equivalent heat transfer coefficient between
the water thermal bath and the internal surface of the capsule shell (heq = 796 W/m2 K
and heq = 237 W/m2 K). Furthermore, since the experimental temperature curves
observed in [15] indicate that the onset of the phase change may be occurring at a
temperature of around 27°C, simulations assuming a melting point of 27.2°C have
also been run. Three combinations of thermal boundary condition and melting point
are codified as cases A, B and C, as depicted in Table 3.3.
Table 3.3: Cases run using different combinations of boundary conditions and melting
point
Code heq (W/m2 K) Tsl (°C)
A 796 28.18
B 237 28.18
C 237 27.2
Comparison is performed between simulations using UPWIND and SYMMPRES
convective schemes, two and three-dimensional meshes and constant and variable
properties. Agreement with experimental results is also addressed.
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3.5.1 Convective scheme and grid convergence
As indicated in section 3.4.1, two schemes have been adopted for the discretization of
the convective term of the energy equation, first-order UPWIND and SYMMPRES.
Figure 3.7 show results of evolution of global liquid fraction for the different cases
using each convective scheme. A better match with experimental results is observed
in the results using the symmetry preserving scheme. Furthermore, the discrepancy
between results with different meshes is higher in the cases using the UPWIND
scheme, indicating a worse grid convergence. The differences between results using
constant and variable properties are also higher in the cases where the UPWIND
scheme was adopted.
All these observations indicate that the numerical diffusion is affecting the cases
were the UPWIND scheme was used and that the symmetry preserving scheme seem
to give more accurate results. Unbounded values of temperature has been observed
at some specific locations in the SYMMPRES cases, but this problem do not seem
to affect the results as much as the numerical diffusion produced by the UPWIND
scheme. For this reason, the results presented in the following sections correspond to
the simulations using the SYMMPRES scheme.
As the mesh density is increased, the melting rate tends to decrease. This behavior
is observed for all the combinations of properties and boundary conditions tested.
With the meshes used, it cannot be stated that grid convergence has been reached,
although the results obtained with the SYMMPRES cases show a quite low disparity
between them.
3.5.2 Thermo-physical properties
As indicated in section 3.4.2, when defining the constant thermo-physical properties
used representative of the material in the working conditions, a modification to the
latent heat was performed in order to correct the error in total energy; which comes
from the fact of not considering the difference in density between liquid and solid
phases.
Figure 3.8 shows the difference in liquid fraction evolution between three 2D
simulations of case A, using different set of properties. For the first, constant proper-
ties shown in Table 3.2, without the modification of L, were adopted. In the second,
constant properties with the modified L were used. In the third, different densities
and specific heats for liquid and solid phases are adopted (and therefore a mesh with
the upper opening is used for allowing fluid escaping from the shell) but with the
rest of the properties constant. ρ = 863 kg/m3 and Cp = 1940J/kgK−1 were used for
the solid phase. Both simulations using constant properties were run with the same
mesh, while for the other a mesh with a similar amount of cells was adopted.
It can be observed how the melting rate in the case with the unmodified L is
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(a) Case A. Constant properties. UPWIND. (b) Case A. Variable properties. UPWIND.
(c) Case A. Constant properties. SYMMPRES. (d) Case A. Variable properties. SYMMPRES.
(e) Case B. Variable properties. SYMMPRES. (f) Case C. Variable properties. SYMMPRES.
Figure 3.7: Global volumetric liquid fraction vs. time for the different cases with 2D
and 3D meshes, using upwind or symmetry preserving schemes.
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Figure 3.8: Numerical results of the evolution of global e with time for case A. Lorig:
constant properties, unmodified value of L; mesh: 2D-NO-7.7E3. Lmod: constant
properties, modified value of L; mesh: 2D-NO-7.7E3. Lorig, ρ and Cp diff.: different
densities and specific heats for liquid and solid phases with the rest of the properties
constant; mesh: 2D-WO-9E3.
higher than for the other two cases. The case with constant properties and modified L
evolves almost exactly as the one where the differences in ρ and Cp are considered.
These observations indicate that the density scaling of L compensates the fact of using
the liquid density for both phases, and that the effect of the expansion in the melting
is not very significant for this case.
Furthermore, plots of the evolution of the global liquid fraction of two 2D simula-
tions, one using constant properties and another taking full account of the properties
variations with temperature, are depicted in figure 3.9. It is observed that considering
the change of properties with temperature result in a slight increase of the melting rate.
Further analysis, after running several simulations changing the property for which
the variations with temperature are accounted for, seem to indicate that the property
whose variation is affecting the melting rate the most is the thermal conductivity, and
specially that of the liquid phase.
3.5.3 2D vs. 3D
Figures 3.10 and 3.11 show the temperature and liquid fraction maps, as well as the
streamlines of 2D and 3D simulations for two different moments corresponding to the
experiment after t∼22 and t∼47 minutes, respectively. Results shown correspond to
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Figure 3.9: Numerical results of the evolution of global e with time for case A using
constant and variable properties. Simulation with constant, modified, properties
(solid line) was run using mesh 2D-NO-7.7E3, while the one with variable properties
(dashed line) was run with mesh 2D-WO-9E3.
meshes with a similar density (comparing the 2D mesh with a slice of the 3D mesh) in
order to evaluate only the effect of assuming (or not) the hypothesis of axi-symmetric
behaviour.
The common feature in two and three-dimensional results is the upgoing hot
flow close to the shell and downgoing cold flow close to the solid, produced by the
gravity force in combination with a decrease of density in the liquid as its temperature
increases. However, there are differences between the flow patterns encountered in
2D and 3D cases.
In the bottom, due to the unstable thermal layer (hot shell below cold solid),
the flow has a highly 3D behaviour. While in 2D cases the fluid eddies formed
at the bottom are “trapped” by the fluid eddies located at the top/middle of the
capsule (see 2D streamlines in figs. 3.10 and 3.11), in 3D cases the high velocity flows
generated at the bottom “find their way” to the top flowing close to the shell (where
the temperature is higher), through some periodically arranged azimuthal angles
which alternate with those angles through which the cold fluid flows downwards
(closer to the solid, cold, phase). Therefore, upward and downward flows show
higher and lower velocities in alternate azimuthal angles, as seen in Fig. 3.12. Also in
this figure it can be observed how the interface is modified due to this phenomenon.
Figure 3.13 shows some temperature maps of the capsule shell, seen from below,
where the alternating zones of higher and lower temperatures can be observed. This
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(b) Mesh: 2D-NO-7.7E3. Case A. Const. props. (c) Mesh: 3D-NO-1.4E6. Case A. Const. props.
(d) Mesh: 2D-WO-9.3E3. Case C. Var. props. (e) Mesh: 3D-WO-5E6. Case C. Var. props.
Figure 3.10: Vertical cross view of numerical results for 10 min of simulation (t∼22
min in the experiment). The left half of each picture shows a map of liquid fraction
(light: solid; dark: liquid) with the flow streamlines, while the right half shows
temperature map and contours. The density of the 3D mesh slices and 2D meshes
shown are similar.
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(b) Mesh: 2D-NO-7.7E3. Case A. Const. props. (c) Mesh: 3D-NO-1.4E6. Case A. Const. props.
(d) Mesh: 2D-WO-9.3E3. Case C. Var. props. (e) Mesh: 3D-WO-5E6. Case C. Var. props.
Figure 3.11: Vertical cross view of numerical results for texp ∼ 47 min. The left half of
each picture shows a map of liquid fraction (light: solid; dark: liquid) with the flow
streamlines, while the right half shows temperature map and contours. The density
of the 3D mesh slices and 2D meshes shown are similar.
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effect is present at the bottom of the capsule but not at the top, where a thermal
stratification is seen (nearly horizontally uniform temperature distribution) and the
velocities are lower. In this figure it can also be noted that in case A the shell is hotter
than in case C, due to the higher heat transfer rate assumed for the former.
(a) Front view (b) Top view
Figure 3.12: Different views of slice cuts run with mesh 3D-NO-1.4E6 at texp ∼ 47
minutes (case A, const. props.). The horizontal cut is at 3 cm below the center of the
sphere. Velocity vectors are shown in the front view, while a vertical velocity map is
depicted in the top view of the horizontal cut. The greyscale indicates the phase (dark:
liquid; light: solid), while the colors indicate the magnitude of the vertical component
of the velocity.
A consequence of the “artificial” trapping of the eddies in the 2D cases is that the
lower part melts faster in these than in the 3D cases. This can be observed, not only
by comparing the shapes of the interface, but also the evolution of the temperature
at different axial positions, as shown in figs. 3.14-3.15. In the experimental results
of Tan et al. [15], the thermocouple located at point G (y = 2.5 cm above the center)
detects that melting there starts before than at point B (y = 3.75 cm below the center).
In all 2D numerical results reported in this work, as well as in those published by [15]
(numerical, 2D), point B starts melting long before point G. However, in 3D cases,
melting of point B is much delayed, resulting in a better agreement with experimental
data.
Regarding the evolution of global liquid fraction, it is not clear if 3D simulations
result in different melting rates. Results using the SYMMPRES scheme (Figs. 3.7(c)
and 3.7(f)) seem to indicate that 3D simulations present slightly higher melting rates,
but the discrepancies with 2D results are so small that could be due to differences in
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(b) Case A, const. props.;
texp∼22 min. Mesh: 3D-NO-
1.4E6.
(c) Case A, const. props.;
texp∼32 min. Mesh: 3D-NO-
1.4E6.
(d) Case C, var. props.; texp∼22
min. Mesh: 3D-WO-1.6E6.
(e) Case C, var. props.; texp∼32
min. Mesh: 3D-WO-1.6E6.
Figure 3.13: Bottom view of temperature maps in the shell, for 3D simulations.
the used meshes.
3.5.4 Agreement between experimental and numerical results
All the numerical results reproduce very well the qualitative behavior observed in
the experiment. Furthermore, a very good accordance in the evolution of the melting
rate is obtained for the numerical results with both 2D and 3D meshes using the
SYMMPRES scheme.
Figures 3.14-3.16 show higher temperature oscillations at locations below the
center of the sphere for the numerical results, than those observed in the experimental
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(a) Mesh: 2D-NO-31E3
(b) Mesh: 3D-NO-1.4E6
Figure 3.14: Evolution of T vs. time, for numerical and experimental results (extracted
from [15]), at two different locations of the vertical axis (indicated in cm, with y = 0
being the center of the capsule). Case A, using constant properties.
data. This is possibly indicating that velocities higher than those of the experiment
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(a) Mesh: 2D-WO-9E3
(b) Mesh: 3D-WO-1.6E6
Figure 3.15: Evolution of T vs. time, for numerical and experimental results (extracted
from [15]), at two different locations of the vertical axis (indicated in cm, with y = 0
being the center of the capsule). Case C, using variable properties.
may be being predicted in the simulations. This is specially true for 2D cases, where
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(a) Mesh: 2D-WO-9E3 (b) Mesh: 3D-WO-1.6E6
(c) Mesh: 3D-WO-5E6
Figure 3.16: Evolution of T vs. time, for numerical and experimental results (extracted
from [15]), at a location in the axis close to the bottom of the capsule. Case C, using
variable properties.
the high velocity flows generated at the bottom cannot escape to the top of the capsule,
causing higher thermal oscillations in this zone. Furthermore, it is believed that the
onset of the phase change in the experiment is produced at a lower temperature than
that found in the literature (28.18°C), and may be occurring in a temperature range
of around 27-29°C. This would explain that the experimental temperature curves
stay nearly horizontal around 27°C and rise more “smoothly” than in the numerical
results. By adopting a melting point of 27.2°C (case C), the temperature evolution of
the solid phase is better predicted, but the increase after melting is still much higher
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(a) Experiment (t=40 min). (b) Experiment (t=60 min). (c) Experiment (t=80 min).
(d) Numerical (t∼40 min).
Mesh: 2D-NO-32E3.
(e) Numerical (t∼60 min).
Mesh: 2D-NO-32E3.
(f) Numerical (t∼80 min).
Mesh: 2D-NO-32E3.
(g) Numerical (t∼40 min).
Mesh: 3D-NO-1.4E6.
(h) Numerical (t∼60 min).
Mesh: 3D-NO-1.4E6.
(i) Numerical (t∼80 min).
Mesh: 3D-NO-1.4E6.
Figure 3.17: Experimental photographs at texp = 40, 60 and 80 minutes (Reprinted
from [15] with permission from Elsevier) and our numerical results for case A, using
constant properties, with 2D and 3D meshes. Liquid fraction map (dark: liquid; light:
solid) is shown for the numerical results.
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(a) Experiment (t=40 min). (b) Experiment (t=60 min). (c) Experiment (t=80 min).
(d) Numerical (t∼40 min).
Mesh: 2D-WO-9E3.
(e) Numerical (t∼60 min).
Mesh: 2D-WO-9E3.
(f) Numerical (t∼80 min).
Mesh: 2D-WO-9E3.
(g) Numerical (t∼40 min).
Mesh: 3D-WO-5E6.
(h) Numerical (t∼60 min).
Mesh: 3D-WO-5E6.
(i) Numerical (t∼80 min).
Mesh: 3D-WO-1.6E6.
Figure 3.18: Experimental photographs at texp = 40, 60 and 80 minutes (Reprinted
from [15] with permission from Elsevier) and our numerical results for case C, using
variable properties, with 2D and 3D meshes. Liquid fraction map (dark: liquid; light:
solid) is shown for the numerical results.
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than in the experiment. In 3D results of case C with the densest mesh (3D-WO-5E6,
Fig. 3.16(c)), the amplitude of the temperature oscillations at position A is very similar
to the observed in the experimental data, and lower than the obtained with the coarser
3D mesh (3D-WO-5E6, Fig. 3.16(b)). However, the predicted mean value is somewhat
lower in both cases, which may be another indication of the presence of solid phase
at a temperature higher than the assumed melting point.
In figures 3.17 and 3.18, the interface shapes at different instants for both ex-
perimental and numerical results are presented. A very good agreement with the
experiment is observed in general for the 3D simulations, specially for those using
variable properties; while the effect of eddy trapping (mentioned above) produce a
higher disagreement in 2D cases.
Regarding the thermal boundary condition, it is difficult to draw clear conclusions
about which of both values of heq is more accurate. Observing global liquid fraction
curves for case A (heq = 796 W/m2 K and Tsl = 28.2°C) with both constant and
variable properties, and comparing the results obtained with 2D meshes of similar
amount of cells (2D-NO-7.7E3 and 2D-WO-9E3), it is apparent that the melting rate
is overpredicted with respect to the experimental data, specially if the variation of
the thermo-physical properties is taken into account. However, in simulations using
denser 2D meshes, it is observed that for both constant and variable properties the
melting rate obtained is very close to that of the experiment (Figs. 3.7(c) and 3.7(d)).
On the other hand, for a melting point of 28.2°C, the value of heq = 237W/m2 K (case
B) underpredict the real melting rate (see 3.7(e)).
For 3D simulations of case C (with the lower melting point, variable properties
and heq = 237 W/m2 K), the predicted melting rate is still somewhat higher than
experimental, even for the densest mesh (3D-WO-5E6). Here, the higher difference
between the water bath temperature and the melting point is expected to result in
stronger convection than in case A, and thus, in higher melting rates for the same
value of heq. This could explain the very good results obtained with the lower heq.
In the belief that the material used in the experiment undergoes a phase change at
a temperature range, it is possible that the solid phase is still present at temperatures
higher than 28°C. Therefore, it is possible that the convection is not as strong as that
resulting from the phase transition at a fixed melting point of 27.2°C, and thus, the
higher value of heq is believed to be more accurate. Nevertheless, when comparing
the melting rates of cases A and B with the same mesh 2D-WO-9E3, a difference of
around 15-20% is obtained, which is not much, considering that heq for case A is three
times higher than for case B.
With the use of an accurate melting temperature range, as well as more accurate
boundary conditions, three-dimensional numerical simulations would most probably
be even closer to experimental results. Regarding thermo-physical properties, of
special importance in this case is to have a more accurate value of the solid phase
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density, since it affects the total amount of latent energy initially contained in the
capsule. It also affects the expansion in the melting, although this phenomenon has
not been seen to influence the melting rate significantly in this case.
3.6 Conclusions
A fixed-grid enthalpy model for unstructured grids using explicit time integration
where the thermo-physical properties are variable and dependent on the temperature,
has been developed and implemented in a numerical code. The formulation and
algorithms for determining the temperature and liquid fraction (or porosity) from
the total enthalpy, for phase change occurring at a fixed temperature or in a tem-
perature range, have been described. Modifications of the model presented in [1],
regarding different aspects such as the treatment of the conservation equations taking
into account the thermal expansion/contraction, the approach for decoupling the
pressure of solid and liquid-containing domains and the determination of the source
term coefficient introduced by the porous medium approach, have been detailed.
Furthermore, different possibilities for the discretization of the energy equation have
been discussed.
With the intention of accurately simulating the case of melting of n-Octadecane
inside a spherical capsule taking into consideration both accurate constant properties
as well as their variation with the temperature, a thorough search for thermo-physical
properties has been performed. The correlations used have been presented, indicating
their origin and accuracy (either quantitatively or qualitatively). Furthermore, it is
indicated how in cases where the density differences between liquid and solid phases
is not accounted for, the latent heat should be modified in order to obtain the same
amount of total enthalpy inside the same control volume.
Several two and three-dimensional simulations of the case study have been per-
formed. The discretization of the convective scheme of the energy equation has
been observed to affect considerably the results, for which the symmetry preserving
scheme seem to give more accurate results than the first-order UPWIND scheme.
From the comparison between 2D and 3D results, significant differences have been
encountered in the flow patterns developed, originated in the unstable thermal zone
in the bottom of the capsule. These different flow structures result in different melting
rates in the bottom zone near the axis of symmetry, although the evolution of global
liquid fraction does not appear to be significantly different between 2D and 3D simu-
lations. Comparison against experimental results allow to state that the agreement
obtained with the 3D simulations is higher than with those assuming axi-symmetry
(2D).
Regarding the thermo-physical properties used, it has been shown that when
using the liquid density for both phases, scaling the latent heat with the density ratio
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(solid/liquid) compensate for the error in the total energy per unit volume needed
for producing the melting, and more accurate results of the evolution of global liquid
fraction are obtained. Furthermore, it is observed that accounting for the full variation
of the properties with the temperature results in slightly higher convective fluxes
and overall faster melting, which has been seen to be mostly due to the change in the
thermal conductivity.
On the other hand, it is apparent from the experimental curves of temperature
evolution at some locations, that the material undergoes a phase-change in a range of
temperatures instead of at a fixed melting point, which can be a cause of discrepancy
between experimental and numerical results.
Another source of discrepancy is the thermal boundary condition in the capsule
shell, which in this work has been treated as an equivalent heat transfer coefficient
between the thermal bath and the internal surface of the shell and a fixed temperature
for the thermal bath. Two different values for this coefficient have been tested. The
highest of both resulted in melting rates closer to the experiment in the cases where a
melting point of 28.2°C was assumed, while the lowest resulted in better agreement
for the cases with a melting point of 27.2°C. Since it is apparent that the solid phase
may still be present at temperatures higher than 28.2°C, it is believed that simulations
considering the phase change temperature range, may be closer to the experimental
results if a heat transfer coefficient closer to the highest of both is used. Nevertheless,
it is observed that the difference in the melting rates obtained with one or another
value for the same mesh, are much less significant than the difference between them.
Overall, a good agreement between experiment and numerical results is observed,
specially for 3D simulations taking into account the variation of thermo-physical
properties with the temperature. Results obtained in the present work are closer to
the experimental results than those presented by other authors [15, 17].
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4Numerical modeling and
proposal of a multi-layered
solid-PCM thermocline
thermal storage concept
for CSP.
Contents of this chapter are presently under revision for their publication as:
P. A. Galione, C.D. Pérez-Segarra, I. Rodríguez and A. Oliva, "Multi-layered solid-
PCM thermocline thermal storage concept for CSP plants. Numerical analysis and
perspectives.", submitted to Applied Energy, 2014.
Abstract
Thermocline storage concept has been considered for more than a decade as a possible
solution to reduce the huge cost of the storage system in concentrated solar power
(CSP) plants. However, one of the drawbacks of this concept is the decrease in
its performance throughout the time. The objective of this paper is to present a
new thermocline-like storage concept, which aims at circumventing this issue. The
proposed concept consists of a storage tank filled with a combination of solid material
and encapsulated PCMs, forming a multi-layered packed bed, with molten salt as the
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heat transfer fluid. The performance evaluation of each of the prototypes proposed
is virtually tested by means of a detailed numerical methodology which considers
the heat transfer and fluid dynamics phenomena present in these devices. The
virtual tests carried out are designed so as to take into account several charging and
discharging cycles until periodic state is achieved, i.e. when the same amount of
energy is stored/released in consecutive charging/discharging cycles. As a result,
the dependence of the storage capacity on the PCMs’ melting points, the total energy
and exergy stored/released, as well as the efficiencies of the storing process are
compared for the different thermocline, single PCM, cascaded PCM and the proposed
multi-layered solid-PCM (MLSPCM) configurations. The analysis shows that the
multi-layered solid-PCM concept is a promising alternative for thermal storage in
CSP plants.
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NOMENCLATURE
A Surface area
At Transversal area of tank
Aw Internal surface area of tank’s lateral wall
Cp Specific heat at constant pressure
dp Diameter of filler PCM capsule/solid particle
ecap Capsule’s shell width
ex Exergy
f Mass liquid fraction (PCM)
g Gravity acceleration
h Specific total enthalpy
hconv Convection coefficient
k Thermal conductivity
ke f f Effective thermal conductivity
L specific latent enthalpy
m, m˙ Mass and mass flux
n f m Number of filler particles/capsules in tank section
Nu Nusselt number
Nr Number of control volumes of one filler particle/capsule
Nx Number of tank sections
p Pressure
Pe Péclet number
Pr Prandtl number
r Radial direction
Rcond Thermal conduction resistance of capsule shell
Rconv Convection resistance between fluid and capsule/solid filler
Re Reynolds number
t Time
T Temperature
Uamb Global heat transfer convection coefficient between the fluid and the ambient
v Velocity (seepage velocity in packed bed)
V Volume
∆t Time step
∆x Tank section height
e Volume liquid fraction (porosity)
µ Dynamic viscosity
ρ Density
Superscripts and subscripts:
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amb ambient
cap PCM capsule shell
f fluid flow
f m filler material (PCM or solid)
i Index of tank section/control volume
i± 1/2 Index of tank section’s face limiting i and i± 1
in Tank inlet
j Index of capsule/solid filler control volume
j± 1/2 Index of filler control volume’s face limiting j and j± 1
l, liq Liquid phase
out Tank outlet
s, sol Solid phase
Abbreviations:
CFL Courant, Friedrich, Lewy condition
CSP Concentrated Solar Power
HTF Heat Transfer Fluid
LCOE Levelized Cost of Electricity
MLSPCM Multi-Layered Solid-PCM
PCM Phase Change Material
TES Thermal Energy Storage
4.1 Introduction
Thermal energy storage (TES) systems are an essential feature to make a major profit
of solar energy. These systems allow using the thermal energy stored in hours of high
solar radiation in times of lower radiation and higher energy demands, reducing the
mismatch between the supply and demand. In solar power generation stations, the
incorporation of TES systems produce an increase in system reliability and generation
capacity, and a decrease of the levelized cost of electricity (LCOE) [1, 2].
For concentrated solar power plants (CSP) the current standard for thermal energy
storage is the two-tank molten salt system [3, 4], which make profit of the sensible
energy changes of a heat transfer fluid (molten salt) under a temperature difference.
In the search for investment costs reduction, different designs which result in lower
container volumes or in the use of less and/or cheaper storage media have been
proposed as alternatives. Some of these, making use of the materials sensible energy
capacity, are the thermocline tanks [5, 6] and the concrete storage designs [7].
Thermocline storage system consists of a single tank, with a volume somewhat
higher than one of the two-tank system, filled with a solid material forming a porous
packed bed through which the heat transfer fluid (HTF) flows. Most of the tank
volume is occupied by the solid, which acts as a sensible energy storage medium,
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and therefore less of the more costly HTF is needed when compared to an equivalent
two-tank system. Different solid materials have been considered, such as quartzite
rocks, granite, sand [5], asbestos-containing wastes [8], etc.
Thermocline tanks rely on the principle of thermal stratification, which occurs
in a fluid having temperature gradients under the action of the gravitational force.
The hot fluid, having a lower density than the cold fluid, is pushed upwards by the
buoyancy force while the low temperature fluid is displaced downwards. Therefore,
the hot fluid is placed in the upper part of a tank, while the colder fluid stays at
the bottom. As a consequence, a vertical temperature gradient is formed which is
called “thermocline”. The filler material helps in maintaining the thermal gradient,
preventing possible mixing flows that may be present due to effects such as cooling
through the walls (see for instance [9, 10]) or strong inlet flow currents [11].
Phase change materials (PCM) can also be used to store energy, using less storage
material than would be used with a sensible energy storage medium, taking advan-
tage of the latent energy changes during a phase change. The resulting storage device
should be more compact, and hopefully cheaper, than one that only makes use of the
sensible energy changes. Thermal storage devices using encapsulated PCMs have
been studied as a form of thermal storage devices for CSP applications by several
authors. Liu et al. [12] perform an extensive review of PCMs suitable to be used in TES
for CSP plants and of heat transfer enhancement methods. Michels and Pitz-Paal [13]
studied, experimentally and numerically, the performance of storage systems using
vertical shell and tube heat exchangers with different PCMs enclosed between the
shell and the tubes, with different melting points (cascaded PCM), for parabolic
trough plants. Shabgard et al. [14] studied cascaded latent heat storage with gravity-
assisted heat pipes for CSP. They performed numerical simulations using a thermal
network model and evaluated thermal performance of the different designs after a
single charge/discharge cycle. Nithyanandam et al. [15] numerically analyzed packed
bed thermal storage with single encapsulated PCMs by studying their performance
after a single charging/discharging cycles and after a periodic cyclic state is reached.
Parametric studies were performed and guidelines for designing latent thermocline
storage systems for CSP were established. Flueckiger et al. [16] studied thermocline
storage for solar power stations augmented with latent heat. They integrated their
numerical model of the thermocline into a system-level model for the CSP plant and
evaluated the effect of the increase of the storage capacity with latent heat. When
compared against solid-filled thermocline, limitations in the thermal performance
of designs including a single PCM were observed, while some improvement was
obtained with some of the cascaded PCM configurations.
Moreover, combination of latent and sensible storage devices has been studied
for CSP plants with direct steam generation (DSG) [17], where a PCM storage unit
is intended for vapor generation (evaporation) and the sensible energy units for
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absorbing the sensible energy of the heat transfer fluid (preheating and superheating).
One of the configurations that have received the most attention is that of packed
beds. Many numerical investigations of thermal storage in packed beds can be found
in the literature. Ismail and Stuginsky [18] performed a comparative analysis of
different packed bed models used for sensible and latent heat storage. Flueckiger
et al. [19] reviewed different experimental and numerical studies on thermocline
tanks for solar thermal storage. On one hand, models for packed beds of solid
materials [6, 19–21] usually disregard the temperature gradients inside the particles.
On the other hand, if the bed consists of PCM capsules [15,16,22,23], thermal gradients
inside them may be significant and are generally, but not always, taken into account.
Karthikeyan and Velraj [24] performed a comparison of three one-dimensional models
for packed beds of PCM spherical capsules, where the effect of considering the radial
variation of temperature inside the capsules was tested. All these models are based
on discretizing the conservation equations for the heat transfer fluid and the filler
bed, and usually, several simplifying assumptions are made. Depending on the
scope of the numerical code, one- , two- or three-dimensional simulations can be
performed. However, due to the significantly higher computational costs associated
with two- (e.g. [6, 20]) and three-dimensional (none found in the literature) models,
one-dimensional analysis is usually chosen for studying several working cycles of
TES systems [15, 16, 22–24].
In this work, a new concept of thermocline-like storage system is proposed, con-
sisting in combining low-cost solid and PCM filler materials, appropriately chosen
and placed inside the tank in a multi-layered manner. This concept, initially pre-
sented in a congress paper [25], is referred as Multi-Layered Solid-PCM (MLSPCM).
The main idea behind MLSPCM configurations is the inclusion of high and low
melting-point PCMs as filler materials at the ends of the tank, close to the inlet/outlet
ports. In [25], the thermal performance of different MLSPCM designs was tested by
means of a simplified numerical model. Preliminary results indicated that MLSPCM
configurations may reduce the thermocline degradation occurring in the single-solid
filled tanks and thus achieve a higher efficiency in the use of the storage capacity.
Zanganeh et al. [26] recently studied a similar configuration using air as the heat
transfer fluid, in which a single thin PCM layer of high melting point was placed at
the top of a packed bed of rocks. They concluded that the PCM layer contributed to
the stabilization of the outflow temperature but did not have an effect on the thermal
efficiency of the system. The evaluation was performed after several charge/discharge
cycles of the same duration.
In this work, a numerical model for evaluating the thermal behavior and optimiz-
ing the design of packed bed systems is presented. The model considers axial thermal
conduction within the heat transfer fluid and a special treatment for the convective
term of the energy equation, diminishing the artificial numerical diffusion. Since the
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intention is to test both solid and PCM filler materials, radial variation of temperature
within particles/capsules is taken into account. Numerical experiments are carried
out in order to compare the thermal performance of the MLSPCM prototypes against
different existent thermocline-like designs, such as solid-filled thermocline, single
encapsulated PCM and cascaded PCM concepts. Several configurations are here
analyzed and the results are discussed in detail. Thermal performance is evaluated
after running several charge/discharge cycles, until a periodic state is reached. Time
operation of the processes (charge and discharge) are not fixed beforehand but depend
on the temperature of the fluid coming out of the TES, which is limited by some tem-
perature thresholds. The intention with this is to mimic the operating conditions of a
real CSP plant, where the solar receivers and power block impose certain limits to the
temperature of the HTF. Thermal evaluation is mainly based on terms of total energy
storage, efficiency in the use total storage capacity, proportion of PCM effectively
changing phase and exergy outputs.
4.2 Mathematical modeling and numerical implementa-
tion
Mass, momentum and energy conservation equations have to be solved in order to
be able to simulate the thermal behavior of a thermocline-like tank. Some simplify-
ing assumptions are made and empirical correlations are used. The most relevant
assumptions are:
1. One-dimensional fluid flow and temperature distribution (in the flow direction).
2. One-dimensional heat transfer in filler particles/capsules (radial direction).
3. Spherical shape of filler particles/capsules.
4. Constant density of both fluid and filler bed materials (solid and PCM).
5. Natural convection and contact melting inside the PCM capsules are neglected.
6. Heat conduction between different filler material particles/capsules is not con-
sidered.
7. Negligible radiation heat transfer.
The energy conservation equations are discretized using the Finite Volume Method
(FVM). The tank is divided in Nx transversal cylindrical sections of height ∆x (see Fig.
4.2). In each tank section, a single representative particle/capsule needs to be simu-
lated, as all are affected by the same fluid temperature due to the one-dimensionality
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assumption. This filler particle/capsule, assumed as spherical, is discretized in the
radial direction in Nr control volumes, as shown in Fig. 4.2.
(a) Sketch representing
the cylindrical container
with the PCM capsules
packed in a random fash-
ion
(b) Discretization details of the tank and
of a representative particle/capsule, indi-
cating the sub-indices used for tank sec-
tions (i) and capsule control volumes (j)
Figure 4.1: Domain and discretization
4.2.1 Energy
Heat transfer fluid (HTF)
The semi-discrete energy conservation equation of the fluid in the ith tank section
(i = 1...Nx) results in:
ρ f eiViCp, f
∂Tf ,i
∂t
= At
(
ke f f
∂Tf
∂x
)∣∣∣∣i+1/2
i−1/2
− m˙Cp, f (Tf ,i+1/2 − Tf ,i−1/2)
−n f m,i
Tf ,i − Ti,0
Rconv,i + Rcond,i
−Uamb Aw,i(Tf ,i − Tamb) (4.1)
where Ti,0 is the temperature of the internal surface of the particles/capsules (bound-
ary node in fig. 4.2). In the advective term (second in the right hand side) the fluid
is assumed to be coming from section i− 1 and going to section i + 1. Rcond stands
for the thermal resistance in the PCM capsules due to the capsule shell. The mass of
the shell is disregarded here and is not considered to add any thermal inertia. The
calculation of the thermal resistance due to convection between the HTF and the filler
material (Rconv) requires the fluid-to-bed Nusselt number, which is calculated using
the following correlation, obtained from [27]:
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Nu = 2.0+ 1.1Re0.6Pr1/3 where Re =
ρ f v f dp
µ f
(4.2)
As stated in [27], the correct use of (4.2) should take into account the effects of
solid-phase conduction and thermal dispersion in the diffusive term [first term on
the right hand side of (4.1)] and not only molecular diffusion. Therefore, the effective
thermal conductivity is evaluated as follows:
ke f f = k0e f f + k
disp
e f f
where the stagnant effective thermal conductivity (k0e f f ) is determined here as in [28]:
k0e f f =
(
k f m
k f
)0.280−0.757log10(e)−0.057log10(k f m/k f )
(4.3)
and the effective conductivity due to thermal dispersion (kdispe f f ) is determined accord-
ing to the following correlation [29]:
kdispe f f
k f
= 0.00232Pe2 where Pe = RePr
In this work, some of the studied cases include one or several PCMs as filler
materials. Since solid and liquid phases may have different thermal conductivities, a
criterion is needed to determine the value of k f m used in (4.3). The criterion adopted
here consists in using the thermal conductivity calculated at the radius of capsule that
divides the sphere in two parts of the same volume.
Filler material
The energy balance for the inner nodes (j = 1...Nr) of the filler material remains:
ρ f Vi,j
∂hi,j
∂t
=
(
k f m A
∂T
∂r
)
i,j−1/2
−
(
k f m A
∂T
∂r
)
i,j+1/2
(4.4a)
while for the boundary node (j = 0), in contact with the heat transfer fluid, results in:
ρ f Vi,0
∂hi,0
∂t
=
Tf ,i − Ti,0
Rconv,i + Rcond,i
−
(
k f m A
∂T
∂r
)
i,1/2
(4.4b)
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In order to solve these equations it is necessary to define a relation between the
enthalpy and the temperature of the filler materials. Considering constant specific
heats for each phase, these relations are:
h− h0 = Cp,s(T − T0), T ≤ Ts
h− h0 = Cp,s(T − T0) + f L, Ts < T ≤ Tsl
h− h0 = Cp,l(T − Tsl) + Cp,s(Tsl − T0) + f L, Tsl < T ≤ Tl
h− h0 = Cp,l(T − Tsl) + Cp,s(Tsl − T0) + L, Tl < T
Tsl indicates the temperature in the phase change range chosen as the transition
temperature for the specific energy from solid to liquid, or vice versa. Mass liquid
fraction ( f ) values range from 0 (pure solid) to 1 (pure liquid), which, in this work,
are calculated as a linear function of temperature in the phase change interval:
f =
T − Ts
Tl − Ts (4.5)
By taking a very narrow temperature range (Tl − Ts), fixed melting point PCMs
can also be modeled with this approach. Hence, a unique value of h exists for each
value of T, and the energy balance [(4.4)] may be expressed with T as the only variable.
It should be noted that, since the location of the solid-liquid interface is implicitly
determined by values of f , explicit tracking of interface is avoided with this strategy.
4.2.2 Momentum
To determine the pressure drop in the packed bed, the following momentum equation
is solved:
δp
δx
∣∣∣∣
i
= ±
(
5
Re1,i
+
0.4
Re0.11,i
)
6ρ f v2f (1− ei)
dp,ie3i
− ρ f g (4.6)
where Re1,i =
ρ f v f dp,i
6(1− ei)µ f (spherical particles) and v f =
m˙
ρ f At
(4.6) is the Carman correlation for packed beds, which is generally used for solid
objects forming a bed [30]. In this equation x increases from the bottom to the top,
and therefore, the positive sign is used in the discharge of the tank while in the
charge process the negative sign is used. The last term accounts for the pressure
reduction/increase due to the gravitational action.
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4.2.3 Exergy
For evaluating the power generating potential of the energy delivered by the ther-
mal storage, the exergy global balance of the heat transfer fluid is calculated in the
following manner:
m˙(exout − exin) = m˙Cp, f (Tout − Tin − Tre f ln ToutTin ) (4.7)
where Tre f is the temperature corresponding to the dead state, which in this work has
been taken as 45°C due to being a reasonable value for the temperature at which the
vapor is condensed in the power generation block. The resulting exergy flow is the
difference between the exergy exiting and entering the tank with the fluid.
4.2.4 Discretization details
Fully implicit schemes, such as that previously adopted in [25], may suffer from
numerical diffusion in some degree. Since an accurate modeling of the temperature
gradient is needed to evaluate the thermocline tank performance, a different method,
similar to that presented by Oppel et al., [31], is used.
An upwind scheme with a first order explicit time integration has been adopted
for the advective term, combined with the choice of a time step such that CFL=1
(∆t = e∆x/v f ). Therefore, each tank section is “filled” completely in each time step by
the fluid coming from the upstream section with a temperature equal to the obtained
in the previous time step. With this, if no damping is present (e.g. heat transfer to
the filler material), a sharp temperature front is exactly transported from the inlet to
the outlet with the velocity of the fluid flow. In cases where different porosities are
present throughout the packed bed, different CFL numbers result for the same ∆t.
Here, CFL=1 has been enforced for the most restrictive zone (with the lowest porosity),
and thus in the rest of the domain it has been maintained between 0 and 1, where
some numerical diffusion is present. The physical diffusion in the HTF is modeled by
the diffusive term in (4.1). A central difference spatial discretization and an explicit
time integration have been adopted (although if the error in this term is significant,
more than one iteration per time step is performed, which results in an approximation
to an implicit time integration). To avoid instabilities and for accuracy reasons, the
restriction in the time step by the diffusive term is: ∆t = 0.3(eρCp∆x2/2ke f f ). If the
refinement of the grid is high, this limitation may be more restrictive than that of
the convective term, and therefore, the CFL=1 condition is not applied anymore. For
the diffusive terms of the filler energy equations [(4.4)], central differencing and fully
implicit time integration have been adopted.
The algorithm used is similar to that indicated in [25], except that more than
one iteration through the tank sections has been necessary at times, especially at the
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beginning of each process, in order to calculate more accurately the diffusive term.
In each tank section (i), fluid and filler material temperatures have to be solved. The
final matrix of coefficients derived from the system of equations in each container
section has a tri-diagonal pattern. This allows the usage of a TDMA algorithm to
solve the linear system.
4.2.5 Model validation
The first case used to validate the model is that coming from the experimental work
of Pacheco et al. [5]. There, a thermocline tank filled with quartzite rock and sand was
tested, using molten salt as the heat transfer fluid. This case has been adopted as the
validation case in several works on thermocline numerical modeling with solid and
encapsulated PCM filler materials, see for instance [15, 16, 19–21].
The thermo-physical properties of the molten salt and of the mixture of quartzite
rock and sand are indicated in Table 4.2. The HTF mass flow, which has been cal-
culated following the same strategy as in [32], is set to 5.852 kg/s. The porosity is
0.22 and the effective particle diameter is 0.015 m. The initial state adopted in the
simulations is the temperature map obtained from the experimental measures at time
11:30 [5]. Filler material and fluid inside the tank have been assumed to be at thermal
equilibrium at this initial state.
The part of the tank containing solid filler material, of 5.2 m height, has been
discretized axially in 208 sections (∆x = 2.5 cm), while each simulated filler particle
has been divided radially in 10 control volumes and the time step was set to ∆t ∼ 12.45
s (CFL = 1). These parameters have been verified in the sense of producing grid
independent results (a difference of ∼ 0.1% has been calculated against a case with
416 sections). Ambient losses have been neglected.
Simulation results are presented in Fig. 4.2. It can be observed that the thermal
gradient is well reproduced and that it moves towards the top as the discharge
proceeds. Good agreement between experimental and numerical results is obtained.
The small discrepancies observed may be due to several causes, such as: uncertainties
of the experimental measurements, unavailability of all the parameters from the
original work of Pacheco et al. [5] and simplifications of the mathematical model.
The second validation case corresponds to the charging of a tank filled with
encapsulated PCM, from the experimental work of Nallusamy et al. [33]. All the
configuration parameters and properties have been adopted from that work.
Figure 4.3 shows the results of evolution of temperature of the HTF (water) and
PCM (paraffin melting at 60±1°C), measured at x/L = 0.5, where x is the axial
position and L is the total height. In [33], the position inside the capsule at which the
temperature is measured is not indicated. Numerical results of PCM temperatures
shown in figure 4.3 are those obtained at the radius that divides the sphere in two
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Figure 4.2: Validation. Solid lines correspond to the numerical results, while dots
indicate the experimental results from Pacheco et al. [5]. The chronological order of
the curves is from left to right.
parts of equal volume. Grid resolution for this case is Nx = 92 and Nr = 55, which
has been checked for grid independence.
(a) Inlet fluid temperature = 66°C (b) Inlet fluid temperature = 70°C
Figure 4.3: Temperature evolution at x/L = 0.5 of HTF and PCM. Experimental
results, indicated by symbols, were extracted from [33]. Numerical results of PCM
temperature are taken at the radius that divides the sphere in two parts of equal
volume.
A good agreement is observed between experimental results (obtained from [33])
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and numerical simulations, specially for the HTF. Some discrepancies are observed in
the PCM temperatures. This is probably due to several reasons, such as not accounting
for natural convection and contact melting, differences between real thermo-physical
properties and those used (paraffins have been observed to present high phase-change
temperature ranges, as in [24], and thus melting probably starts at a lower temperature
than that assumed) and uncertainty about the exact position of the temperature sensor.
However, these discrepancies do not reflect significantly in the HTF temperature, for
which the agreement is very good.
4.3 Evaluation of different solutions
This section is devoted to the evaluation of thermocline tanks as thermal storage
systems for CSP applications. The thermocline prototype tested by Pacheco et al. [5],
is adopted as a reference case from which the operating conditions and tank global
dimensions are taken.
Usually, in a CSP plant, the outlet temperature in the discharge process is limited
by the minimum temperature that is admissible for the fluid feeding the power block.
Similarly, for the charging process, the outlet temperature is limited by the restriction
in the temperature of the fluid coming into the solar receivers. Therefore, both the
operating time and the stored energy are determined by the level of temperatures
attained by the outlet fluid in the charge and discharge processes.
Since the main objective is the evaluation of the performance of single thermocline-
like tanks as storage devices in the context of a CSP plant, which is intended to be
operated in charge/discharge cycles (one per day) during several years, this evalua-
tion should not rely on values of energy (and exergy) stored or released in a single
charge/discharge cycle. As the performance in a single charge (or discharge) process
is highly dependent on the initial temperature distribution inside the tank, numerical
experiments are carried out for several cycles until a periodic state —independent
of the initial conditions of the first cycle— is achieved. Final performance values are
determined at this state.
Furthermore, the substitution of all or part of the solid filler material by encap-
sulated PCM is considered. Therefore, tanks exclusively filled with an encapsulated
PCM are tested, where the melting point has been taken as a parameter. Results
obtained by the different choices of the melting point lead to the proposal of differ-
ent combinations of âhybridâ thermocline configurations, in which both solid and
encapsulated PCM filler materials are included. This new concept of thermocline-like
storage system is herein called Multi-Layered Solid-PCM (MLSPCM). Fig. 4.4 shows
a sketch of a MLSPCM configuration with 3 layers. Furthermore, cascaded PCM
configurations are also tested and compared.
The same spatial discretization has been used for all the present cases, with 416
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Figure 4.4: Sketch of a 3-layered MLSPCM configuration. PCM1 and PCM2 have
high and low melting points, respectively.
axial tank sections sections and 10 filler capsules/particles nodes. The difference with
a coarser grid having 208 axial sections is less than 5% in all the cases, and therefore,
the accuracy obtained is assumed to be good enough.
4.3.1 Study cases
The following operating conditions are assumed:
• The geometry of the tank and operating conditions are the same for all the cases.
Diameter of the filler particles/capsules is 15 mm. The porosity of the packed
bed depends on the filler material and it is assumed to be 0.22 for the solid filler
material and 0.34 for the encapsulated PCM. Moreover, a shell thickness of 0.4
mm is assumed for the PCM capsules.
• The operation time is not fixed. Instead, outlet temperature limits are imposed,
which force the end of each process (charge or discharge) if the outflow temper-
ature is not within these limits. These temperature intervals will be referred to
as “admissible” temperature ranges. Here, both admissible ranges have been
assumed to be 15% of the maximum temperature interval (100°C); i.e. in the
charging phase, the outlet fluid temperature is allowed to be between 290°C
and 305°C, while in the discharge it must be between 375°C and 390°C.
• Molten salt flow is fixed to 5.852 kg/s for both processes.
• Ambient losses are neglected [Uamb = 0 in (4.1)].
• Several consecutive charge/discharge cycles are simulated until a periodic
thermal state is reached, i.e. when there is no variation of stored/released
energy between consecutive cycles. Since ambient losses are neglected, in the
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periodic state the same energy that is stored in the charge must be released in
the discharge.
As the admissible temperature intervals for both charge and discharge processes
are quite narrow, outlet fluid temperatures for all the cases here studied are very
similar. Therefore, a higher operation time is directly related to a higher stored (or
released) energy.
In Table 4.1, a code for each case/configuration is defined. The presented cases
can be classified according to the filler material/s used as: single-solid thermocline
(A); single PCM (B); multi-layered solid-PCM (C and D); and cascaded PCM (F).
Percentages between brackets indicate the portion of total height occupied by each
filler material. It should be noted that the chosen PCMs are fictitious, having the
same thermal properties as those of potassium hydroxide (KOH) but with different
fusion temperatures. The exception to this is case B1, where KOH is considered with
its actual melting point (360°C according to [13]). This procedure has been adopted
in order to account for the variations in performance exclusively due to the change
in the fusion temperature of the PCMs. Figure 4.5 depicts sketches of some of the
prototypes tested.
Table 4.1: Codification of cases.
Filler materiala Code
Quartzite rock & sand (Qu) (100%) A
KOH (100%) B1
KOH380 (100%) B2
KOH300 (100%) B3
MLSPCM: KOH380-Qu-KOH300 (20%-60%20%) C1
MLSPCM: KOH380-Qu-KOH300 (40%-20%40%) C2
MLSPCM: KOH380-Qu-KOH300 (10%-80%10%) C4
MLSPCM: KOH380-Qu-KOH340-Qu-KOH300 (20%-20%-20%-20%-20%) D1
MLSPCM: KOH380-Qu-KOH340-Qu-KOH300 (20%-25%-10%-25%-20%) D2
KOH380-KOH370-KOH340-KOH310-KOH300 (32%-15%-6%-15%-32%) F1
KOH380-KOH370-KOH340-KOH310-KOH300 (32%-9%-18%-9%-32%) F2
aMaterials KOHXXX (where XXX is a 3 digit number) are fictitious PCMs with fusion temperatures
indicated by the number XXX (e.g. 300°C), whose thermal properties are equal to those of KOH (melting
point = 360°C). The order in which the materials are indicated is the one in which they are placed inside
the tank, from the top to the bottom. Between brackets, the proportion of the tank height occupied by each
filler layer is indicated.
Table 4.2 shows the physical properties used in the simulations. Table 4.3 shows
the mass of solid filler material, PCM and HTF contained. Due to the higher porosity
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(a) Prototype C1 (b) Prototype D1 (c) Prototype F1
Figure 4.5: Sketches of some of the different filler configurations tested.
Table 4.2: Thermo-physical properties.
Quartzite rock PCM Molten Salt
& sand (Qu) [20] (KOHXXX) [13] (HTF) [34]
ρ (kg/m3) 2500 2040 1873.8
Cp,s
(J/kg K)
830 1340 -
Cp,l
(J/kg K)
- 1340 1501.5
ks
(W/m K)
5.69 0.5 -
kl
(W/m K)
- 0.5 0.443+ 1.9× 10−4T(ºC)
µ (Pa s) - - 22.714 × 10−3 − 0.12 × 10−3T +
2.281 × 10−7T2 − 1.474 ×
10−10T3
L (J/kg) - 1.34× 105 -
of the PCM layers, more confined heat transfer fluid is contained in the configurations
including encapsulated PCMs. Furthermore, as the solid filler material is denser than
the PCM, prototypes including more of the former contain a higher total mass. The
same table also presents data of the storage capacity for each configuration, i.e. the
maximum amount of energy that could be stored taking into account both sensible
and latent energy contributions, with a temperature jump equal to the difference
between the hot and cold inlet fluid temperatures of charge and discharge processes,
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respectively. Here, the maximum temperature difference is 100°C(290°C- 390°C). It
can be observed that, even in the cases where the filler material is only encapsulated
PCM (cases B1-3 and F1-2), the sensible energy capacity is higher than the latent one.
This is due basically to two reasons: first, the temperature jump is relatively high,
making the sensible energy capacity of the PCMs to be equal to their latent energy
capacity (Cp∆T = L); and second, the HTF confined inside the tank contributes with
an extra sensible energy capacity.
Table 4.3: Mass confined inside the tank and storage capacity.
Mass data
(ton)
A B1 B2 B3 C1 C2 C4 D1 D2 F1 F2
Mass of PCM 0.0 42.0 42.0 42.0 17.0 33.9 8.5 25.0 21.0 42.0 42.0
Mass of solid
filler material
71.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 42.7 13.8 57.2 28.9 35.8 0.0 0.0
Mass of con-
fined HTF
15.2 23.4 23.4 23.4 18.5 21.8 16.8 20.1 19.3 23.4 23.4
Total mass 86.8 65.4 65.4 65.4 78.2 69.5 82.5 74.1 76.1 65.4 65.4
Storage Ca-
pacity
Filler material
(MWh)
1.65 3.13 3.13 3.13 2.25 2.84 1.95 2.53 2.39 3.13 3.13
Confined
HTF (MWh)
0.63 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.77 0.91 0.70 0.84 0.80 0.98 0.98
Total (filler +
HTF) (MWh)
2.28 4.10 4.10 4.10 3.02 3.75 2.65 3.37 3.19 4.10 4.10
Total sensible
energy (%)
100.0 61.9 61.9 61.9 79.1 66.4 88.1 72.3 75.5 61.9 61.9
Total latent
energy (%)
0.0 38.1 38.1 38.1 20.9 33.6 11.9 27.7 24.5 38.1 38.1
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4.3.2 Results and discussion
Case A: Solid filler material
Table 4.4 shows the thermal performance results for each case. Case A (single-solid
thermocline) is shown to behave quite poorly in terms of stored energy when com-
pared against the rest of the cases (with exception of case B1). The stored energy at
thermal equilibrium is 1.45 MWh,which is around 63% of the storage capacity. This
somewhat low efficiency is due to the thermocline degradation throughout the several
charging-discharging cycles, enforced by the assumed temperature thresholds.
Figure 4.6 shows the temperature maps obtained for case A, of charge and dis-
charge processes at various instants for the first two cycles and the periodic state.
The degradation of the thermocline can be clearly observed by comparing the 1st
and last cycles. The initial condition in the first charge process is a uniform cold
temperature throughout the tank. For the 2nd cycle, the initial condition of the filler
material and HTF is not anymore a uniform temperature curve, but one with the
temperature gradient resulting from the last discharge process. This change in the
initial conditions is inevitable due to the requirements imposed on the outgoing fluid
temperature, which enforce it to lie inside the admissible range. Since the difference
between the incoming fluid temperature and that of the filler material is lower than
in the 1st charge process, the heat transfer rate, and thus the thermal gradient (in
absolute value), are also lower in the 2nd charging.
Therefore, during the consecutive charging/discharging cycles, the thermal gra-
dient tends to get “flattened” until a periodic unsteady state is reached. Due to this
thermocline degradation, the stored/released energy in this periodic state is lower
than those of the previous cycles, and so is the operation time, since outlet thresholds
are reached earlier.
A useful way of estimating the stored/released energy in each process is to
calculate the area between the initial temperature map and the last one, since sensible
energy differences are proportional to the temperature jumps. From the comparison
between figures 4.3.2 and 4.3.2, a clear difference can be observed in the area between
initial and last temperature maps of the charge processes.
Once the periodic state is reached, symmetry between processes can be observed;
and therefore, the energy which is stored in the charge is later delivered in the
discharge. This is due to having disregarded the thermal losses to the ambient.
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(a) 1st charge (b) 1st discharge
(c) 2nd charge (d) 2nd discharge
(e) Periodic state charge (f) Periodic state discharge
Figure 4.6: Case A. Temperature maps at various instants for the first two cycles and
the periodic state. The chronological order of the curves is from left to right in the
charge and from right to left in the discharge.
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Cases B1-3: Encapsulated PCM
A first look into the storage capacity values of Table 4.3 can induce the reader to think
that a storage tank filled with an encapsulated PCM should store more energy than
the same tank filled with a solid filler material. However, results shown in Table 4.4
reveal a different situation.
Prototype of case B1 is filled with a single encapsulated PCM with a fusion
temperature of 360°C (KOH), which is well between the operating temperatures of
the storage system.
The temperature maps of the HTF inside the tank at various instants for the
first two and periodic state cycles, are plotted in figure 4.7. A clear picture of the
problem results from their observation. In the first charge, with an initially cold
tank, the outlet temperature threshold is reached in a moment where only part of
the contained PCM capsules have melted. The position inside the tank where the
phase-changing capsules are located, can be identified by the location where there is
a steep temperature gradient ranging from 390°C to 360°C, which for the final state
is located at a distance of around 3.6 m from the bottom. Therefore, only a portion
of the available latent heat has been used. Moreover, the sensible energy capacity
of both the PCM and HTF is much less harnessed than in case A. Thus, the initial
condition for the subsequent discharge is one where only a part of both the latent and
sensible energy capacity can be exploited.
An important observation is that the melting point of KOH lies outside the admis-
sible temperature ranges for both charging and discharging processes. In the figure it
can be observed how the temperature of the HTF passing through the phase-changing
PCM capsules is kept close to their melting point. Therefore, in the charging phase,
the filler material located downstream of the phase-changing capsules receive the
HTF with a temperature equal to the melting point, not being able to melt. Since the
threshold temperature is lower than the melting point, the charging process ends
before all the PCM has melted, when the capsules located at the outlet (top) cannot
bring the HTF temperature below the threshold, with the use of their sensible energy
capacity alone.
At the periodic state, the area between the initial and last temperature curves
is somewhat higher than those corresponding to the initial cycles (except from the
1st charge). Furthermore, the location of the phase-changing layers has been shifted
slightly to the center of the tank.
Cases B2 and B3 have the common feature of using PCMs whose melting points
lie inside each of the admissible temperature ranges. In B2 a melting point of 380°C
has been chosen, which is inside the admissible range for the outlet fluid temperature
of the discharging process (375°C- 390°C); while a melting point of 300°C has been
chosen for case B3, lying inside the admissible range of the charging process (290°C-
305°C).
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(a) 1st charge (b) 1st discharge
(c) 2nd charge (d) 2nd discharge
(e) Periodic state charge (f) Periodic state discharge
Figure 4.7: Case B1. Temperature maps at various instants for the first two and last
cycles. The chronological order of the curves is from left to right in the charge and
from right to left in the discharge.
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Temperature maps for the periodic state of both cases are shown in figures 4.8 and
4.9. A first observation is that the area between the initial and final maps for both
cases is higher than that of case B1. As a result, a higher energy is stored in both cases,
as can be observed in Table 4.4.
In these cases, due to the more “intelligent” choice of the melting points, a higher
utilization of the whole storage capacity has been attained. For example, in case B2,
as the cold fluid comes through the bottom of the tank and the thermal gradient
travels to the top, the layers of PCM located at the hot zone, which have melted in
the previous charging, act as thermal “buffers” for the outgoing fluid, keeping its
temperature close to the melting point until almost all the PCM near the outlet has
solidified. Since this temperature is inside the admissible range, the process does not
stop, and the rest of the upstream filler material can be thermally discharged.
Due to the symmetry between key temperatures of cases B2 and B3 (melting points,
thresholds and operating range), the resulting temperature maps for the periodic state
are also symmetric. Charging process of case B2 looks the same as the discharging
process of B3, with a shift of the sense in which both axis increase. Furthermore, the
results of both cases shown in Table 4.4 are almost identical.
However, a slight difference is encountered in the value of exergy delivered in the
discharging phase. Result for case B3, with a PCM melting point of 300°C is slightly
higher than that of case B2, where a melting point of 380°C has been adopted. This
result may seem strange, since one could think that a higher melting point of the PCM
should result in a higher amount of hot fluid coming out of the tank and a higher
amount of exergy delivered in the discharge. The explanation for this result can also
be extracted from the temperature maps shown in figures 4.8 and 4.9. In case B2, the
temperature of the outgoing fluid in the discharge is seen to be the PCM melting point
during most of the process (Fig. 4.3.2); while in case B3, it is observed that during
most of the discharging phase, the outlet fluid temperature is the maximum possible
(Fig. 4.3.2). The reason for this is that the low melting point PCM, acting as a thermal
buffer during the charging phase, allows the upstream filler material to be charged of
sensible energy up to the maximum temperature, while the high melting point PCM
of case B3 is storing most of the high temperature energy (between 380°C and 390°C)
in the form of latent heat at 380°C. On the other hand, case B2 also stores less exergy
than case B3, since it needs less time to be charged (see figures 4.3.2 and 4.3.2), and its
final exergy efficiency (delivered/stored) is slightly higher in the former.
Cases C1-3, D1-2: Multi-layered solid-PCM (MLSPCM)
Results obtained with cases B1 - B3 show that even in the best case, only a little
amount of PCM is effectively changing phase in a cycle (less than 15%). Moreover, the
results of cases B2 and B3 show that an effective way of increasing the stored energy
of an encapsulated PCM tank is to choose a PCM whose fusion temperature lies
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(a) Charge (b) Discharge
Figure 4.8: Case B2. Periodic state. Temperature maps at various instants. The
chronological order of the curves is from right to left for the charge process and from
left to right for the discharge.
(a) Charge (b) Discharge
Figure 4.9: Case B3. Periodic state. Temperature maps at various instants. The
chronological order of the curves is from right to left for the charge process and from
left to right for the discharge.
between an admissible temperature interval for either one of the processes (charge
or discharge). Thus, the PCM capsules located at the end of the tank, where the
HTF temperature is close to its melting point, act as a thermal buffer maintaining
a desirable outlet temperature, while the rest of the tank is charged (or discharged)
with sensible energy.
Therefore, a tank which is filled with PCM in such a way that most of it can
effectively undergo through the phase change, together with the inclusion of a cheaper
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solid filler material to store the sensible energy, should be a much more efficient and
cost-effective thermal storage device.
Hence, all the configurations studied in this section contain PCM layers at both
extremes, one with a high melting point placed at the top of the tank (hot zone) and
another with a low melting point placed at the bottom (cold zone), together with solid
filler material placed in between.
The symmetry of the proposed problem, given the operation conditions,induces
to design the multi-layered prototypes using symmetric configurations, i.e. using
the same width for the PCM layers whose melting point are at the same distance (in
temperature units) from the corresponding outlet temperatures.
Cases C1 (see sketch on Fig. 4.3.1), C2 and C4 are MLSPCM configurations with
only two different PCMs collocated at both extremes of the tank and a solid filler
material (quartzite rocks & sand) in the middle zone, forming a 3-layer arrangement,
only differing in the width of the layers. PCMs used are those of cases B2 (KOH380)
and B3 (KOH300), having melting points lying inside the corresponding admissible
range.
Performance results of the three cases, in Table 4.4, show a significant improvement
with respect to cases A and B1-3. The “buffering” effect of the PCM at both ends can
be appreciated in figures 4.10 to 4.12. An increase in the amount of stored/released
energy in the periodic state is observed. The efficiency in the usage of both the total
thermal capacity and the latent energy capacity are also higher.
(a) Charge (b) Discharge
Figure 4.10: Case C1. Periodic state. Temperature maps at various instants. The
chronological order of the curves is from right to left for the charge process and from
left to right for the discharge.
C2 stores the highest amount of energy of the three, but is the one with the lowest
efficiencies in terms of utilization of both total and latent storage capacities. In fact,
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(a) Charge (b) Discharge
Figure 4.11: Case C2. Periodic state. Temperature maps at various instants. The
chronological order of the curves is from right to left for the charge process and from
left to right for the discharge.
(a) Charge (b) Discharge
Figure 4.12: Case C4. Periodic state. Temperature maps at various instants. The
chronological order of the curves is from right to left for the charge process and from
left to right for the discharge.
C4, with the least amount of PCM, is the best in terms of efficiency. Around 93% of
the PCM is effectively changing phase between successive processes in the latter case,
while 74% is the corresponding value for C1 and 38% for C2. In terms of total storage,
C1 stores around 4% less than C2, while C4 is around 8% worse than C2.
Regarding the values of fraction of energy stored in the form of latent heat, it
can be observed that for cases C1 and C2 they are almost exactly the same and
lower for case C4. This can be explained by the following reasoning. The available
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energy for storage, from the HTF, is in the form of sensible energy and thus, it
is proportional (with the approximation of having constant specific heat) to the
temperature difference. Therefore, from the point of view of the high melting point
PCM, melting at 380°C, the energy contained in the HTF which is available for being
stored in the melting process, is only that between 380°C and 390°C. This is only
10% of the energy contained in the HTF between 290°C and 390°C, and 11.7% of that
between 305°C and 390°C (considering both limits of the admissible range of outlet
HTF temperatures in the charge). This means that, at most, only 10%-12% of the
energy that needs to be extracted from the HTF can be used for melting this PCM,
given the constraint for the outgoing temperature of not surpassing 305°C.
It could be argued that, having a second PCM placed at the outlet with a much
lower melting point (300°C), much more energy could be stored in the form of latent
heat, since the energy contained in a much broader range of temperatures is available
for melting this other PCM (in the case of total utilization of the first 10% for melting
the first PCM, this range would be 300°C–380°C; or less, if the sensible energy stored
in the layers upstream from the second PCM is considered). However, this is not
the case when the periodic state has been reached. In this state, and in the absence
of thermal losses, the energy stored in the charge is the same as that delivered in
the subsequent discharge. Furthermore, the same amount of PCM that melts in the
charge, is solidified in the next discharge. For this reason, if 10% of the total available
energy is used to melt the high melting point PCM, then only this same amount will
be delivered by it in the subsequent discharge. Given the symmetry of the problem,
the same reasoning can be applied to the low melting point PCM.
Therefore, as each PCM layer can only theoretically store around 10% - 12% of the
total available energy, both PCMs can sum up to 20% - 24% of it, at most. Case C1
and C2 both result in a latent storage of 20%. C4, having significantly less amount of
PCM, only reach to around 13%. Table 4.3 shows that the latent capacity of prototype
C1, C2 and C4 is around 21%, 34% and 12%, respectively. This is the reason why in
case C2 only a small fraction of the PCM effectively changed phase, having a higher
latent heat capacity fraction than the theoretically possible.
Cases D1 (see sketch in Fig. 4.3.1) and D2 consist of 5-layered MLSPCM tanks.
Both PCM layers at the ends are maintained, while an extra PCM layer is added in
the middle zone, with a melting point equal to the mean temperature of the operation
range, i.e. 340°C. Other two solid filler material layers are placed between the PCM
layers.
Case D1 is seen to behave worse than the previous C1-3 cases. Figure 4.13 shows
the temperature maps obtained for this case, with a similar behavior to that of B1. The
presence of KOH340 acts as a thermal buffer keeping the HTF temperature close to
its melting point, which is outside both admissible temperature ranges. The thermal
buffering provided by the other two PCMs is not enough to allow it to melt and
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solidify completely before the end of the charge and discharge processes, causing the
melting point of 340°C to be a limit to the temperature jump of the solid filler layers
and also of much of the middle PCM layer. As a result, the stored energy and the
efficiencies are much worse than those of the previous MLSPCM prototypes.
On the other hand, case D2, with the only difference of containing a middle layer
of half the width compared to D1, results in a significantly different behavior. Figure
4.14 shows the temperature maps obtained for this case, where a behavior similar
to that of cases C1 and C2 can be observed. Here, the thermal buffering effect of the
middle layer does not last so long and the top and bottom PCM layers are capable of
bearing the “extra” exigency. In fact, the inclusion of the middle layer has resulted in
an overall increase in the stored energy with almost the same efficiency, compared to
case C1, which had a lower amount of PCM effectively changing phase.
(a) Charge (b) Discharge
Figure 4.13: Case D1. Periodic state. Temperature maps at various instants. The
chronological order of the curves is from right to left for the charge process and from
left to right for the discharge.
Cases F1-2: Cascaded PCMs
In the cascaded PCM configurations considered here, as in MLSPCM cases, PCM
layers located at both ends with melting points lying inside the admissible ranges are
included.
The difference between these prototypes and MLSPCM ones, is that no solid
filler material is included in the formers. Instead, several layers of different PCMs
are placed inside the tank, with increasing melting points from the bottom to the
top. This kind of configuration has been studied by other authors, e.g. Michels and
Pitz-Paal, [13]. A sketch of configuration F1 is depicted in figure 4.3.1.
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(a) Charge (b) Discharge
Figure 4.14: Case D2. Periodic state. Temperature maps at various instants. The
chronological order of the curves is from right to left for the charge process and from
left to right for the discharge.
The difference between F1 and F2 is in the width of the three middle layers,
where the PCMs with melting points outside the admissible ranges are located.
Case F1 includes more of the PCMs with melting points closer to the admissible
limits (KOH370 and KOH310), while F2 includes more of the middle PCM with a
temperature equal to the operating temperatures mean value (KOH340).
Results of Table 4.4 show that the performance of case F1 is significantly better
than that of case F2. As both cases use the same PCM layers, the difference between
them is only due to the different proportion of materials included. Temperature maps
of both cases at the periodic state can be observed in figures 4.15 and 4.16. Significant
differences are encountered. In case F1, the temperature range traversed by the fluid
inside the tank is sensibly higher than in case F2. In case F1, when the PCM at the ends
have almost completely changed of phase —maintaining outlet fluid temperature
inside the admissible range— a considerable amount of the PCM layers inside the
tank have also melted/solidified. This is not what happens in case F2, for which
the outlet fluid temperature cannot stay within the admissible ranges enough time
to allow a good utilization of sensible and latent capacities. Hence, as it has been
observed with MLSPCM cases, a correct design of the PCM layers is a critical aspect
in the final performance.
Case F1 has been the best of all the studied cases in thermal storage capacity. The
energy stored is around 15%, 10%, 20% and 9% higher than for cases C1, C2, C4 and
D2, respectively. However, the efficiency in the use of the storage capacity is not very
high (65%), with 61% of the PCM effectively changing phase.
Some other cascaded PCM cases with different layer thicknesses have been tested
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(not presented), with the result of F1 being the best of all. It might be possible to find
other arrangements, with the same PCM layers, with better performance, although it
is the authors belief that this arrangement is close to the best possible results.
Considering that an encapsulated PCM is probably much more costly than the
solid filler material, MLSPCM prototypes can be expected to be more cost-effective
than cascaded PCM, also considering the better efficiency of the former in the use of
PCMs latent heat.
(a) Charge (b) Discharge
Figure 4.15: Case F1. Periodic state. Temperature maps at various instants. The
chronological order of the curves is from right to left for the charge process and from
left to right for the discharge.
(a) Charge (b) Discharge
Figure 4.16: Case F2. Periodic state. Temperature maps at various instants. The
chronological order of the curves is from right to left for the charge process and from
left to right for the discharge.
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Pressure losses
Pressure losses due to the presence of the filler material [first term on the right hand
side of (4.6)] are below 400 Pa for all the cases studied. The highest losses are found
in the thermocline system filled uniquely with solid material (case A), due to the
higher compactness of the solid filler material compared to those of the encapsulated
PCMs. However, when compared against the pressure differences arising due to
gravitational effects (ρ¯gh ∼ 105 Pa) these represent less than 0.4% in all the cases, and
thus, are negligible.
4.4 Conclusions
A new multi-layered solid-PCM (MLSPCM) thermocline-like thermal storage concept
for CSP plants has been presented. The key aspect of this new concept is the inclusion
of PCM layers at both ends of the tank, whose fusion temperatures are conveniently
chosen to lie inside the predefined admissible temperature ranges for the outgoing
fluid in both charge and discharge processes. These admissible temperature ranges
depend on the requirements of the power generation block and the solar receivers.
The PCM layers act as thermal buffers, causing the outlet fluid to remain close to
their melting points, and therefore inside the admissible temperature range for the
corresponding process.
In order to design and evaluate the performance of such storage devices, as well
as of the other thermocline-like systems considered, a numerical model has been
developed and implemented. This model has been successfully validated against
experimental data.
Several simulations have been carried out for different designs of thermocline
tanks, where configurations of solid, single-PCM, multi-layered solid-PCM and cas-
caded PCM filler material configurations have been tested. The obtained results show
that the multi-layered solid-PCM concept prevents from the high thermocline degra-
dation presented by the single-solid thermocline, resulting in a much higher efficiency
in the use of the overall thermal capacity of the system. Furthermore, compared
against the cascaded PCM concept, this new approach has the advantage of using
much less encapsulated PCM for almost the same total stored energy, again with a
higher thermal efficiency. For example, prototype C4 (MLSPCM) stores around 83%
of the energy stored with prototype F1 (cascaded PCM), however, it presents a higher
efficiency in the use of the storage capacity (84% vs. 65%, respectively). In fact, C4
uses only 20% of the mass of PCM and 72% of molten salt contained in prototype F1.
Therefore, MLSPCM thermocline storage systems can be considered as a promis-
ing solution for their use in CSP plants.
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Abstract
Thermocline storage concept is considered as a possible solution to reduce the cost of
thermal storage in concentrated solar power (CSP) plants. Recently, a multi-layered
solid-PCM (MLSPCM) concept, consisting of a thermocline-like tank combining layers
of solid and phase change filler materials, was proposed. This approach has been
observed to result in lower thermocline degradation throughout charge/discharge
cycles, due to the thermal buffering effect of the PCM layers located at both ends of the
tank. MLSPCM prototypes designed for a pilot scale plant were numerically tested
and compared against other designs of single-tank thermocline systems, such as: solid-
filled thermocline, tanks filled with a single encapsulated PCM and cascaded-PCM
configurations. Results showed promising results of the MLSPCM configurations for
their potential use in CSP plants.
In this work, the MLSPCM concept is used for designing a thermal energy storage
(TES) system for a CSP plant with the dimensions and operating conditions of a
parabolic trough plant of 50 MWe, similar to Andasol 1 (Granada, Spain). The
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performance evaluation of each of the proposed prototypes is virtually tested by
means of a numerical methodology which considers the heat transfer and fluid
dynamics phenomena present in these devices. Two sets of cases are considered,
one with the objective of testing the TES systems individually, by defining specific
operating conditions and taking the systems to a periodic steady state; and another,
aiming to evaluate their performance after several days of operation in a CSP plant, in
which the weather variability and the thermal behavior of tank walls and foundation
are simulated. Thermal performance parameters, such as total energy and exergy
stored/released and the efficiency in the use of the storage capacity, are calculated and
compared with those obtained by other thermocline-like configurations (single-solid
and single-PCM), and by a reference 2-tank molten-salt system. Obtained results
allow to consider MLSPCM concept as a promising alternative for thermal storage in
CSP facilities.
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NOMENCLATURE
A Surface area
At Transversal area of tank
Aw Internal surface area of tank’s lateral wall
Cp Specific heat at constant pressure
dp Diameter of filler PCM capsule/solid particle
ex Exergy
f Mass liquid fraction (PCM)
F Capsule volume fraction filled by PCM
h Specific total enthalpy
hconv Convection coefficient
k Thermal conductivity
ke f f Effective thermal conductivity
L Specific latent enthalpy
m, m˙ Mass and mass flux
Nr Number of control volumes of one filler particle/capsule
Nx Number of tank sections
Q˙ Thermal power
r Radial direction
Rcond Thermal conduction resistance of capsule shell
Rconv Convection resistance between fluid and capsule/solid filler
t Time
T Temperature
UTC−Sh Heat transfer convection coefficient between the fluid in the packed
bed and the tank shell
v Velocity (seepage velocity in packed beds)
V Volume
∆t Time step
∆x Tank section height
e Volume liquid fraction (porosity)
η Efficiency
µ Dynamic viscosity
ρ Density
Superscripts and subscripts:
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f Fluid flow
f m Filler material (PCM or solid)
i Index of tank section/control volume
i± 1/2 Index of tank section’s face limiting i and i± 1
in Tank inlet
j Index of capsule/solid filler control volume
j± 1/2 Index of filler control volume’s face limiting j and j± 1
l, liq Liquid phase
nom Nominal
out Tank outlet
s, sol Solid phase
Abbreviations:
CFL Courant, Friedrich, Lewy condition
CSP Concentrated Solar Power
DNI Direct Normal Irradiation
HTF Heat Transfer Fluid
MLSPCM Multi-Layered Solid-PCM
PB Power Block
PCM Phase Change Material
SF Solar Field
TES Thermal Energy Storage
5.1 Introduction
Thermal energy storage (TES) allows a more effective use of solar energy by reducing
the mismatch between the energy supply and its demand. In concentrated solar
power (CSP) facilities, TES systems increase the reliability and generation capacity of
the whole system and reduce the levelized cost of electricity [1, 2].
Nowadays, many CSP plants incorporate a molten-salt two-tank TES system (e.g.
Andasol and Extresol in Spain, Crescent Dunes and Solana in USA), which makes
use of the sensible energy capacity of the molten-salt [3, 4]. However, different TES
designs resulting in lower investment costs are currently under study, some of which
are also based on the sensible energy capacity of the materials, such as thermocline
single-tanks [5, 6] and concrete storage designs [7].
In thermocline systems, both high and low temperature fluids are contained in
the same tank. Thermal stratification is the mechanism separating them, and the
thermal gradient produced within the fluid is called thermocline. The thermocline
thickness indicates the amount of thermal mixing, which may be due to natural
convection effects (see e.g. [8, 9]) and strong inlet flow currents [10], and is intended
to be maintained at a minimum. A modification to the original concept, aiming at
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reducing the thermal mixing and also reducing the amount of molten-salt used, is to
fill the tank with a cheaper solid material such as quartzite rocks, granite, sand [5],
asbestos-containing wastes [11], forming a porous packed bed through which the
heat transfer fluid flows.
On the other hand, several researchers have been investigating the use of phase
change materials (PCM) as thermal storage media, taking advantage of the high
energy density present in the phase-change phenomena. For example, Michels and
Pitz-Paal [12] performed a numerical and experimental investigation of storage sys-
tems using different PCMs with cascaded melting points, contained in shell and
tube heat exchangers, for parabolic trough CSP plants. Liu et al. [13] carried out an
extensive review of high-temperature phase change storage materials and of thermal
enhancement techniques. Shabgard et al. [14] performed a numerical analysis of
cascaded latent heat storage with gravity-assisted heat pipes for CSP applications.
Nithyanandam et al. [15] studied packed bed thermal storage with encapsulated
PCMs for CSP by means of a numerical model. They performed parametric analyses
and established guidelines for the design of latent storage systems. Flueckiger et
al. [16] analyzed latent-heat-augmented thermocline storage for CSP using an in-
tegrated system-level model for the whole CSP plant and evaluated the effect of
the increase of the storage capacity with the latent heat. Limitations in the thermal
performance of tanks including PCMs were observed, while some improvement was
obtained with some of the cascaded PCM designs.
Furthermore, Steinmann and Tamme [17] studied the combination of latent and
sensible storage heat exchangers specially suited for direct steam generation solar
field technology (DSG). A PCM storage unit was intended for producing the vapor
generation (evaporation) and two concrete storage units for storing the sensible
portion of the fluid’s energy (pre and superheating).
In previous works [18, 19], a new concept of thermocline-like thermal storage
device named multi-layered solid-PCM (MLSPCM), consisting of a packed bed of
different layers of solid and PCM filler materials, was presented. There, MLSPCM de-
signs of the same dimensions and operating conditions as those of the pilot scale tank
presented by Pacheco et al. [5], were numerically tested and compared against other
designs of single-tank thermocline-like systems such as: single-solid, single-PCM
and cascaded-PCM filler configurations. Results obtained for MLSPCM prototypes
showed to be promising for their potential use in CSP plants.
In this work, the MLSPCM concept is used for making up a TES system for a
CSP plant. A parabolic trough of 50MW of electric output is assumed, similar to
Andasol 1 plant (Granada, Spain). With this aim, two levels of analysis are carried
out. Firstly, numerical simulations similar to those presented in [18] are carried out,
in order to evaluate the performance of the full-scale TES prototypes under specific
conditions. In these, the TES is charged and discharged consecutively until reaching
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a periodic steady state. Secondly, in order to test the different TES systems under
operating conditions closer to those of a CSP facility, another analysis is performed
incorporating weather variation, idle processes and thermal losses to the tank shell
and foundation, for several days of plant operation..
For this, a modular object-oriented code is used [20], which links the different
models corresponding to the elements under study.
Similarly as in the pilot-scale prototypes presented in [18, 19], some full-scale
MLSPCM configurations are observed to produce an increase of the efficiency in the
use of total capacity when compared with other thermocline-like designs, especially
in the isolated TES analysis. Although consideration of the variability of the operating
conditions results in closer values of accumulated energy and efficiency, MLSPCM
concept continues to present advantages over the solid-filled thermocline design. The
advantages against single-PCM packed beds are more clear, since a similar storage
is obtained using a much lower amount of encapsulated PCM, which is assumed
to be a costly component compared to the solid filler material. As a result of the
study, a MLSPCM prototype considered equivalent to the reference 2-tank system
is presented, resulting in the same amounts of energy and exergy delivered to the
power block in both analyses.
5.2 Mathematical modeling and numerical implementa-
tion
The thermocline-like TES considered are formed by different elements: thermocline
packed bed (filler material and HTF), tank foundation and tank walls, which interact
with each other through their boundary conditions. This implementation has been
performed within the NEST platform [20], which allows linking between different
elements of the thermal system. The mathematical model considers the transient
behavior of the thermocline-like packed beds, the tank walls and insulation, taking
into account the variable outdoor conditions (DNI, ambient temperature). A brief
mathematical description, focused on the modeling of the packed bed, is presented
hereafter.
5.2.1 Packed bed
The model presented in [18] is used. Mass, momentum and energy conservation
equations have to be solved in order to be able to simulate the thermal behavior
of a thermocline-like tank. One-dimensionality in the fluid flow and in the heat
transfer inside particles/capsules is assumed. Natural convection and contact melting
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(a) Sketch representing
the cylindrical container
with the PCM capsules
packed in a random fash-
ion
(b) Discretization details of the tank and
of a representative particle/capsule, indi-
cating the sub-indices used for tank sec-
tions (i) and capsule control volumes (j)
Figure 5.1: Domain and discretization.
inside PCM capsules is neglected, as well as thermal conduction between different
particles/capsules.
In the filler particles/capsules, a radial variation of the temperature is assumed.
Conservation equations are discretized using the Finite Volume Method (FVM). The
tank is divided in Nx transversal cylindrical sections of height ∆x (see Fig. 5.1(a)). In
each tank section, a single representative particle/capsule needs to be simulated, due
to the one-dimensionality assumption. This filler particle/capsule is discretized in
the radial direction in Nr control volumes, as shown in Fig. 5.1(b).
For the heat transfer fluid (HTF) going through the porous bed, the semi-discrete
energy conservation equation of the fluid in the ith tank section (i = 1...Nx) results in:
ρ f eiViCp, f
∂Ti, f
∂t
= At
(
ke f f
∂Tf
∂x
)∣∣∣∣i+1/2
i−1/2
− m˙Cp, f (Ti+1/2, f − Ti−1/2, f )
−n f m,i
Ti, f − Ti,0
Rconv,i + Rcond,i
−UTC−Sh Aw,i(Ti, f − Ti,Sh) (5.1)
where Ti,0 is the temperature of the internal surface of the particles/capsules (bound-
ary node in fig. 5.1(b)). In the advective term (second in the right hand side) the fluid
is assumed to be coming from section i− 1 and going to section i + 1.
Rcond stands for the thermal resistance in the PCM capsules due to the capsule
shell. The mass of the shell is disregarded here and is not considered to add any
thermal inertia. The calculation of the thermal resistance due to convection between
the HTF and the filler material (Rconv) requires the fluid-to-bed Nusselt number,
which is calculated using the correlation obtained from [21]:
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The effective thermal conductivity (accounting for solid-phase conduction and
thermal dispersion) is evaluated as the sum of stagnant and dispersion effective
conductivities, calculated with the correlations obtained from [22] and [23].
The energy balance for the inner nodes (j = 1...Nr) of the filler material (either
PCM capsules or solid particles) remains:
ρ f mFiVi,j
∂hi,j
∂t
=
(
k f m A
∂T
∂r
)
i,j−1/2
−
(
k f m A
∂T
∂r
)
i,j+1/2
(5.2a)
while for the boundary node (j = 0), in contact with the heat transfer fluid, results in:
ρ f mFiVi,0
∂hi,0
∂t
=
Tf ,i − Ti,0
Rconv,i + Rcond,i
−
(
k f m A
∂T
∂r
)
i,1/2
(5.2b)
where Fi indicates the volume fraction of the capsules occupied by the PCM (Fi=1 for
the solid particles). This value is between 0 and 1 and takes into account that a void
space is needed in order to allow for the thermal expansion in the melting.
The relations between enthalpy and temperature for the filler materials (solid
and/or PCM) are:
h− h0 = Cp,s(T − T0), T ≤ Ts
h− h0 = Cp,s(T − T0) + f L, Ts < T ≤ Tsl
h− h0 = Cp,l(T − Tsl) + Cp,s(Tsl − T0) + f L, Tsl < T ≤ Tl
h− h0 = Cp,l(T − Tsl) + Cp,s(Tsl − T0) + L, Tl < T
where Tsl indicates the temperature in the phase change range chosen as the transition
temperature for the specific energy from solid to liquid, or vice versa. Mass liquid
fraction ( f ) ranges from 0 (pure solid) to 1 (pure liquid) and is calculated as a linear
function of temperature in the phase change interval:
f =
T − Ts
Tl − Ts (5.3)
By taking a very narrow temperature range (Tl − Ts), fixed melting point PCMs
can also be modeled with this approach. Hence, a unique value of h exists for each
value of T, and the energy balance (Eq. (5.2)) is expressed with T as the only variable.
For evaluating the power generating potential of the energy delivered by the
thermal storage, the exergy global balance of the heat transfer fluid is calculated in
the following manner:
m˙(exout − exin) = m˙Cp, f (Tout − Tin − Tre f ln ToutTin ) (5.4)
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where Tre f is the temperature corresponding to the dead state, which in this work has
been taken as 45°C due to being a reasonable value for the temperature at which the
vapor is condensed in the power generation block.
To determine the pressure drop in the packed bed, the Carman correlation is used
(see e.g. [24]).
For further details of the model used, please refer to reference [18].
Discretization and validation
The criterion for choosing the time step is similar to that indicated in [18]. If the
convective term of the energy equation of the HTF is the most restrictive than the
diffusive term, a CFL number of 1 is imposed (∆t = e∆x/v f ). However, if the
restriction of the diffusive term (∆tdi f f = C(eρCp∆x2/2ke f f ), where C is a constant
chosen between 0.5 and 1) is more restrictive, then the time step used is the one
resulting from this restriction.
The diffusive term of Eq. (5.1) has been discretized using a central difference
spatial and fully implicit temporal integration schemes. The convective term is
integrated using a fully explicit, 1st order scheme; and depending on the Péclet
number (∆x v f /ke f f ), it is discretized either using an upwind scheme (coarser meshes)
or a centered scheme (finer meshes), avoiding unboundedness problems for the
one side and high numerical diffusion for the other. Therefore, when the mesh is
coarse and the centered scheme is not used for the convective term, the time step is
determined by the latter and the CFL number is set to 1. On the other hand, when the
grid is fine enough, the diffusive term poses a higher (or comparable) restriction to
the time step than the convective term, in which case the centered scheme is used and
the CFL number is lower than 1. For further details on the discretization procedure
please refer to [18].
The validation of the model was performed against two cases, one of a thermocline
tank filled with a mixture of Quartzite rock and sand (experimental work of Pacheco
et al. [5]) and another of a packed bed of encapsulated PCM (experimental work of
Nallusamy et al. [25]). Both cases are presented in [18].
5.2.2 Tank walls, insulation and foundation
The models used for simulating the heat transfer through the tank walls, insulation
and foundation are those presented in [26, 27]. A transient heat balance is performed
to find the temperature of the tank walls (container + insulation) in each tank section.
For the foundation, a simplified zonal 1D model has been used. More details about
the formulation used for these components can be found in references [26, 27].
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5.3 Cases of isolated TES under nominal conditions
Two levels of analysis are carried out in this work. The first one is developed in
this section, consisting in an isolated analysis of the different TES configurations,
under specific operating conditions. Therefore, flow inlet conditions are constant (and
equal) for both charge and discharge processes, and no thermal losses to the ambient
(nor to the walls and foundation) are considered. Thermal performance is evaluated
after reaching a periodic state, which is achieved when consecutive charge/discharge
cycles result in the same stored/released energy. With this, thermal performance is
independent of the initial state of the first charge/discharge cycle.
Different configurations of thermocline tanks are considered by changing the filler
material used. Single-solid, single-PCM and MLSPCM configurations are tested and
compared against the ideal performance (no thermal losses) of the two-tank system
considered as a reference. The dimensions of one tank of the two-tank molten-salt
reference system are 13m height by 38m diameter (adopted from those of Andasol 1
facility [28]). Single-tank systems will be firstly designed with these same dimensions,
and finally the diameter will be increased for one selected MLSPCM configuration in
order to achieve the same thermal storage in the periodic state as with the molten salt
system.
TES charge and discharge processes are carried out with molten salt at 390°C and
290°C, entering through the inlets placed at its top and bottom, respectively. A mass
flow of 948 kg/s is assumed, which is the nominal value for Andasol 1 plant [28].
Furthermore, the following operating conditions are assumed:
• Operating time is not fixed but depends on the temperature of the fluid coming
out of the tank at each process. Temperature thresholds are imposed to avoid
outlet temperatures too cold or too hot to be sent to the receiving equipment (i.e
solar field and power block). The temperature ranges between the thresholds
and the highest (discharge) or lowest (charge) will be referred to as “admissible”
temperature ranges. Each process is stopped when the temperature of the fluid
coming out of the tank goes out from these admissible ranges.
Here, both ranges have been assumed to be 15% of the maximum temperature
interval (100°C); i.e. 290-305°C for the charging process and 375-390°C for the
discharge.
• Ambient losses are neglected [UTC−Sh = 0 in Eq. (5.1)].
• Several consecutive charge/discharge cycles are simulated until a periodic ther-
mal state is reached, i.e. when there is negligible variation of the stored/released
energy between consecutive cycles. Since ambient losses are neglected, the same
energy that is stored in the charge must be released in the discharge at the peri-
odic state.
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Since the admissible temperature intervals for both charge and discharge processes
are quite narrow, outlet fluid temperatures for all the cases are very similar. Therefore,
a higher operation time is directly related to a higher stored (or released) energy.
In Table 5.1, a code for each prototype/configuration is defined. The thermocline-
like prototypes can be classified according to the filler material/s used as: single-solid
(A); single-PCM (B) and multi-layered solid-PCM (C). Percentages between brackets
indicate the portion of total height occupied by each filler material. It should be noted
that the chosen PCMs are fictitious, having the same thermal properties as those of
potassium hydroxide (KOH) but with different fusion temperatures. The exception
is case B1, where KOH is considered with its actual melting point (360°C according
to [12]). This procedure has been adopted in order to account for the variations in
performance exclusively due to the change in the fusion temperature of the PCMs.
Figure 5.2 depicts a sketch of one of the prototypes tested. Table 5.2 shows the physical
properties used in the simulations. The solid filler material adopted here is a mixture
of quartzite rock and sand [5]. For the filler material, both PCM and solid, a diameter
of 15mm is adopted. Porosity is 0.4 for the PCM layers and 0.22 for the packed bed of
quartzite rock and sand. The volume fraction of capsules occupied by PCM is 85%.
Table 5.1: Codification of prototypes.
Filler material/sa - Tank dimensions Code
2-Tank molten salt - 13m×38m 2-TANK
Quartzite rock & sand (Qu) (100%) - 13m×38m A1
KOH (100%) - 13m×38m B1
KOH380 (100%) - 13m×38m B2
KOH300 (100%) - 13m×38m B3
MLSPCM: KOH380-Qu-KOH300 (20%-60%-20%) - 13m×38m C1
MLSPCM: KOH380-Qu-KOH300 (5%-90%-5%) - 13m×38m C2
MLSPCM: KOH380-Qu-KOH300 (5%-90%-5%) - 13m×43.7m C3
Quartzite rock & sand (Qu) (100%) - 13m×43.7m A2
aMaterials KOHXXX (where XXX is a 3 digit number) are fictitious PCMs with fusion temperatures
indicated by the number XXX (e.g. 300°C), whose thermal properties are equal to those of KOH (whose
fusion temperature is 360°C). The order in which the materials are indicated is the one in which they are
placed inside the tank, from the top to the bottom. Between brackets, the proportion of the tank height
occupied by each filler layer is indicated.
Table 5.3 shows the mass of solid filler material, PCM and HTF contained for
each prototype. Due to the higher porosity of the PCM layers, the configurations
including encapsulated PCMs have a higher amount of confined heat transfer fluid.
Furthermore, as the solid filler material is more dense than the PCM, a higher amount
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Figure 5.2: Sketch of MLSPCM prototype C1.
Table 5.2: Thermo-physical properties
Quartzite
rock PCM [12] Molten Salt [29]
& sand [30]
ρ [kg/m3] 2500 2040 1873.8
Cp,s [J/kg K] 830 1340 -
Cp,l [J/kg K] - 1340 1501.5
ks [W/m K] 5.69 0.5 -
kl [W/m K] - 0.5 0.443+ 1.9× 10−4T(ºC)
µ [Pa s] - - 22.714 × 10
−3 − 0.12 × 10−3T +
2.281× 10−7T2 − 1.474× 10−10T3
L [J/kg] - 1.34× 105 -
of the former results in a higher total mass. The same table also presents data of the
storage capacity for each configuration, i.e. the maximum amount of energy that
could (theoretically) be stored taking into account both sensible and latent energy
contributions, with a temperature jump of 100°C (290°C- 390°C). In the case of the
2-tank system, the stored energy at the periodic state is equal to the capacity, since
this system is not affected by the phenomenon of thermocline degradation and the
thermal losses to the ambient are not considered in this part of the study.
5.3.1 Results and discussion
Table 5.4 shows the quantitative results obtained from the simulation of the different
cases considered, after the periodic steady state has been reached. The different cases
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Table 5.3: Mass confined inside the tank and storage capacity
Mass data (ton) 2-TANK A1 B1 B2 B3 C1 C2 C3 A2
Mass of PCM 0.0 0.0 13013.4 13013.4 13013.4 5205.4 1301.3 1721.0 0.0
Mass of solid
filler material
0.0 28749.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 17249.9 25874.8 34219.5 38021.6
Mass of confined
HTF
27629.3 6078.4 11051.7 11051.7 11051.7 8067.8 6575.8 8696.5 8038.7
Total mass 27629.3 34828.3 24065.2 24065.2 24065.2 30523.0 33752.0 44637.0 46060.4
Storage Capacity
Filler material
(MWh)
0.00 662.84 968.78 968.78 968.78 785.22 693.44 917.07 876.61
Confined HTF
(MWh)
1152.36 253.52 460.94 460.94 460.94 336.49 274.26 362.71 335.28
Total (filler+HTF)
(MWh)
1152.36 916.36 1429.72 1429.72 1429.72 1121.71 967.70 1279.78 1211.89
Total sensible en-
ergy (%)
100.0 100.0 66.1 66.1 66.1 82.7 95.0 95.0 100.0
Total latent en-
ergy (%)
0.0 0.0 33.9 33.9 33.9 17.3 5.0 5.0 0.0
(or prototypes) are divided into two groups, one in which the tank dimensions are
the same as those of the 2-tank system, and another in which the diameter of the tank
is increased.
Results depicted in Table 5.4 correspond to simulations run with a grid with
Nx = 1040 and Nr = 10. These have been checked to be good in terms of grid
independence, since comparing against results obtained with a grid with double
resolution (for some cases), the differences in the values of stored energy were lower
than 0.6%.
Prototypes with tank dimensions of 13m × 38m
Cases A1 to C2 correspond to different thermocline configurations of tanks with the
same dimensions as that of a single tank of the 2-tank system (13m × 38m).
As seen in previous works [18,19], the single-solid-filled thermocline tank shows a
degradation of the thermocline throughout consecutive charge/discharge cycles, due
to the restrictions on the outlet fluid temperature. As a result, the stored energy at
the periodic state is around 80% of its storage capacity. This value is higher than that
obtained for the small scale prototype tested in [18] (with dimensions of 5.2m × 3m),
where a utilization of around 63% of the capacity was obtained. The reason for this is
that the thermocline height in both cases is similar —around 2m in the case of [18]
and 3m in the present case (see fig. 5.3)—while the height of the tank is very different,
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resulting in a lower thermocline zone relative to the height for the case presented here
(∼ 23% vs. ∼ 33.3%).
Case A2 results in both delivered energy and exergy to the PB of ∼64% with
respect to the obtained with the 2-tank system.
(a) Charge (b) Discharge
Figure 5.3: Case A1. Periodic state. Temperature maps at various instants. The
chronological order of the curves is from right to left for the charge process and
from left to right for the discharge. Horizontal dotted lines indicate the threshold
temperatures.
Prototype of case B1 is filled with a single encapsulated PCM with a fusion
temperature of 360°C (KOH) which is outside both admissible temperature ranges for
the outgoing fluid. As in [18], the thermal performance of the prototype filled with
this encapsulated PCM is the worst of all the cases studied. The percentage of PCM
effectively changing phase between processes is very low (2.3%) and also the usage
of the storage capacity (30%).
Figure 5.4 shows the temperature maps for the periodic state. It can be observed
that the area between the initial and last temperature curves is very small, resulting
in a very low utilization of the sensible energy capacity of the system.
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(a) Charge (b) Discharge
Figure 5.4: Case B1. Periodic state. Temperature maps at various instants. The
chronological order of the curves is from right to left for the charge process and
from left to right for the discharge. Horizontal dotted lines indicate the threshold
temperatures.
Cases B2 and B3 have the common feature of using PCMs whose melting points lie
inside each of the admissible temperature ranges. Temperature maps for the periodic
state of both cases are shown in figures 5.5 and 5.6. A first observation is that the area
between the initial and final maps for both cases is significantly higher than that of
case B1. As a result, a higher utilization of the storage capacity, and thus, a higher
stored energy, is obtained with these prototypes. Due to the symmetry between key
temperatures of cases B2 and B3 (melting points, thresholds and operating range),
the resulting temperature maps for the periodic state are also symmetric and the
thermal performance results for both cases are almost identical. It can be observed
that the efficiency in the use of the phase change material and of the whole storage
capacity are much higher than that of prototype B1, but not yet ideal (17% and 63%,
respectively, for both B2 and B3).
Cases C1 and C2 are MLSPCM configurations with only two different PCMs
collocated at both extremes of the tank and a solid filler material (quartzite rocks
& sand) in the middle zone, forming a 3-layer arrangement, only differing in the
width of the layers. Figure 5.2 shows a sketch of the configuration of prototype C1.
Due to the symmetry of the operating conditions, the design of the filler materials
configuration is also symmetric. The PCMs used are those whose melting points
are contained in the admissible temperature ranges for the outgoing fluid in both
processes, KOH380 and KOH300.
In [18], it was observed that only the energy contained in the HTF between the
inlet temperature and the melting point of the PCM located at the inlet can be “used”
for producing the phase-change of the PCM, at most. This is, in the charge process,
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(a) Charge (b) Discharge
Figure 5.5: Case B2. Periodic state. Temperature maps at various instants. The
chronological order of the curves is from right to left for the charge process and
from left to right for the discharge. Horizontal dotted lines indicate the threshold
temperatures.
(a) Charge (b) Discharge
Figure 5.6: Case B3. Periodic state. Temperature maps at various instants. The
chronological order of the curves is from right to left for the charge process and
from left to right for the discharge. Horizontal dotted lines indicate the threshold
temperatures.
only the energy contained between 390°C (inlet) and 380°C is available for melting
the PCM layer of KOH380 (located at the top). Therefore, as only 10-12% of the whole
energy available to be stored can be used for producing the phase-change of each
PCM layer, then only 20-24% of the energy can be stored/released in the form of
latent energy. Hence, in order to assure that most of the PCM will effectively undergo
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a change of phase, configurations with a latent energy capacity of less than 20%
are considered here. Observe, from Table 5.3, that prototype C1 has a latent energy
capacity of 17% of the total storage capacity and this value is only 5% in C2.
Performance results of these two cases, are the best in terms of efficiency in the use
of the storage capacity (C1 84%, C2 92%) and in the use of the latent energy (94-95%
of the PCM changing phase between processes). In terms of total energy and exergy
delivered, their results are similar to those obtained in cases B2 and B3, with around
78-81% of those obtained in the 2-tank system. All this is possible with the use of a
relatively small amount of encapsulated PCM, being most of the tank filled with the
cheaper solid material.
Figures 5.7 and 5.8 show the temperature maps after reaching the periodic state,
where the thermal buffering effect of the PCMs collocated at both ends of the tank can
be observed. In each process, phase changing capsules located close to the fluid outlet,
force the temperature of the outgoing HTF to remain close to the PCM melting point,
and thus, inside the corresponding admissible range. This allows a longer operating
time and a higher thermal filling of the whole tank.
(a) Charge (b) Discharge
Figure 5.7: Case C1. Periodic state. Temperature maps at various instants. The
chronological order of the curves is from right to left for the charge process and
from left to right for the discharge. Horizontal dotted lines indicate the threshold
temperatures.
Regarding the pressure losses produced by the presence of the filler material, it
can be seen that they are negligible (less than 1% of total pressure losses). Pumping
energy needed to overcome these, plus the gravitational force, represent less than
0.1% of the stored energy for all cases.
In summary, compared against solid-filled thermocline design, MLSPCM concept
present higher storage capacity together with a higher efficiency in its utilization.
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(a) Charge (b) Discharge
Figure 5.8: Case C2. Periodic state. Temperature maps at various instants. The
chronological order of the curves is from right to left for the charge process and
from left to right for the discharge. Horizontal dotted lines indicate the threshold
temperatures.
Furthermore, although presenting lower overall capacity, MLSPCM prototypes yield
a much higher efficiency than single-PCM ones, resulting in similar values of total
energy storage.
Prototypes with larger diameter (13m × 43.7m)
Prototype C2 is probably the most cost-effective among those including encapsulated
PCMs, due to its high efficiency and low amount of PCM used. However, in order
to yield the same values of energy —and more precisely, exergy — delivered to the
power block as those of the 2-tank molten-salt system, the storage capacity of the
single-tank system has to be increased. Hence, the tank diameter is enlarged.
Case C3 corresponds to this new case, with a tank diameter of 43.7m, where
thermal performance values can be seen to be very similar to those of the ideal 2-tank
system. The stored/released energy and exergy delivered to the PB are around 3%
higher than with the 2-tank, while the efficiencies in the use of the total and latent
capacities are very high.
This prototype has a volume 32% higher than one tank of the 2-tank system and
requires around 68% less amount of molten salt than the latter. On the other hand, it
needs to hold around 62% more weight and requires two small layers of encapsulated
PCM (with less than 4% of total weight).
Case A2, which has the same tank dimensions as C3 but is totally filled with solid
material, results in an effective storage of around 84% with respect to that of the
2-tank system and around 84% with respect to the obtained with C3.
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Figures 5.9 and 5.10 depict the temperature maps of these two cases in the periodic
state. It can be observed how the inclusion of the PCM layers induce a higher
utilization of the sensible energy capacity of the tank, as already observed between
cases A1 and C2.
(a) Charge (b) Discharge
Figure 5.9: Case C3. Periodic state. Temperature maps at various instants. The
chronological order of the curves is from right to left for the charge process and
from left to right for the discharge. Horizontal dotted lines indicate the threshold
temperatures.
(a) Charge (b) Discharge
Figure 5.10: Case A2. Periodic state. Temperature maps at various instants. The
chronological order of the curves is from right to left for the charge process and
from left to right for the discharge. Horizontal dotted lines indicate the threshold
temperatures.
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In summary, a single-tank TES system equivalent to the reference 2-tank system,
results smaller and more efficient when using an appropriate MLSPCM configuration
than when using a solid-filler material.
5.4 Cases of TES integrated into a CSP facility
In this section, the analysis of the TES systems integrated into a CSP facility is
performed, by taking into consideration the variations of the direct normal irradiation
(DNI) on the solar field (SF), as well as the thermal energy losses to the ambient
through the tank shell and foundation. Furthermore, idle processes are simulated; i.e.
when there is no fluid flow through the tank.
The parameters for the reference CSP plant are shown in Table 5.5. The heat
transfer fluid passing through the TES is molten salt. A sketch of the plant with a
single-tank TES is shown in Fig. 5.11. The thermo-physical properties of the different
materials in the packed beds are the same used for the previous cases. The efficiency
of the heat exchanger intended to transfer heat between the fluids from the SF and
TES is assumed to be 1.
(a) Charge (b) Discharge
Figure 5.11: Sketch of CSP plant with single-tank TES.
5.4.1 Operating conditions
The same values of temperature of fluid coming from the solar field and from the
power block (PB) as those of section 5.3 are adopted here, 390°C and 290°C, respec-
tively. Furthermore, the same admissible temperature ranges are here considered, i.e.
375-390°C for the discharge and 290-305°C for the charge. However, one difference
between the criterion used here and the one used in section 5.3 is that the temperature
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Table 5.5: Parameters of reference CSP plant
Turbine nominal power (MWe) 50
Solar field technology Parabolic trough
Solar field area (m2) 510120
Solar field peak efficiency (%) 70
Power block peak efficiency (%) 38
Storage capacity w/ 2-tank system (MWhth) 1152
limits are not applied to the fluid flows coming out of the TES directly. Instead, the
controlled temperature is that of the fluid coming into both, the SF and the PB. Hence,
if the TES is being charged and the PB is generating power simultaneously, the fluid
entering the SF is a mixture of the fluid streams coming from the PB and from the
TES heat exchanger (see the sketch in Fig. 5.11(a)), and therefore, its temperature
is not that of the cold fluid coming out of the TES but a weighted average of the
temperatures of both streams. Something similar occurs with the temperature of the
flow going to the PB if the TES is discharged at the same time as the SF is collecting
heat (see the sketch in Fig. 5.11(b)). Therefore, the current criterion is less restrictive,
from the point of view of the TES, since the temperature of the fluid coming out of it
could be outside the corresponding admissible range but the process would not be
stopped, as long as the temperature of the fluid coming into the receiving equipment
still remains inside this range.
To avoid several charge and discharge processes being started and stopped in
small time intervals, different (more restrictive) thresholds have been defined for
starting the processes; i.e. a discharge is not initiated if the temperature at the top of
the tank is lower than 380°C, while a temperature at the bottom of the tank higher
than 300°C is required for charging the tank.
The initial conditions for the TES, in the first day of simulation, are uniform
temperatures of 290°C for the whole tank and 15°C for the soil.
The simulations are carried out for 17 days in summer (from June 30 to July 17)
in Seville, Spain. The direct normal irradiation (DNI) and the rest of weather data
are obtained from METEONORM software version 4.0. Table 5.6 depicts some basic
information for this location.
For determining the power coming from the solar field, the following equation is
used:
Q˙SF = DNI × ASF × ηSF
where the DNI is multiplied by the surface area (ASF) and overall efficiency of the
solar field (ηSF), which is taken as the peak efficiency of the solar field in Andasol
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1 plant [28] (see Table 5.5). It is assumed that the mass flow coming from the solar
field is directly sent to the power block until the nominal power is reached, then,
the excess flow is used to charge the storage system. When the mass flow from the
SF is not enough to reach the nominal electric power, the TES discharge starts and
the mass flow passing through the heat exchanger, placed between the SF and TES,
is calculated as the difference between the mass flow coming from the SF and that
needed for generating nominal power in the PB. The discharge continues until the
threshold temperature is reached (TPB < 375 °C). After this, an idle process takes
place until there is excess energy available to charge again the storage system.
The nominal thermal power, from the point of view of the TES, is calculated as
Q˙PB,nom =
Nominal power
ηPB × 0.98 = 134.26 MW
where 0.98 is the assumed efficiency of the heat exchanger of the PB (not shown in
figure 5.11) and ηPB is the efficiency of the PB (see Table 5.5).
From this value, the nominal molten salt mass flow passing through the TES is
calculated as
m˙HTF,nom =
Q˙PB
Cp,HTF × ∆THTF = 894.2 kg/s (5.5)
where ∆T has been taken as 100°C (290-390°C). This value is a little lower than the
one used in section 5.3 (948 kg/s), which corresponds to that of Andasol 1 plant
according to [28]. Therefore, m˙HTF,nom is the mass flow passing through the TES in
the discharge, when there is no available energy from the SF.
Table 5.6: Location basic data
July
Location Latitude (º) Longitude (º) Tmax (°C) Tmin (°C) DNI (kWh/m2 day)
Seville, Spain 37.37 5.97 39.6 16.2 7.58
In figure 5.12, the curves of thermal power coming from the SF, thermal power
needed to generate the nominal (electric) power in the PB and the remaining ther-
mal power available to be stored in the TES, are plotted for the time range of the
simulations.
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Figure 5.12: Thermal power (in MW) coming from the solar field, required by the
power block (for nominal power generation) and available for storage, in the 17 days
of simulation.
5.4.2 Tank configurations
The same configurations tested in the simplified case (Table 5.1) are here tested, with
the addition of the tank shell, insulation and foundation.
The tanks are made of steel A516gr70, while the insulation material for the lateral
wall and roof is Spintex342G-100. The insulation is covered with a thin layer of
aluminum 2024 T6.
Common geometric parameters for all the cases:
• Vertical wall thickness, e = 0.039 m.
• Bottom wall thickness, e = 0.021 m.
• Insulation thickness: e = 0.4 m.
• Foundation thicknesses: dry sand, e = 0.006 m; foam-glass, e = 0.420 m; heavy
weight concrete, e = 0.450 m; soil, e = 9.140 m.
The thermo-physical properties of all the used materials can be found in [26].
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5.4.3 Results and discussion
Table 5.7 shows the results for all the presented cases, which are expressed as mean
values, per day, of the 17 days of simulation.
Firstly, it can be seen that the reference 2-tank TES shows zero energy losses, due
to being considered as the ideal case, i.e. the hot tank is always at 390°C and the
cold tank at 290°C. However, the storage capacity is not entirely used because of the
fact that not in some days there is not enough available energy (from the SF) to fill
the 2-tank system completely. On the other hand, in some days there is an excess of
energy and some has to be discarded (see the “unused available energy” row in Table
5.7), probably by defocusing some collector lines in the solar field.
In the last row of Table 5.7, the number of days for which the temperature threshold
is reached by the outlet fluid in the charging process is presented. This can be seen as
the number of days in which the effective thermal capacity is exhausted. The term
“effective” is used in order to differentiate between the capacity indicated in Table 5.3,
which is the ideal capacity and does not depend on the temperature thresholds, and
the “real” one which is the one that results from the simulations with the restrictions
in the outlet temperature. In the case of the 2-tank, since the threshold is never
reached, the number of days in which the system is totally charged is indicated.
The fact of not exhausting the effective capacity in every day of simulation distin-
guishes the present operating conditions from those of section 5.3, since in the latter
the charge was not stopped until the temperature threshold was reached.
The differences in the values of total energy coming from the SF and available
energy for storage, between the different prototypes, is due to interpolation errors of
the input data. These are available at intervals of one hour and are needed for each
time step of simulation, with a frequency in the order of seconds and dynamically
determined by the code, resulting in different interpolation steps for each case.
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For the solid-filled thermocline prototype A1, the values of energy and exergy
delivered to the PB are lower than those obtained with the 2-tank (74.5%). However,
these differences are not as high as those shown in section 5.3. This is in part due to
the variability of the available energy for storage, which in some days is lower than
the storage capacity, and also to the less restrictive operating conditions for the TES
(mentioned above), which allow a greater thermal filling than that allowed in section
5.3. Figure 5.13 shows the initial and final temperature maps for charge and discharge
processes in the 10th day, with durations of more than 6 hours each. It can be observed
that the final temperature at the charge goes beyond the threshold (305°C) due to the
mixing effect mentioned before, and that the tank is thermally filled to a higher extent
than in section 5.3 (compare with Fig. 5.3). The difference between the temperature
maps at the end of the charge and at the start of the discharge is because an idle
process of around 5.5 hours and another charge of around 18 minutes occur between
them. Comparing the number of days in which the storage tank “effective” capacity
is exhausted, it is observed that this happens in 10 days for the 2-tank system and in
13 for A1. As mentioned above, this explains why the efficiency in the use of total
capacity is closer between the 2-tank and A1 prototypes than in section 5.3, where all
the prototypes were charged until reaching the threshold temperature.
(a) Charge (b) Discharge
Figure 5.13: Temperature maps of day 10 for charge and discharge processes for
prototype A1. Solid line indicates the temperature at the start of the process and
dashed line at the end. Horizontal dotted lines indicate the threshold temperatures.
For prototype B1, the results are much worse, being in agreement with those
obtained previously. Similarly as in section 5.3, the results for prototypes B2 and B3
are much better than for B1 and comparable to those of C2, in terms of total energy
and exergy delivered, but worse than the latter in terms of efficiency.
MLSPCM prototypes C1 and C2 result in a storage of around 84% and 80%
compared to the 2-tank, respectively. Their efficiency in the use of total capacity is
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(a) A1 (b) C2
(c) A2 (d) C3
Figure 5.14: Evolution of the energy stored and lost for several prototypes. Values
are reset to 0 at the end of each process. Stored energy (continuous line) has positive
values in the charge and negative values in the discharge. Thermal losses (dashed
line) are positive when heat comes out of the packed bed (by conduction through the
walls) and negative when it comes into it.
lower than that obtained in section 5.3, which again, is mostly due to the occurrence
of days of low radiation in which the available energy is not enough to fill the TES.
Hence, the total energy effectively stored is closer to that obtained by prototype A1,
although still higher. C2 still results in a higher use of the storage capacity than A1,
but C1 shows a lower value.
Prototype C3, which has the same configuration as C2 but with a higher diameter,
is seen to result in almost the same amount of exergy delivered to the power block as
in the 2-tank system, and therefore it is considered as equivalent to the latter, since
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it would result in almost the same amount of power generation. When comparing
energy efficiencies of prototypes C3 and A2 it can be observed that it is higher in the
former than in the latter (75.3% vs 72.5%), but still very similar. Case A2 delivers
91.5% of the exergy delivered by the ideal 2-tank. This is 9% lower than that achieved
by the C2 configuration.
In Fig. 5.14, the energy stored and lost for prototypes A1, C2, A2 and C3 are
plotted for each day. It can be seen that in the first days there is a significant variation
of stored/delivered energy and from the 8th day on, it is stabilized. This is due, on the
one hand, to the particular initial conditions of the first day (uniform low temperature),
and on the other, to the DNI variations in the first seven days. Particularly, in days 6
and 7 all the TES remain uncharged due to the low amount of available irradiation.
In all cases, the thermal losses are very low (less than 1% of the energy delivered to
the PB by the TES for all the cases, and around 0.5% for most), which is an indication
of having enough thermal insulation. Due to the transient operation of the tanks, in
the discharge processes heat comes into to the packed bed through the tank walls and
foundation instead of coming out, and therefore, these components act as additional
thermal storage media.
5.5 Conclusions
MLSPCM thermocline-like thermal energy storage prototypes have been designed
for their utilization in a CSP plant. A parabolic trough plant of 50MWe, similar to
Andasol 1 (Granada, Spain), has been adopted as reference. The analysis has been
carried out using verified and validated models of the thermocline-like configurations,
tank walls and foundation.
Two different analyses were performed, one centered in evaluating the perfor-
mance of the TES systems under specific conditions, in which the TES is charged
and discharged consecutively until reaching a periodic steady state; and another
in which the same TES configurations are tested under 17 days of operation in the
reference CSP plant. In the latter case, weather conditions of Seville (Spain) were
adopted, the variation of the operating conditions due to the changes in the direct
normal irradiation were simulated, and the tank walls and foundation were taken
into account.
MLSPCM single-tank systems, with the same tank dimensions as one of the
two-tank molten salt tanks, were compared to the latter system as well as to other
single-tank configurations. Furthermore, one of the MLSPCM configurations was
chosen for designing a bigger tank, aimed to achieve the same amount of energy
stored as that of the two-tank system.
The first analysis confirms the conclusions taken in previous works [18, 19], indi-
cating that MLSPCM configurations diminish the degradation of the thermocline of
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single-tank solid-filled designs, produced by the restrictions in the outflow tempera-
ture. Hence, both total capacity and the extent at which it is harnessed are increased.
Compared against single-PCM packed beds, MLSPCM designs yield a much higher
efficiency in the use of total capacity, especially when the amount of PCM effectively
changing phase is evaluated. Compared against the two-tank system, MLSPCM
prototype C3 is considered as its equivalent in terms of energy and exergy delivered
to the power block, with a volume 32% higher than that of one of the two tanks
and needing only 32% of the amount of molten-salt. On the other hand, the total
weight hold by C3 is 62% higher and it needs a relatively small amount of PCM (less
than 4% of total weight). If the comparison is performed against a single-solid filled
thermocline tank with the same dimensions (i.e. prototype A2), C3 stores around 20%
more energy/exergy, holding almost the same weight (around 3% less) and needing
around 8% more molten-salt, besides the extra PCM layers.
The second analysis, incorporating more aspects related to the operation of the
CSP plant, result in lower differences between the performance of MLSPCM and
single-solid thermocline configurations. On one hand, the restrictions on the tem-
perature of the heat transfer fluid are not applied to the flow coming out of the TES,
but to that entering the solar field or the power block. This change results in less re-
strictive operating conditions for the TES, and therefore, the thermocline degradation
occurring in the single-solid filled thermocline is not so high. Furthermore, the fact
of having days of low radiation result in a penalization of the capacity factor of the
systems with higher capacity. Nevertheless, in this analysis, the MLSPCM prototypes
tested still show higher values of stored energy/exergy and efficiency (C2 and C3)
than single-solid thermocline tanks. When compared against the reference 2-tank
system, prototype C3 is still considered equivalent to it, since the values of stored
energy and exergy are almost exactly the same. In these conditions, prototype A2
delivers around 10% less energy/exergy to the power block than C3 in the 17 days of
simulation.
Thermal losses to the ambient are observed to be very low for all the cases (less
than 1%), and the tank walls and foundation act as extra thermal storage media.
As in previous works, MLSPCM concept shows to be promising as an alternative
to the other TES configurations tested, as well as to the standard two-tank system.
However, variability of operating conditions are seen to affect the relative advantage
of using one or another TES system, and therefore, it is possible that TES designs
which are optimal for the isolated conditions are not so for the real application.
Optimization of MLSPCM designs to one or another CSP facility needs to be studied
in further detail, with long-term simulations incorporating all the relevant aspects,
such as the real limitations for the HTF temperature, the different thermo-physical
properties of the available PCMs and the economic evaluation.
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6Conclusions and further
research
6.1 Conclusions
The present thesis was focused on the numerical simulation of thermal energy storage
systems using phase change materials. Two levels of numerical analysis were ad-
dressed, one in the field of CFD, with the objective of accurately simulating complex
heat transfer and fluid dynamics phenomena present in the solid-liquid phase tran-
sitions; and another one aiming at simulating whole thermal storage tanks —using
solid and/or PCM filler materials— throughout several charge/discharge cycles, with
several suitable simplifications and incorporating empirical correlations. Apart from
the development and implementation of numerical tools, the application of thermal
energy storage in CSP plants was addressed and a new concept of single-tank thermal
storage was proposed.
In chapter 2, a fixed-grid enthalpy formulation for simulating the heat transfer and
fluid dynamics phenomena in solid-liquid phase change probles was presented. The
model was implemented into the framework of TermoFluids (TF), an object-oriented
highly parallel CFD code intended for 3D simulations in unstructured meshes. Due
to the intention of using the turbulence models already available in TF, the model was
designed to be used with explicit time-integration schemes. The fluid was considered
Newtonian and incompressible, and the density change between solid and liquid
phases was not considered at this stage. The form of the convective term of the energy
equation was discussed, and it was concluded that only the liquid phase properties
should be taken into account in this term. Pressure-velocity decoupling was presented
in a somewhat detailed manner, indicating its treatment in solid boundaries. The
resulting system of equations of pressure was presented and its particular form in
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the solid nodes was pointed out. Time integration of the momentum source term
introduced by the porosity model was discussed, different expressions for the case of
melting at a fixed temperature were studied and an alternative form was proposed.
The implemented numerical model was tested using three different cases, and the
results were compared against experimental and numerical results from the literature.
Good agreement with numerical results was observed in general, since the overall
behaviour of the experiments was reproduced fairly well. Some differences were
encountered though, but the discrepancies were in accordance with results obtained
by other authors.
Chapter 3 dealt with the extension of the fixed-grid model presented in Ch. 2, by
including the variation of the thermo-physical properties with the temperature, and
its application into a case of PCM melting inside a spherical capsule. The formulation
and algorithms for determining the temperature and liquid porosity from the total
enthalpy, for phase change occurring at both, fixed temperature or temperature range,
were described. Modifications regarding different aspects, such as the treatment of
the conservation equations taking into account the thermal expansion/contraction,
the approach for decoupling the pressure of solid and liquid-containing domains and
the determination of the source term coefficient introduced by the porous medium
approach, were presented in detail. Different possibilities for the discretization of
the energy equation were included. With the intention of accurately simulating
the melting of n-Octadecane, a thorough search for thermo-physical properties was
carried out. The correlations used were presented and discussed. Scaling of the
latent heat with the density ratio when working with a unique density for both
phases, was suggested. Several two and three-dimensional simulations of the case
study using different discretization schemes for the convective term of the energy
equation, constant and variable thermo-physical properties and two different thermal
boundary conditions, were performed. Symmetry-preserving scheme showed to
give more accurate results than UPWIND scheme. Different flow patterns were
observed between 2D and 3D simulations, obtaining a better agreement with the
experiment with 3D analyses. However, the evolution of the melting rate did not
show significant differences. Accounting for the full variation of the properties with
the temperature resulted in slightly higher melting rate, mostly due to the variation
of thermal conductivity with the temperature. The density difference between solid
and liquid phases seemed to affect mostly through its effect on the total energy
needed for melting the same volume of material. Overall, a good agreement between
experiment and numerical results was observed, specially for 3D simulations taking
into account the variation of the thermo-physical properties with the temperature.
Results obtained were closer to the experimental results than those presented by other
authors [1, 2]. Discrepancies were considered to be mainly due to not taking into
account a temperature range for the phase change and to not having very accurate
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boundary thermal conditions.
In chapter 4, a numerical model for designing and evaluating the performance of
single-tank TES systems, consisting of a porous medium of solid and/or PCM filler
materials through which a heat transfer fluid flows, was presented and validated
against experimental data. Furthermore, a new multi-layered solid-PCM (MLSPCM)
thermocline-like thermal storage concept for CSP plants was presented. The key
aspect of this new concept is the inclusion of PCM layers at both ends of the tank,
whose fusion temperatures must be conveniently chosen to lie inside the predefined
admissible temperature ranges for the outgoing fluid in both charge and discharge
processes. These admissible temperature ranges depend on the requirements of the
power generation block and the solar receivers. PCM layers act as thermal buffers,
causing the outlet fluid to remain close to their melting points, and therefore inside
the admissible temperature range for the corresponding process. Several simulations
were carried out for different designs of thermocline tanks, which were classified
according to the filler materials included as: single-solid, single-PCM, MLSPCM and
cascaded PCM. Obtained results showed that MLSPCM concept prevents from the
high thermocline degradation presented by the single-solid thermocline, resulting in a
much higher efficiency in the use of the overall thermal storage capacity. Furthermore,
MLSPCM resulted in higher storage than all the single-PCM designs tested. Com-
pared against the cascaded PCM designs, MLSPCM showed similar values of stored
energy while making use of much less encapsulated PCM, with a higher efficiency in
the capacity utilization. As a conclusion MLSPCM thermocline storage systems can
be regarded as a promising solution for their use in CSP plants.
In chapter 5, the MLSPCM concept was taken further into the design of full-
scale TES systems for a CSP plant of 50MWe. Parabolic trough plant Andasol 1
(Granada, Spain) was adopted as reference. Two different analyses were carried
out, one centered in evaluating the performance of the TES systems under specific
conditions, in which the TES is charged and discharged consecutively until reaching
a periodic steady state; and another in which the same TES configurations are tested
under 17 days of operation in the reference CSP plant. In the latter case, weather
conditions of Seville (Spain) were adopted, the variation of the operating conditions
due to the changes in the direct normal irradiation were simulated, and the tank walls
and foundation were taken into account. The first analysis confirmed the conclusions
taken in the previous chapter, indicating that MLSPCM configurations diminish the
degradation of the thermocline of single-tank solid-filled designs, produced by the
restrictions in the outflow temperature. Both total capacity and the extent at which it
is harnessed were increased. Compared against single-PCM packed beds, MLSPCM
designs yielded a much higher efficiency in the use of total capacity. Compared
against the two-tank system, a MLSPCM prototype with a volume 32% higher than
that of one tank (C3), resulted equivalent in terms of energy and exergy delivered to
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the power block. Such prototype needs only 32% of the amount of molten-salt needed
by the two-tank system. On the other hand, the total weight held by the MLSPCM
design is 62% higher and it requires a relatively small amount of PCM (less than 4% of
total weight). Compared against a single-solid filled thermocline tank with the same
dimensions, C3 resulted in a thermal storage around 20% higher, holding almost
the same weight (around 3% less) and needing around 8% more molten-salt, apart
from the extra PCM layers. The second analysis, which incorporated more aspects
related to the operation of the CSP plant, resulted in lower differences between the
performance of MLSPCM and single-solid thermocline configurations. This was
explained by the less restrictive operating conditions for the TES systems, which
reduced the thermocline degradation in single-solid prototypes; and by the fact of
having days with low radiation penalizing the extent in which the systems with
higher capacity were used. Nevertheless, MLSPCM prototypes tested still showed
higher values of stored energy/exergy and efficiency (C2 and C3) than single-solid
thermocline tanks. When compared against the reference 2-tank system, prototype C3
still resulted equivalent to it, since the values of stored energy and exergy obtained
were almost exactly the same. In these conditions, prototype A2 delivered around
10% less energy/exergy to the power block than C3 in the 17 days of simulation.
Thermal losses to the ambient were observed to be very low for all the cases (less
than 1%), and the tank walls and foundation acted as extra thermal storage media.
Therefore, MLSPCM concept showed to be promising as an alternative to the other
TES configurations tested, as well as to the standard two-tank system. However,
variability of operating conditions were observed to affect the relative advantage of
using one or another TES system, and therefore, it is possible that TES designs which
are optimal for the isolated conditions are not so for the real application. Optimization
of MLSPCM designs to one or another CSP facility needs to be studied in further
detail, with long-term simulations incorporating all the relevant aspects, such as the
real limitations for the HTF temperature, the different thermo-physical properties of
the available PCMs and the economic evaluation.
As a final remark, it is worth noting that the developed numerical models are
also applicable to many different problems than those treated in this work. With the
solid-liquid CFD model, problems such as the manufacturing of glass, crystals and
metals and the preservation of food and medicaments could be simulated. With the
packed bed TES model, thermal storage in low temperature applications could be
evaluated. Furthermore, the MLSPCM concept for single-tank thermal storage can
also be of use in applications different from CSP.
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6.2 Further research
Although the formulation for the case of phase change occurring at a temperature
range —in which a mushy region is formed— was developed, no case simulated
in this work corresponds to such situation. In this kind of problem, there are some
parameters, such as the coefficient of the momentum source term (S) and the h− T
relation, that should be “tuned” for each material and case. This work should be
addressed in the future, although the needed experimental data for validation are
difficult to obtain.
On the other hand, although with the developed model it is already possible to
perform simulations of solidification processes, in order to be able to simulate all
the phenomena involved (nucleation, anisotropy of the thermal conductivity) more
physics should be added.
Another interesting subject for further research is to extend the solid-liquid model
to incorporate the possibility to simulate the movement of the solid phase and its
dynamical interaction with the liquid phase. This would allow to increase the capa-
bilities of the model, allowing the simulation of —for example— the unconstrained
melting of PCM in capsules, which would be of great use in the applications of interest
of this thesis.
Furthermore, the coupling of the solid-liquid phase change model with other multi-
phase models, such as level-set of VOF, would allow the simulation of phenomena in
which liquid, solid and gas phases participate. This, for example, would enable to
predict the behavior of encapsulated PCM taking into account the void space left for
allowing thermal expansion.
In order to complete the analysis of thermal storage including PCM capsules,
useful correlations of melting rate and Nusselt numbers could be drawn from the
CFD simulations for their incorporation into the TES single-tank code.
An advantage of fixed-grid models, such as the presented in the first two chapters,
is that it is closely related to the equations of fluid flow through porous media, since
the liquid-solid interface is modeled as such. This is another natural link between the
different subjects of study of this thesis. It is expected that the development carried
out in the solid-liquid phase change modeling may serve as a starting point for future
developments of porous media models, for their application into CFD modeling of
packed beds and thermocline tanks.
Regarding MLSPCM TES systems, further research should address optimization
issues, with long-term simulations incorporating all the relevant aspects, such as the
real limitations for the HTF temperature, the different thermo-physical properties of
the available PCMs and the economic evaluation. Moreover, analysis of MLSPCM
TES systems for CSP central tower plants —with the consequent increase in the higher
operating temperature— should also be carried out. The promising results obtained
with MLSPCM designs should also lead to their experimental evaluation in the future.
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